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Abstract
Heated jets in cross-flow (JICFs) occur in a wide variety of situations in engineering practice and the
natural environment. Because many industrial and environmental JICFs involve raised-stack emission,
non-circular mouths under the influence of shifting winds, and oftentimes strongly heated jet fluid, there
is a need for further investigation into the effects that such influences have upon the jet development.
Two-dimensional particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements are performed in the plane of symmetry
aligned with the cross-flow of the near-field of the jet while stereoscopic PIV (sPIV) measurements are
made in the spanwise–wall-normal plane at three far-field cross-sections downstream of a raised jet stack.
Temperature measurements are also made in the same planes as the sPIV measurements. The raised jet
is set at such a height that it emits into a uniform free-stream environment free of the boundary-layer
effects that impact jets that exit flush with the boundary. Heated jets are studied that emit at centerline
temperatures T◦ significantly higher than ambient temperature T∞, achieving temperature ratios T◦/T∞ of
1.4 and 2. Measurements are also made of two unheated JICFs at approximately the same Reynolds numbers
Re◦ = V◦D/ν◦ and Re∞=U∞D/ν∞, respectively, of the heated jet, all at blowing ratio r◦ = 4.5. The flow
from rectangular stacks of varying aspect ratio and orientation relative to the cross-flow is compared to
that of a circular JICF. Interacting JICFs from arrays of rectangular stacks are also investigated. Proper
orthogonal decomposition is applied to the PIV data to explore structural differences and any redistribution
of Reynolds stress arising in the heated JICF vs. that of the unheated cases.
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Many research studies have focused on various aspects of jets into cross-flows (i.e. transverse jets or JICFs)
given their occurrence in an abundance of technologically-relevant applications, including frequent potential
for environmental impact. Many of these applications involve non-circular nozzle cross-sections, elevated
nozzles (the so-called “stack” configuration) and often strong temperature differences between the jet and
cross-flow fluids. Early research on these eﬄuent-into-cross-flow scenarios focused on chimney plumes and
sought chiefly to quantify the dispersion of pollutants, whether in the form of smoke or steam from exhaust
stacks into the atmosphere (Bringfelt, 1969; Slawson and Csanady, 1967; Sutton, 1932) or waste liquids into
lakes and rivers (Anderson et al., 1973).
It is worth noting here that the focus of this study is upon flows where fluid inertia is the dominant
driver of the jet flow, as opposed to buoyancy. Therefore, these flows are appropriately termed jets and
not plumes. For clarification, some examples of plumes include the flow induced by static heat sources or
open fires; these plumes may be formed in the presence of a transverse wind. Conversely, heated jets in
cross-flow (HJICFs) in engineering practice may be encountered in coal and nuclear power plants, where
pressurized steam used to power turbines is vented from tall exhaust stacks, for example. Other engineering
applications of JICFs include cooling of hot gases in turbines and jet engine combustors by the injection of
cool gas, the control of reaction rates in rockets, and control jets on underwater vehicles (Margason, 1993).
Natural HJICFs include volcanic eruptions and geysers, where dispersion of the jet fluid and other pollutants
may have powerful impact on the terrestrial environment, even affecting global climate patterns; and deep
oceanic hydrothermal vents, which have attracted the attention of biologists due to the discovery of simple
and complex life forms in such extreme environments. Within the research community, strong attention
has been devoted to the simple case of an unheated transverse jet emitting from a circular orifice set flush
with the lower cross-flow boundary. Because many industrial and environmental jets in cross-flow involve
raised-stack emission, non-circular mouths under the influence of shifting winds, and oftentimes strongly
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heated jet fluid, there is a need for further investigation into the effects that those influences have upon the
jet.
1.2 Isothermal Jets Issuing from Flush Orifices into Cross-Flow
The majority of the research published within the last forty years address the canonical problem of an
isothermal jet issuing from a circular orifice set flush with the lower boundary of the cross-flow. This flow
scenario shall serve as the baseline flow for comparison of the more-complex jets in cross-flow investigated
herein; a description of the research background on this flow, as well as the research conducted on this
basic flow configuration, is presented in the following sections. Of first concern in these studies is the jet
trajectory and many theories have been developed to explain the curve that describes the mean fluid path.
Scaling of the non-dimensional trajectory has been accomplished by three different quantities: unity (no
scaling, whereby coordinates are simply normalized by some characteristic length scale), the blowing ratio
r ≡
√
ρjetV 2jet/ρ∞U2∞, or the blowing rate M ≡ ρjetVjet/ρ∞U∞, where ρ is the fluid density, U and V
are mean velocities, and subscripts “jet” and “∞” indicate flow emitting from the jet and the cross-flow,
respectively. While r quantifies the momentum flux of the jet relative to the cross-flow, M similarly quantifies
their relative mass fluxes. Notably, these quantities both reduce to the velocity ratio Vjet/U∞ in the absence
of a density difference between the jet and cross-flow fluids.
Owing to the complexities that arise within the interacting streams of fluid, a number of distinct flow
structures have been observed, most of which are shown in Figure 1.1. The most prominent structure in the
far-field of the jet is the counter-rotating vortex pair (CVP), which is responsible for a dynamic mixing of the
jet and entrained cross-flow fluid. Much speculation has been made as to the generation of the CVP, with
some studies suggesting jet boundary-layer vorticity as its source (Haven and Kurosaka, 1997) and others
proposing a folding of the shear layer vortices just above the point of injection to initiate the CVP (Kelso
et al., 1996; New et al., 2003; Gutmark et al., 2008). These shear layer vortices have been observed frequently
and arise in a manner reminiscent of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities due to the interaction of streams of fluid
with differing velocities. The shear layer vortices have been observed to emanate from the orifice as full
vortex rings that travel at different rates along the leading and trailing edges of the jet boundary, resulting
in a deformation of the rings as they advect downstream. A complex system of wake vortices develops in
the leeward underside of the jet, which may behave in a simple alternating pattern, as in a Ka´rma´n vortex
street, or in a pattern of twin alternating upright vortices shed from each side of the jet with paired twins
shed in a sequence alternating from either side of the jet (Kelso et al., 1996). Finally, a horseshoe vortex
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Figure 1.1: The flow configuration of an isothermal jet in cross-flow [Adapted from Kelso et al. (1996)].
arises in the cross-flow approaching the jet just upstream of the orifice and extends far downstream; this
vortex has also been called a “necklace” vortex due the manner in which it originates from the upstream
border of the jet and dangles far downstream from around it (Andreopoulos and Rodi, 1984).
1.3 Theoretical Background
1.3.1 Trajectory
Early researchers evaluated simple analytical theories by inspection of plume photographs taken under
carefully monitored atmospheric conditions. Such analytical theories were typically based on the diffusion
of mass and momentum from a point or line source (Jarman and De Turville, 1969; Slawson and Csanady,
1967; Sutton, 1932). Poor agreement between theory and experiment suggested that such singular sources
of momentum are exceedingly simplistic and that stack height and mouth diameter must play an important
role in the trajectory of heated jets and plumes (Bringfelt, 1969). Some researchers used an aerodynamic
approach in the analysis of the jet trajectory, namely Abramovich (1963), who derived a trajectory curve
based on equating the normal aerodynamic force as a centrifugal force and integrating the changing radius
of curvature, though his result differed with experimental observations by up to 300%. Vizel and Mostinskii
(1965) found better success by treating the circular jet in the near field as a free jet. Using the somewhat
better-understood behavior of free jets to develop a first-order differential equation of motion, they identified
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a curve of the form y/D ∼ √log x/D that described the jet trajectory to within 20% agreement with
experimental observations. Notably, their solution called upon the ratio of the momentum fluxes of the jet
and the cross-flow, the square root of which is the blowing ratio, which has been successfully used to collapse
jet trajectories of the form yrD = φ(
x
rD ), where x and y are the streamwise and wall-normal coordinates,
respectively, and D is the jet diameter while the functional relationship typically takes the form of a power










where A is a constant of proportionality and l is some characteristic length scale. An appropriate choice for
l was shown to be rD for jets whose density matches that of the cross-flow, which is a useful scaling that has
often been used to collapse trajectories in experimental studies. These results hold in the far field where the




Hasselbrink and Mungal (2001a) showed that in the near-field region, where jet deflection is small, the
jet behavior is consistent with a free jet such that the characteristic jet velocity scales with y−1, provided
r  1, where y is the coordinate of the jet axis. Because this region is, by definition, weakly deflected,
the far-field trajectory of the jet is only affected by the penetration distance for which this free jet scaling
holds. Therefore, the initial penetration of the free jet region should affect only the leading constant A in the
far-field power-law description of the jet trajectory, which has been cast as a function of r in some studies
(Kamotani and Greber, 1972, for example).
1.3.2 Similarity
Hasselbrink and Mungal (2001a) showed that there are two invariants for the JICF: the total momentum
flux of the jet in the wall-normal direction (Jjet ≈ m˙jetVjet) and the momentum deficit in the streamwise
direction (θjet ≈ m˙jetU∞) as a result of the presence of the jet. They showed that, for the development of
similarity analysis, the mass flux of the jet is unimportant compared to the effects of the momentum-related
invariants. That two invariants exist typically prevents the possibility of a similarity solution for the flow
field, except in the event that each invariant independently describes the flow in separate regions—that is,
an intermediate-asymptotic similarity condition may exist for JICFs (Barenblatt, 1996). As alluded to in
the previous section, the flow tends to scale as a jet in the near-field and as a wake in the far-field, which
gives hope that the invariant Jj describes the near-field jet flow region and θj describes the far-field wake
flow region, which correspond to the behaviors of axisymmetric jets and wakes, respectively. Hasselbrink and
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Mungal (2001a) concluded that there exists a Gaussian-like self-similar profile in the near-field wall-normal
jet velocity and that the velocity defect in the far-field streamwise velocity is also self-similar in nature.
To reach this conclusion, they demonstrated that integrals of these profiles within these regions approach
approximately constant values in the near- and far-field limits of the flow domain, a result supported by
the experimental results of Fric and Roshko (1994). Other studies, including Smith and Mungal (1998),
indicate that no self-similarity is present in the near-field, but that there is a possibility of self-similarity in
the far field. The lack of self-similarity in the near-field should not be surprising as it is well-known that
such behavior in free jets requires a development length of greater than 20D (Pope, 2000). For most, if not
all, JICF studies in the literature, the jet near-field region is much shorter than that for self-similarity of a
free jet, and thus near-field similarity is often unlikely.
1.3.3 Flow Structures
The majority of research on structures in JICFs has been of experimental of computational nature, the
results of which will be presented in an upcoming section. Theoretical studies lend understanding to the
quantification of the behavior of the structures. Beyond the analysis of flow similarity and trajectory,
theoretical work has been applied to the strength and motion of the CVP. Most notably, Broadwell and
Breidenthal (1984) showed that the spacing R of the CVP members increases with x
1
3 and that the strength of
their circulation decreases with x−
1
3 . Alves et al. (2007) performed a local stability analysis on the isothermal
near-field JICF to determine the effect that the cross-flow has on the roll-up of shear-layer vortices. They
found that the critical r below which the jet structures resemble those of a free jet is extremely low, about
0.0036. They showed that there is a fundamental difference between convective shear layer instabilities of
the free jet and the JICF, occuring much closer to the jet orifice when under the influence of a cross-flow, and
that the instabilities are greatly strengthened for r as low as 0.1. Finally, they showed that helical modes in
the near-field may cause asymmetries in the formation of the CVP, which have been observed in the mean for
some experimental studies (including Smith and Mungal, 1998, for example). Little theoretical development
has been performed on other JICF flow structures, such as the wake vortex system, the recirculation region
leeward of the near-field jet, or the horseshoe vortex. Perhaps this lack of theoretical development is due to
the fact that these structures occur away from the direct influence of the jet fluid and are thus considered
of lesser interest, thus drawing less research attention.
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1.4 Numerical Simulations
With the development of modern computing technologies, numerical simulations of the complex flow field of
JICFs has become feasible. Among the advantages of numerical simulations is that experimental parameters
can be precisely set with zero uncertainty and conditions can easily be controlled such that test geometries
are perfectly aligned, etc. whereas for experimental work there is always an inherent uncertainty related to
probe resolution and accuracy and the alignment of experimental facilities is limited by machining tolerances.
In addition, simulations provide a framework for resolving the time-dependent and three-dimensional nature
of this complex flow. The main limitation for simulation of fluid flows is the difficulty of achieving closure
of the governing equations, which may be overcome by modeling the turbulence with some constitutive
approximation for the chaotic fluid behavior or by using direct numerical simulation (DNS), whereby small-
scale behavior is accurately reproduced directly from the governing equations of the flow; the limitation of
DNS is the computational expense of the simulation, which limits the Reynolds number (Re) of the flow
that can be simulated. As a result, though numerical simulations can accurately reproduce the mean flow,
turbulent statistics may be difficult to accurately produce through computational simulation.
Among the first simulations performed on the JICF were the analyses of Yuan et al. (1999), who used
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) to simulate flows at two blowing ratios (r = 2.0 and 3.3) and two Re∞
(1050 and 2100, based on the cross-flow velocity and jet diameter). They concluded that mean streamlines
are preferable for determining jet trajectory and that the far-field power law expression for jet trajectory
is best applied at streamwise distances x ≥ 0.4D, where x is measured from the jet centerline. Their
simulations also showed the CVP emanating from the leeward portion of the spanwise extents of the jet
mouth and trending lower than the majority of the jet fluid from the mouth, as shown in Figure 1.2. More
recently, Muppidi and Mahesh (2005a) used DNS to show that the leading coefficient in eqn. (1.1) can be
recast as A = A′(h/D)0.15, where A′ is a constant and h is the trajectory height in the slightly-deflected
near field of the jet, extracted at x = 0.05D or x = 0.1D. The benefit of this recasting of the leading
coefficient is that h is a function of both the jet velocity profile at its mouth, the incoming boundary layer,
and r. Thus, by quantifying the small deflection of the near-field of the jet, the far-field trajectory can be
determined directly from the boundary conditions of the jet. Bagheri et al. (2009) used DNS to perform a
global stability analysis for a jet of r = 3. They employed selective frequency damping to stabilize the base
flow and found self-sustained high-frequency oscillating modes in the jet shear-layers; thus they were able
to categorize the fully-3D JICF as globally unstable. Other numerical simulations have been performed on
1Reprinted with permission from L.L. Yuan and R.L. Street, Physics of Fluids, Vol. 10, Page 2331, (1998). Copyright 1998,
American Institute of Physics.
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Figure 1.2: An instantaneous isosurface of scalar concentration shows the origin of the CVP, according to
the LES of Yuan and Street (1998)1.
JICFs of noncircular cross-section and emission of multiple interacting jets, as presented in § 1.6 and 1.9.
1.5 Experimental Investigations
As experimental methods became more quantitative in nature, particularly compared to the necessarily
qualitative photographic approaches mentioned in § 1.3.1, researchers began to make reliable quantitative
measurements of JICFs; through the use of wind tunnels they began performing controlled and repeatable
experiments. Early wind tunnel experimental studies of JICFs (Keffer and Baines, 1963; Ramsey and Gold-
stien, 1971, for example) utilized smoke injection flow visualization to study the jet trajectory qualitatively
and hot-wire anemometry to make direct measurements of the mean flow, Reynolds stresses, and turbulent
spectra. However, before the use of wind tunnels would become commonplace for study of JICFs, questions
arose about whether the finite size of their test sections might impede the penetration and spread of JICFs,
rendering such experimental studies unreliable for the prediction of jet behavior. To address this issue,
Kamotani and Greber (1974) used hot-wire anemometry and smoke injection flow visualization to show the
effect that a confining wall has on jet trajectory; their results showed that the wall only slightly affects the
penetration of the jet fluid into the cross-flowing wind unless the jet has sufficient momentum to impinge
directly upon the confining wall. These observations validated the use of wind tunnels for ongoing jet and
plume research.
A number of means for determining the jet trajectory have been explored with the most common being
the locus of points where the fluid velocity in the spanwise centerplane is maximum. Other measures for
determining the plume path include the projection of the vortex lines of the CVP, and the locus of peak scalar
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concentration. These latter methods result in trajectories that penetrate less into the cross-flow environment
than the trajectory yielded by the locus of maximum velocity points (Fearn and Weston, 1974; Kamotani
and Greber, 1972), which suggests that suppression of scalar mixing may be related to the coherent CVP
structures and that the scalar may not be passive.
As digital computers became sufficiently powerful through the 1980s and 1990s, and with the increased
availability of digital cameras and lasers, optical techniques for flow diagnosis became possible with the
advent of image digitization, opening the way for planar laser induced florescence (PLIF) and digital particle
image velocimetry (PIV). PLIF is a technique that can be used to investigate scalar quantities such as
concentration or temperature, as Hanson et al. (1990) used PLIF to measure concentration of OH in a
reacting hydrogen JICF. PIV is a technique that has become an industry standard flow diagnostic tool for
gathering ensembles of instantaneous 2- or 3-component velocity field measurements; among the first to use
PIV for JICF measurements was Haven and Kurosaka (1997), who analyzed the streamwise flow just above
the jet mouth to seek an understanding of the CVP formation.
Virtually all experimental researchers who have studied circular JICFs report the existence of a CVP
that becomes the dominant flow feature downstream of the jet orifice. However, the location where the initial
generation of the CVP occurs is not universally agreed upon, with some claiming it is formed at, near, or
even inside the pipe before being emitted into the cross-flow (Coelho and Hunt, 1989) and others claiming its
development begins further downstream in the near-field wake region of the jet (Kamotani and Greber, 1974;
Kelso et al., 1996). Andreopoulos (1985) described in detail two vortical structures characteristic of JICFs in
addition to the CVP: the horseshoe or necklace vortex, which forms just upstream of the leading edge of the
jet where the cross-flow interaction first occurs and “dangles” far downstream on either side of the plume,
and the shear-layer vortices that form circumferentially about the jet as it emits from its source and interacts
with the cross-flow. The necklace vortex is known to rotate in a sense opposite to that of the leading-edge
shear-layer vortices, which is a counter-intuitive phenomenon that implies the necessary presence of a saddle
point in the velocity field between the two different vortical structures. The smoke visualization study of
Fric and Roshko (1994) showed and described these structures and detailed a mechanism by which boundary
layer vorticity in the cross-flow is drawn upward to form the wake vortex system, in contrast to the intuitive
notion that it is the same mechanism that leads to the well-known Von Ka´rma´n vortex street in the wake
of a solid body.
Additionally, Nishiyama et al. (1990, 1993) showed that a recirculating region just leeward of the flush jet
exists and that the plume may behave in one of three ways, depending on the blowing rate: for M ≈ r ≈ 0.2
the jet fluid travels along the lower boundary, forming a wall jet. For M ≈ r ≈ 1.5 the jet fluid initially
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rises into the cross-flow before sinking back down to the wall, creating a recirculating pocket of fluid just
leeward of itself before reattaching to the wall; and for M ≈ r ≈ 3.0 the jet lifts fully from the wall without
reattaching, which is the behavior most commonly studied in plume research. This recirculation region was
shown in a smoke visualization and PIV study by Gutmark et al. (2008) to have a strong effect on the initial
penetration of the jet into the cross-flow.
Experimental studies have incorporated means of quantifying properties of plumes in terms of similarity
coordinates like those used in axisymmetric jets and wakes. For example, Chassaing et al. (1974) reported
similarity in the plume velocity using a normal-tangential coordinate system prescribed along the trajectory
defined according to the maximum fluid speed. The vorticity field has also been found to exhibit some degree
of similarity: Moussa et al. (1977) showed that the turbulent vorticity in the near field was on the same
order of magnitude as the mean vorticity and that about 25% of the vorticity flux issuing from the mouth
of the jet was lost at one diameter downstream of the plume origin.
1.6 Effects of Noncircular Stack Geometry
While the previous discussion was limited to the canonical JICF case of a circular orifice, some studies have
considered the impact of noncircular geometry, typically square, elliptical, or rectangular jets. Nishiyama
et al. (1990, 1993) studied the 2D flow from a 40:1 aspect ratio heated slot jet and observed a recirculation
region whose size and influence on the jet penetration was highly dependent on the blowing rate. They also
studied the spectra of temperature fluctuations in the edge of the jet, noting differences between the inner
and outer regions of the bending jet as a possible result of the different strain rates in those regions. Haven
and Kurosaka (1997) reported the presence of kidney-shaped vortices forming a double-decked structure
of coherent vortices in flows from square, elliptical, and rectangular jets and that the hole geometry has
comparable influence on jet lift-off as r. They also showed that the separation of the kidney-shaped vortices
is directly related to the width of the hole. New et al. (2003) likewise used PLIF to observe multiple-decked
vortical structures from low-aspect ratio elliptic jets in cross-flow that verge into a single CVP further
downstream; in high-aspect ratio cases they only observed a single CVP.
Gutmark et al. (2008) performed flow-visualization and PIV on jets from triangular and rectangular
mouths, finding that the geometry affects the size of the recirculation region leeward of the near-field of the
jet and that the size, strength, and location of that region directly affects the lift-off of the jet. They showed
that, for fixed r, rectangular jets oriented with their slot-major dimension aligned perpendicular to the
cross-flow penetrate less than a circular jet and that orientation parallel with the cross-flow results in deeper
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penetration than the circular jet. Additionally, they developed a correction factor rb for the trajectory that
accounts for the effect of the jet and cross-flow boundary layer thicknesses upon the penetration, showing
that application of the correction factor resulted in collapse of trajectory data from a number of researchers.
Salewski et al. (2008) studied mixing from square, diamond (square rotated at 45◦), and elliptical mouths
using LES and simultaneous PIV/PLIF to show that the mixing is affected by the orientation, including the
development of single or double-peaked scalar distributions. Those orientations that result in single-peaked
scalar distributions are those with a large blunted leading-edge interaction with the cross-flow, such as the
square jet and the elliptical jet oriented with major axis perpendicular to the cross-flow.
1.7 JICFs Emitting from Raised Stacks
Another variation on the canonical baseline JICF case is for the jet to be injected from a stack raised suffi-
ciently above the lower bounding wall of the cross-flow such that the jet fluid does not interact directly with
the boundary layer at the point of injection. Boundary-layer interaction was showed in the aforementioned
study of Gutmark et al. (2008) to have an impact upon the jet penetration. Hoult and Weil (1972) studied
a buoyant jet from a stack into a towed water tank—that is, a negatively buoyant jet injected downward
into its cross-flow—though the purpose of the stack was to inject the jet below the free surface of the water
tank as opposed not below a solid surface with a boundary layer. Beyond these works, there do not appear
to be any studies that directly compare the jet flow from a raised stack with the jet flow from a flush orifice.
1.8 Effects of Temperature
A number of studies have also been performed wherein the jet flow is injected at some temperature greater
than that of the cross-flow. Ramsey and Goldstien (1971) used thermocouples and hotwire probes to study a
HJICF emitting from a flush circular orifice, showing kidney bean-shaped contours of constant temperature
in the far-field. The trajectory according to the locus of peak temperature trended lower than that of
maximum velocity. They did not directly compare the jet behavior with an unheated case.
Temperature similarity in the far-field was reported by Kamotani and Greber (1972) in the plane of
symmetry for an HJICF heated to 167 K above the ambient cross-flow temperature Tjet = T∞ + 167 K;
profiles of the relative temperature difference Θ ≡ T−T∞Tjet−T∞ were shown to closely follow a Gaussian curve
when normalized by the local characteristic half-height l1/2 defined by the Θ = 1/2 contour. Similar
observations were reported by Persen et al. (1993) in a study that also included measurements of the
temperature profile in planes at spanwise offset from the midplane. They observed a jet from a raised stack
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heated 35 K above the ambient and found that the peak temperature downstream tended to occur not on
the midplane of the plume but rather on either side of it. In these adjacent planes, remarkable similarity was
observed with downstream plume development in the upper and lower portions of the temperature profile,
though this similarity broke down near the region of peak temperature. Comparable behavior was noted by
Nishiyama et al. (1990) who also found that similarity in the temperature field may not exist in the lower,
leeward region of the plume even though it appeared to exist in the upper, windward region.
Andreopoulos (1985) slightly heated the jet flow in order to use the temperature field as a passive scalar
for far-field measurements of concentration and cold-wire measurements of fluctuating scalar concentration
and spectra. The latter provided information regarding mixing of the highly turbulent heated jet stream
with that of a highly turbulent incoming boundary layer. A very fascinating analysis of a burning Kuwaiti
oil well was performed by Mungal and Lozano (1996), who analyzed video of the jet as a wind approached
to create (y–z–t) space-time maps of the motion of large-scale turbulent structures. As far as heated jets are
concerned, at this time there do not appear to be any studies in the literature where PIV was used to measure
the flow. For the most part, the experimental studies upon HJICFs have used hot-wire anemometry and
cold-wire thermometry to study the spectral behavior of the turbulent mixing of the heated and unheated
streams with some studies using thermocouple thermometry to document the mean temperature. There is
a gap in the literature whereby multi-point techniques such as PIV and PLIF could be employed to enhance
our statistical and structural understanding of HJICF behavior.
1.9 Interactions of Multiple Jets
Interaction of multiple jets is a scenario that has received attention in the literature, notably Kamotani
and Greber (1974), which included a study of circular jets arranged in a row side-by-side at a few different
spacings and showed that, for close enough spacing, the array of jets coalesces to yield 2D behavior. Peterson
and Plesniak (2004) performed measurements on an array of circular jets spaced 3 diameters apart across
the span of the wind tunnel to assess the dynamics of a film cooling-type of flow arrangement. Their analysis
focused on individual jet flow out of the jet mouths at the low blowing ratios of r = 0.5 and 1.0 and not
upon the downstream interaction of the jets. Yao and Maldi (2011) used DNS to analyze the flow from
one, two side-by-side, and three square orifices in a triangular 2–1 arrangement. They studied the merging
mechanism of the multiple CVPs, observing that the eventual merge of the two CVPs into a single CVP
is dependent upon the edge-to-edge spacing of the orifices. For the arrangement that includes a third jet,
partial shielding of the third jet by the two leading jets enhances the lateral spreading of that jet, which in
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turn causes the other jets to spread more than they had in the twin jet case, due to an apparent feedback
mechanism with the third jet.
1.10 Present Work
While significant knowledge has been gleaned from the aforementioned studies, primarily for the canonical
case of an isothermal jet emanating from a circular nozzle flush with a boundary, the more practical case
of a heated transverse jet emitting from a raised stack has received little or no experimental attention since
the advent of PIV. Thus, modeling and predicting the flow behavior of a wide variety of JICF applications
in practice requires focused study of these non-canonical influences. To this end, the present research effort
is the first of its kind to use PIV for the study of heated jets in cross-flow, and yields high-resolution data
that can be used to study the turbulence characteristics and entrainment of HJICFs. Mean temperature and
streamwise velocity have been measured as well for HJICFs emitting from circular rectangular stacks. The
effect of influences like stack orientation and temperature are compared for single stacks, arrays of multiple
interacting rectangular jets, and rectangular stacks of various aspect ratio. Comparisons are made of the
turbulence for both heated and unheated circular jets, for which the effect of Reynolds number (both Re◦




This work was initially commissioned as an experimental study of a series of HJICFs for the purpose of
validating the effectiveness of a new LES software program. The initial marketing target of the software
program was to the defense industry. Its proposed purpose was to become a useful tool for investigation
of the engineering safety related to the operation of aerothermal systems in the vicinity of other sensitive
systems, including military servicemen.
To verify the robustness of the LES tool, a wide parameter space was prescribed and a large experimen-
tal matrix formulated. The flow parameters that were varied included the jet temperature T◦, cross-flow
velocity U∞, jet stack height h and yaw angle β, mouth geometry, and the possibility of multiple interacting
HJICFs. The jet hardware and heating system was constructed and deployed in a low-speed wind tunnel
facility for data collection using both single- and multi-point experimental techniques such as thermocouple
thermometry and PIV.
2.1 Wind Tunnel Facility
An open-loop Eiffel-style wind tunnel [Engineering Lab Design Model 406(B)] served to provide the cross
flow environment into which the heated jet stack(s) discharged. This wind tunnel can generate velocities
in excess of 45 m/s through a 0.61 × 0.61 m2 square test section of 1.2 m length. For a more-detailed
description of the cross-flow conditions supplied by the wind tunnel, see § 2.5.3. The bottom wall of the
test section consisted of a 12.7 mm-thick aluminum plate with a 25.4 cm-diameter circular opening centered
0.30 m from the leading edge of the test section. In the circular opening a circular aluminum insert was fit
through which the jet stacks were installed; this circular insert allowed the stacks to be rotated to angles of
β= 0◦, 45◦, or 90◦ relative to the direction of the mean streamwise flow of the wind tunnel.
The side walls of the tunnel are made of transparent acrylic to allow optical access to the test section
and are hinged to allow easy physical access to the stack and measurement probes. However, one side wall
was not used for physical access; through it extended a probe sting used to measure the flow issuing from
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Figure 2.1: The wind tunnel facility.
the stacks (a detailed description of this system can be found in § 2.3). The top wall (ceiling) of the test
section was made from a 12.7 mm-thick aluminum plate with a 15 mm-wide streamwise slot cut along its
spanwise centerline, extending nearly the entire streamwise length of the test section. This slot allowed a
measurement rake to traverse along the streamwise flow direction. Four 15 mm-wide slots extend laterally
75 mm in both directions from the central slot, spaced at intervals of 184.15 mm. A rake of probes mounted
to a 1.2 m-long sting was installed through these slots for use in measuring the flow conditions downstream
of the stack (a detailed description of this probe rake system can be found in section 2.4).
2.2 Heated Jet Facility
Paramount to the design of the heated jet architecture was the selection of the device that drove the jet flow.
The choice was made between two types of flow-generating devices: momentum-based drivers (blowers) or
pressure-based drivers (compressors). For this study, it was necessary to estimate the required flow rate for
each experiment in order to select the appropriate driver when designing the heated jet system. In order
ensure that the flow rates would not be underestimated, conservative means were used to predict the flow
rate, namely assuming uniform velocity profiles emitting from the stacks. Of the entire experimental matrix,
the largest volumetric flowrate that would be required was predicted to be Qmax = 22.4 L/s, according to
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the formula Q = V◦A◦ T∞T◦ , assuming constant temperature and velocity profiles from the jet. It was required
that a system be designed that could sustain this flowrate for an indefinite period of time. Because the flow
would need to pass through a then-undetermined heating system and then-undesigned flow conditioning
components, a driver capable of overcoming a potentially large pressure drop was a necessity.
2.2.1 Compressor-Based Systems
The advantage of compressor-based systems is that they can provide necessary pressure to drive flow through
systems with high line losses. Therefore, a compressor may be useful in this application as the heated jet
system would need to employ multiple flow-conditioning devices. For example, space limitations required
the jet flow line to include at least one elbow, which implied the need for additional conditioners such as a
pressure-drop-inducing plenum chamber to create uniformity in the output jet velocity field. Additionally,
preliminary tests indicated there was a need to provide steadiness to the output temperature of the flow.
Steadiness could be accomplished by adding thermal inertia to the system in the form of a solid porous
material or a bed of ball bearings. Finally, turbulence reduction devices such as one or more wire mesh
screens could be used in conjunction with a nozzle to create approximate potential flow conditions at the
outlet of the stack. These conditions were desired to create as canonical of a flow scenario as possible such
that the complexity of the numerical simulation could be minimized yet still replicate the jet outflow profile.
Thus, the necessary pressure losses suggested that a compressor would be desirable for this application; on
the other hand, a disadvantage of compressors is that they cannot sustain large flowrates steadily over a
long period of time. One manner in which this issue can be alleviated is by employing an external tank as
a means of storing a large quantity of compressed air to supply the flow.
Initial estimates of the total time each experiment would require for collection of data came to a minimum
of 8 hours per experiment. Given the nature of the experimental matrix, it was determined that an efficient
approach would be to run two experiments in succession per each day of data collection, which would
extend the period to sustain a steady flowrate to at least 16 hours at a time. This approach was considered
most efficient due to the initial warm up time that is required for a steady jet outflow temperature to be
achieved. Most combinations of T◦ and β have been prescribed to be performed for two cross-flows U∞; by
performing these experiments in succession, only one warm-up period would be needed for the completion
of two experiments. For this runtime, the necessary flowrates were greater than any compressor/tank
combination available for purchase could reliably provide.
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2.2.2 Blower-Based Systems
Blowers have the advantage of being able to run continuously for indefinite periods, providing exceptional
steadiness in flowrate at the disadvantage of providing comparatively lower pressure than a compressed
air system. The relation between available pressure ∆P and the volumetric flowrate Q that a blower can
provide is quantified by a characteristic curve, which is the experimentally-measured relation ∆P versus Q
for a particular blower and is provided by the manufacturer. A search for a high-pressure blower system,
based on the maximum estimated Q required by any of the prescribed experiments, yielded a number of
devices capable of driving these jets.
It was determined from the published characteristic curve of Atlantic Blowers Model AB-302, shown in
Figure 2.2, that it would be a suitable choice based on the high pressure that it provides over the wide
range of flowrates needed for these experiments. This device is a two-stage regenerative blower powered by
a 1.5 kW 3-phase electric AC induction motor and regulated by a frequency inverter capable of generating a
peak pressure of 29.9 kPa (120 inches of water according to the manufacturer) at 5 standard cubic feet per
minute (SCFM) and 60 SCFM unrestricted (Qmax = 47.5 SCFM). Such a peak pressure is quite high for
a blower. This blower was deemed sufficient to power the jet flow in all experiments; the line losses in the
heated jet architecture were estimated at significantly lower than the peak pressure of the blower at each
required flowrate. Nonetheless, the design of the remaining components of the heated jet system was such
that proper flow conditioning would be achieved with as few flow restrictions as possible.
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Figure 2.2: The pressure versus volumetric flowrate performance curve for the blower. Adapted from resource
literature at www.atlanticblowers.com.
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Figure 2.3: The PID controller for the heater (left) and USB thermocouple reader (right).
2.2.3 Heater Operation
Upon selection of the blower, a low line loss heater was required that would have sufficient power to overheat
the air such that, despite inevitable heat losses in the flow conditioning apparatus, the desired temperatures
could still be attained at the mouth of the jet. Such a heater was found in the FlowTorch 400 series of heaters
from the Farnam Custom Products division of Tutco Heating Solutions. This heater is an open-coil resistive
type with a maximum rated power of 6 kW using a 240 V single phase AC electrical supply. Its construction
consists of a stainless steel tube of 102 mm inner diameter to which vacuum flanges were welded such that it
could be securely mounted and sealed to the other components of the jet system. The heater was supplied
with a digital proportion-integral-derivative (PID) controller that sampled the heater temperature at 1 Hz
to determine an optimal means of regulating the heater power to best maintain the target temperature,
shown in Figure 2.3. Unfortunately, this device proved to inhibit steadiness of the temperature output; 1 Hz
spectral content was consistently detected in the jet temperature when using the PID controller.
There was a desire to fine-tune the output power of the heater so that constant and precise temperatures
could be sustained in a repeatable manner despite potential day-to-day differences in ambient temperature
or the application of insulation. This tuning was accomplished by use of a variable autotransformer (variac)
to reduce the supply voltage to the heater; 0–100% of the input 240 V could be attained using this device,
which allowed precise tuning of the temperature of the jet outflow. The PID controller was still used for
its safety features, including automatic shutoff in the event that an unexpected loss of flow was detected
or a high temperature threshold was reached, and a live readout of the output temperature. The adopted
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Figure 2.4: The original jet assembly. The final assembly is shown in Figure 2.17.
approach was that the PID controller was set to target a temperature much higher than necessary such
that it would constantly supply power to the heater. The power would be regulated as necessary with the
variac to fine-tune the jet temperature. After sufficient transient time had passed for the temperature to be
determined constant (usually at least 30 min of sustained temperature with RMS fluctuations less than the
uncertainty of the thermocouple), the variac setting would be left alone for the duration of the experiment.
2.2.4 Flow Conditioning
Because the heater had a larger diameter than the 32 mm output tube of the blower, a stainless steel diffuser
was incorporated with a divergence half-angle of 5◦ such that the line diameter could be increased while
avoiding flow separation, which would lead to an unnecessary drop of pressure. This diffuser was connected
to the blower through use of a flexible coupling tube that served to prevent the transmission of vibrations
from the blower to the rest of the heated jet apparatus. From the end of the diffuser to the settling chamber,
all components of the flow line were 102 mm in diameter. All components up to the stack were constructed
of 303 stainless steel to ensure mechanical integrity at high temperatures.
The diffuser ran horizontally to an elbow that turned the flow vertically into the heater. The heater
connected then to the settling chamber where the flow was conditioned appropriately to generate ideal
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Figure 2.5: Exploded view of the circular settling chamber.
jet outflow conditions. Figure 2.4 shows the assembled jet apparatus; further design iterations of the jet
assembly are detailed in § 2.2.4.1. A heavy-duty lift table supported the settling chamber and allowed the
entire jet assembly to be raised or lowered into position. Two similar settling chambers were designed, one
for the circular jet and one of square cross-section that was made to be modular in order to accommodate
each of the rectangular stacks, shown in Figures 2.5–2.6. The first flow conditioning device in the settling
chamber was a bed of stainless steel ball bearings that rested upon a perforated plate, layered first with two
layers of large ball bearings (19 mm-diameter) such that minimal plugging of the plate perforations would
occur. Atop these ball bearings lied roughly two layers of 9.5 mm ball bearings, topped with a few layers of
4.8 mm ball bearings. The purpose of the ball bearings was to add thermal inertia to the flow device in an
attempt to suppress fluctuations of the jet temperature.
At least 25.4 mm of open space was allotted above the bed of ball bearings to allow the flow to develop
somewhat before it encountered the next conditioning device, which was a wire mesh screen for the generation
of small-scale grid turbulence. These devices are shown in Figure 2.7. The wire mesh was spot welded taut
to an insert frame that fit into the settling chamber; a similar insert frame was incorporated into both the
circular and rectangular settling chambers. There are two primary benefits of generating grid turbulence
here, the first of which is that the wire mesh creates a pressure drop that helps to break up large scale
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Figure 2.6: Exploded view of the square settling chamber for the rectangular stacks.
turbulent structures that form after the bed of ball bearings; the second of which is the generation of very
fine turbulence that decays in a well-known manner downstream of the grid (Pope, 2000). A development
section 100 mm (80 grid spacings) in length followed so that the grid turbulence would decay to a low level.
The flow then passed through a nozzle or series of nozzles whose contours followed the shape of a fifth-
order polynomial to reduce the flow boundary into the appropriate geometry of the stack. Fifth-order
polynomials provide excellent nozzle contours because they guide the flow at both the entrance and exit of
the nozzle in an ideally straight path since the nozzle curvature at the ends is set to zero (Reshotko et al.,
1997). An added benefit to using a nozzle was that flows through convergent nozzles have favorable pressure
gradients, thus resulting in very thin boundary layers at the outflow of the nozzle. The settling chamber
for the circular jet had a 102 mm inner diameter that reduced over a streamwise distance of about 125 mm
to an exit diameter of 23.8 mm. For the rectangular jets a sequence of two nozzles oriented orthogonally to
one another had to be used to guide the flow smoothly from the 102 mm square settling chamber into the
various outflow stack geometries. For those experiments that consisted of an array of multiple rectangular
stacks, splitter plates were used after the first nozzle to divide the flow evenly into the parallel set of second
nozzles.
For all geometries, stacks made of copper were mounted atop the nozzle(s). Copper was chosen because
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Figure 2.7: Cross-sectional view of the settling chamber for the circular stack.
of its high conductivity to help distribute thermal non-uniformities in the jet boundary. Insulation was
incorporated into the stack geometries to ensure minimal heat loss to the environment through the copper
stacks. The copper stacks were fitted with ceramic insulating sheaths of 6.35 mm thickness to reduce the
conductive transfer of heat from the stack to the cross-flow. Glass-Mica (Macor) ceramic was used for the
circular and single low-aspect ratio rectangular stacks due to its excellent machinability, low porosity and low
thermal conductivity. However, due to its high cost, Macor was not used for the other stacks in favor of the
much more affordable alumina silicate (Lava) ceramic, which has similar mechanical characteristics to Macor
and is only about 10% more thermally conductive. For arrays of multiple stacks, Lava ceramic insulation
was used to fill the gaps between the stacks in a so-called “toaster” configuration such that the cross-flow
could not pass between the stacks. Schematics of the various stacks are shown in Figures 2.10–2.12; stack
dimensions can be found in § 2.4.1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: (a) The splitter plate design for an array stack. (b) An assembled nozzle including splitter plates
for a triple array stack mounted atop the settling chamber.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: The copper circular stack mounted atop its nozzle (a) without ceramic insulation and (b) with
its insulating Macor sheath in place. The ceramic sheath in this image has been painted black to minimize
reflections of laser light during PIV measurements.
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Figure 2.10: The raised circular stack flow configuration.
Figure 2.11: Flow configuration for the raised rectangular stacks in the β = 90◦ orientation. (a) The low
aspect ratio (3.76:1) rectangular stack. (b) The intermediate aspect ratio (7.51:1) rectangular stack. (c) The
high aspect ratio (15.0:1) rectangular stack.
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Figure 2.12: Flow configuration for the arrays of multiple raised rectangular stacks in the β = 90◦ orienta-
tion. (a) The low aspect ratio (3.76:1) rectangular stack at 2w◦ edge-to-edge separation. (b) The low aspect
ratio (3.76:1) rectangular stack at 4w◦ edge-to-edge separation. (c) The intermediate aspect ratio (7.51:1)
rectangular stack at 2w◦ edge-to-edge separation.
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Figure 2.13: Uniform velocity in the free jet emitting from the circular stack.
2.2.4.1 Jet Flow Symmetry
Diagnostic velocity field measurements using a total pressure probe were taken at the jet mouth, as were
temperature measurements with a thermocouple probe; for a detailed description of this measurement sys-
tem, see § 2.3. The measurements indicated that there was no problem that affected the azimuthal symmetry
of the mean velocity field, as shown in Figure 2.13. However, measurements of the temperature field at the
jet mouth, made by traversing a thermocouple probe across the flow domain and averaging a few samples
at each position, indicated that there was insufficient mixing of heated air with cool air downstream of the
heater. Radial asymmetry in the outflow temperature field was revealed, as shown in Figure 2.14. It would
be considered highly problematic for sake of providing reliable validation of the LES tool if the jet flow were
not to be uniform. The project would not be worth pursuing unless uniform conditions could be ensured
with a high degree of repeatability.
A number of means were tested to alleviate the problem of asymmetry. Because space beneath the wind
tunnel was limited, enhancement in heat conduction was first sought as a means of redistributing the heat,
as opposed to mixing enhancement, which would likely require additional jet line components. The topmost
layers of the steel ball bearings were replaced with small copper ball bearings (bb’s) to take advantage of
their high thermal conductivity. When they failed to fix the problem, the bb’s were replaced with a thick bed
of fine copper wool, which failed as well, demonstrating convincingly that conduction could not be exploited
to create a solution.
It was thought that the flow needed some additional space in which mixing could occur or otherwise be
encouraged. A drastic modification was then made to the jet assembly whereby the heater was removed
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: Development of flow conditioning implements for the circular stack settling chamber. (a) Asym-
metry in the temperature field. (b) Copper wool in the settling chamber failed to distribute the uneven heat.
Normalization is by the ambient temperature T◦ = 300 K.
from its original position where it was mounted vertically beneath the settling chamber. In its place was
placed a simple 300 mm long straight tube and the heater was moved to the upstream side of the elbow,
mounted horizontally. The copper wool was removed and the steel ball bearings it had displaced were
returned to the settling chamber. An immediate improvement was noted in the temperature field, shown in
Figure 2.15 (a), though the symmetry was not yet considered satisfactory. The problem was remedied with
finality by adding a vortex-generating mixing plate at the outlet of the heater. The mixing plate was simply
a thin sheet of stainless steel in which randomly oriented ∆-shaped tabs from 10–30 mm in length were cut
and bent outward, shown in Figure 2.16. The intended function of the plate was to break the post-heater
flow into turbulent jets that would interact with one another, enhancing the mixing throughout the mixing
chamber. As shown in the resulting data in Figure 2.15 (b), the radial asymmetries were removed from
the temperature field when the mixing plate and mixing section were collectively employed. The final jet
assembly is shown in Figure 2.17.
It should be noted that the streaky appearance of the temperature away from the jet in these fields
is a result of residual heat in the thermocouple probe and its holder. These tests were performed for the
purpose of confirming that the system would function ideally as a heated free jet before installing it in the
cross-flow facility. The presence of a cross-flow would have the effect of removing residual heat from the
probe. Nonetheless, a redesign of the thermocouple holder would lead to an improvement in the results.
The thermocouple had been mounted in a 3 mm stainless steel tube; replacing the steel with a copper tube
and using a ceramic putty to affix the thermocouple alleviated this problem of streakiness. The copper tube
reduced the likelihood of residual heat to bias the thermocouple measurement. The ceramic putty further
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: Development of flow conditioning implements for the circular stack settling chamber. (a) The
mixing chamber improves the distribution of hot air. (b) Addition of a mixing plate leads to the desired
level of uniformity. Normalization is by the ambient temperature T◦ = 300 K.
insulated the thermocouple itself from its holder. Upon implementation of this redesigned probe, better
results were achieved in the temperature measurements for the HJICF.
With the bed of ball bearings in place, time-traces of the outflowing jet temperature indicated that ther-
mal fluctuations at the jet mouth had a standard deviation within the quoted accuracy of the thermocouple,
in this case a fast-response 0.076 mm-diameter open-junction J-type thermocouple (quoted accuracy ±1.1 K).
This level of steadiness required a fairly long time to attain as it depended upon heating all of the jet com-
ponents to a steady state. The entire system was insulated with a blanket of ultra high-temperature ceramic
blanket insulation to minimize heat loss and protect the surrounding lab space from high temperatures.
Additionally, for all of the low- and intermediate-aspect ratio rectangular stacks it proved necessary to
trip the boundary layers of the flow entering the straight copper stacks in order to prevent the development
of secondary flows. These secondary flows are commonly known as “corner effects” and they manifest as
vortical structures that originate at the four corners of the rectangular duct, growing and propagating toward
the center of the stack. In addition to adding undesired coherent vortical structures to the jet flow, these
corner vortices would advect low-momentum boundary layer fluid into the core of the flow, ruining the
uniform velocity distribution that is desired, as shown in Figure 2.18. The boundary layers were tripped by
the addition of 0.254 mm-thick stainless steel trips at the outlet of the nozzles, held in place by the copper
stacks. Figure 2.6 shows the location of the trip in the nozzle assembly. The trips extended 0.5 mm around
the entire perimeter of the stacks such that the boundary layer would become turbulent, preventing the
corner flow instability from developing. The trips were not necessary for the high-aspect ratio rectangular
stacks because those stacks had a much longer length such that fully-developed turbulent channel flow would
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Figure 2.16: The mixing plate that was installed at the exhaust end of the heater.
develop through them, which resembles qualitatively the flow through the tripped-boundary layer stacks.
Fully-developed channel flow conditions are analogous to fully-developed pipe flow where the turbulent
boundary layer extends throughout the entire flow domain to reach the center of the pipe. In all of these
rectangular stacks such flow appears to be attained, as can be seen in the results in sections B.2–B.6 of
Appendix B. As a result, the flow through all of the rectangular stacks was slightly different qualitatively
than the flow through the circular stacks, which had thin boundary layers and “plug-flow” conditions through
the interior of the flow domain.
2.3 Side Sting Measurement Apparatus
Documentation of the mean flow emitting from the mouths of the stacks was performed by utilizing a side
sting that extended into the test section from the closed side wall. The side sting was mounted to a two-axis
translation stage system that was itself mounted to the exterior of the side wall of the wind tunnel; the
sting was deployed through a slot in the wall and sealed with a sliding seal. The sting was armed with two
measurement probes: the thermocouple probe described in § 2.2.4.1 and a 1.59 mm-diameter total pressure
probe. By using these two probes and knowing the static pressure inside the test section, the temperature
T and mean vertical velocity V of the flow out of the stack was measured through use of the ideal gas law
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Figure 2.17: The final heated jet assembly.






where R is the ideal gas constant, Ps is the static pressure, and Pd is the dynamic pressure (total pressure
P minus Ps).
Thus, in order to calculate the V coming out of the stack it was necessary to measure both the temperature
field T and the total pressure field P of the flow emitting from the stack at common grid points such that their
recombination would yield proper velocity computation at each point. It should be noted that the design of
Pitot tubes and the resulting Pitot formula are based on the potential flow theory for an inviscid fluid flowing
into the leading endpoint of a bluff cylindrical body. For flows that were incoming towards the tip of a Pitot
probe, good use could be made of the resulting measurements. However, if the probe ever encountered a
reverse flow, the flow would most likely have separated from the probe tip, yielding a nonpositive dynamic
pressure reading that could not be used to calculate velocity due to the action of viscous forces and the
presence of a turbulent wake. It is clear from the Pitot formula that a negative dynamic pressure reading
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.18: (a) Secondary flow effects in the rectangular jet (AR = 3.76). (b) Secondary flow suppression
by tripping of boundary layers. Normalization is by the centerline velocity V◦ = 50 m/s.
would result in some imaginary-valued velocity. Neither would the negative magnitude of this imaginary
velocity yield a reliable estimation of the velocity due to the different flow character of the ideal incoming
flow and the separated turbulent wake flow that occurred off of the probe tip when there were flow reversals.
Therefore, all nonreal and nonpositive velocity measurements are simply set to zero in the presentation of
Pitot tube data.
The side sting was positioned using two Zaber model T-LSR 150B linear slides, which were driven by
stepper motors operated via RS-232 control. These stages had micro-step resolution of 254 × 10−6 m,
accuracy of ±8.00×10−3 m, and repeatability of less than 2.49 × 10−3 m. This arrangement allows precise
placement of the measurement probes within the streamwise–spanwise plane just above the mouth of the
stack. Probes were set at appropriate heights such that their measurements were taken within 1 mm above
the top surface of the stacks. Pressure measurements were made using a Pressure Systems Inc NetScanner
model 9116 differential pressure transducer module that had accuracy to within ±0.05% full-scale, where
the full scale was ±6.98 kPa, ±1.25 kPa, or ±2.49 kPa, depending on the measurement channel used for each
pressure probe. This device read the pressure from the total pressure probe of the side sting, the total and
static pressures from three Pitot-static probes on the downstream probe rake, the total and static pressure
from a Pitot-static probe fixed at the entrance of the wind tunnel to monitor the incoming flow speed, the
static pressure inside the jet settling chamber, and the static pressure outside of the tunnel.
Temperatures were measured with J-type thermocouples at the following locations:
1. the entrance of the test section
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2. the side sting temperature probe
3. three temperature probes loaded on the aforementioned probe rake
4. the laboratory outside of the wind tunnel
5. the bed of ball bearings in the settling chamber
6. the outlet of the heater (K-type thermocouple)
Thermocouple voltages were sampled using a USB thermocouple reader with onboard cold junction com-
pensation at a rate of no faster than 3.5 Hz, shown in Figure 2.3.
A LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) was designed for controlling the translation stages and collecting
data from the pressure transducers and thermocouple reader. The translation stages carried the side sting
probes in a back-and-forth serpentine path throughout the measurement domain (xmin < x < xmax, zmin <
z < zmax) using steps of length (∆x, ∆z). At each location in the measurement domain above the stack,
mean pressure and mean temperature data were taken from sample records of 500 or more for each pressure
channel and 5 or more for each temperature channel. Because a large number of data points were used and
the temperature data acquisition was performed at a slow rate, time restrictions limited the sampling of
temperatures to small sample records. Due to low turbulence levels in this portion of the jet (an assumption
later confirmed by PIV measurements, as in the results of Chapter 3), a large sample record was not necessary
to attain good convergence of the measurement to the true mean temperature.
The VI output a text file of all mean quantities taken at each point in the measurement domain; the
total pressure measurement from the side sting was converted to dynamic pressure through the subtraction
of the mean static pressure at the inlet of the test section. Separate scans were performed for each of the
two probes on the side sting and a MatLab code was written that recombined the resulting two data files to
compute the mean velocity at each grid point. It was assumed, and later confirmed by PIV measurements,
that turbulence would be low in the stack measurements, which added some measure of confidence to the
mean measurements despite the small sample records.
A time delay of 1 s was set prior to the sample record at each location being taken in order to ensure
that the thermocouple measurements at each location were statistically independent of each other. These
thermocouples had response times of less than 0.3 s and a quoted accuracy of ±1.1 K, which was the limiting
factor in determining their resolution because the thermocouple reader had fine enough voltage resolution to
correspond to temperature resolution of 0.3 K. As such, the uncertainty of the computed velocities is about
±0.1 m/s for each of the flows emitting from the stack, as computed using the following root-sum-square
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Figure 2.19: The translation stages used for deploy-
ment of the side sting probes in the streamwise and
spanwise directions.
Figure 2.20: The thermocouple and total pressure
probes of the side sting as deployed in the test sec-












where ∂V∂T |P◦,T◦ is the partial derivative of equation 2.1 with respect to the temperature, evaluated in the
neighborhood of dynamic pressure P◦ and temperature T◦; similarly for ∂V∂P |P◦,T◦ . Neglected in this equation
is the effect of the static pressure measurement because the sensitivity of the calculation with respect to
the static pressure was negligibly small in comparison to the other measured quantities. δT and δP are the






(δP/P◦)2 + (δT/T◦)2, (2.3)
where V◦, P◦, and T◦ are the approximate values of the velocity, dynamic pressure, and temperature, respec-
tively. Note that this estimation of the velocity uncertainty is valid within a somewhat wide neighborhood
of the desired values of these quantities for the particular measurements being made.
2.4 Thermocouple and Pitot-Static Probe Rake Apparatus
Documentation of the mean flow in the plume downstream of the stacks was accomplished with a probe
rake that extended into the test section from the slotted ceiling of the test section. The rake mounting plate
through which the probes were mounted was made of an aluminum plate that had a thickness of 6.35 mm
and a leading edge that was rounded to the shape of a 6.35 mm-diameter semicircle. Potential flow theory
dictates that a bluff body of this shape would have caused a disturbance in the incoming flow field, namely in
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Figure 2.21: Open-junction thermocouple probes (left, right) are mounted and affixed with ceramic putty
in copper tubing accompany a Pitot-static probe (center) on the probe rake. For visual comparison, an
unmounted thermocouple is also shown.
the static pressure field upstream of the plate. In order to ensure that the static pressure field had less than
0.1% distortion at the location of the pressure measurements due to the rake platform, the measurement
probes extended upstream of the mounting plate by 32 plate thicknesses, or 203 mm.
The rake carried six measurement probes, each separated from the next by a distance of 35 mm, se-
quentially alternating three Pitot-static probes of 3.18 mm-diameter with three thermocouple probes; the
thermocouple probes, like that in the side sting, consisted of a 3.18 mm-diameter copper tube through which
open-junction 0.076 mm-diameter J-type thermocouples were mounted and affixed using ceramic putty, as
shown in Figure 2.21. Thermocouple wires and pressure tubing were fed through the hollow sting to the
outside of the wind tunnel; the hollow sting had sufficient bending stiffness that the probe rake vibrated less
than 1 mm in the streamwise direction under the action of even the fastest specified cross-flow environment
of U∞ = 30 m/s. The rake was attached at its spanwise center to a vertical sting that was mounted to
a three-axis translation stage system installed on the top of the wind tunnel test section. Sealing around
the vertical sting was accomplished using a sliding seal that could be transferred to each of the slots of the
ceiling section. Unused slots were sealed from above the tunnel using flanged aluminum plug inserts.
The spanwise (z) and wall-normal (y) translation stages were Zaber T-LSR 450B, which had the same
resolution, accuracy, and repeatability as the stages used for the side sting (see section 2.3). They were set
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.22: (a) The translation stages used for deployment of the probe rake. Slot seals are visible on the
top of the wind tunnel. (b) The rake of thermocouple and Pitot-static probes as deployed in the test section.
The array of three low-aspect ratio rectangular stacks separated by 2w◦ and oriented at β = 90◦ can also
be seen in this image.
up on a sliding platform that rode upon linear guide rails and was pushed by the streamwise (x) translation
stage, which was a Zaber LLS 915 dovetail slide. This slide had a range of 915 mm, microstep resolution of
76.2 × 10−6 m, accuracy of ±15.2 × 10−3 m, and a repeatability of less than 508 × 10−6 m. The rake and
translation system as deployed in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 2.22.
Another VI similar to that which drives the side sting apparatus controlled the translation and data
acquisition of the probe rake. The operation of the system was such that the dovetail slide drove the
platform to the positions where the rake sting aligned with the four spanwise slots in the ceiling of the test
section. At each of these four streamwise positions, the virtual instrument drove the spanwise and wall-
normal translation stages such that the mean temperature and dynamic pressure fields could be measured.
The stages walked the rake through a serpentine path throughout the domain (−75 mm < z < 75 mm,
ymin < y < ymax) in steps of (∆z, ∆y) where the spanwise step size ∆z is some integer division of 150 mm
(the total range of motion) such that thermocouple and Pitot-static probes sampled the flow conditions on
a grid of common points. ∆z and ∆y were the same for each scan such that a simple square grid was used.
Note that the maximum displacement from the zero point was 75 mm for each probe but the spacing between
like probes was 70 mm, which allowed each probe to slightly overlap the measurement region of its nearest
like probe. A typical set of measurements at each downstream position consisted of a scan using “coarse”
grid spacing of either ∆z=15 mm or 10 mm in the wake region beneath the plume. Another scan using a
“fine” grid spacing of 5 mm (sometimes 7.5 mm in the furthest downstream positions if the plume was very
large, as in the high-aspect ratio rectangular stack) was carried out throughout the warmest “core” region
of the plumes such that good resolution of the large scale structures of the mean flow could be resolved well.
The use of a coarse grid in the regions of less interest than the central region of the plume allowed for a
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h T◦ [K] U∞ [m/s] r◦
0 600 30 1.18
0 600 10 3.54
3D 600 30 1.18
3D 600 10 3.54
0 425 30 1.40
0 425 10 4.20
3D 425 30 1.40
3D 425 10 4.20
3D 375 30 0.30
3D 375 10 0.89
Table 2.1: Experiments performed on the circular stacks (diameter D = 23.8 mm), as prescribed by the
Phase II Base Period contract.
significant time savings on the order of multiple hours per experiment. At each grid point a delay of 1 s was
used prior to data collection to allow time to ensure the thermal equilibration of the thermocouples. One
thousand four hundred samples were then taken from the pressure probes and 20 samples were taken from
the thermocouple probes for averaging.
Upon gathering the data, a MatLab script arranged and stitched the data from the Pitot-static probes
into a complete and contiguous dynamic pressure field by compensating for the relative position of each
probe on the rake and the displacement of the rake from the spanwise center (z=0) of the test section.
The script then did the same for the thermocouple probes and trimmed the data points that were not
common between the dynamic pressure and temperature fields, yielding a spanwise measurement domain
of -180 mm¡z¡180 mm. These mean fields were then used to compute the mean positive streamwise velocity
field through use of the Pitot-static formula.
2.4.1 Rake Measurement Experiments
The following tables give the target experimental parameters for the experiments that were performed using
the rake apparatus. As mentioned before, some of the variables that were investigated include the stack
height, centerline temperature T◦, and cross-flow velocity U∞. The parameter space was designed to provide
a variety of flow simulation tasks for validation of an LES program. It was desired to determine whether the
simulation could replicate the physics of flows at multiple speeds, temperatures, and turbulent conditions,
including boundary layer–jet interaction and multiple jet interaction. The centerline blowing ratio, r◦, is
listed for all of the experiments.
For the single low-aspect ratio stack (AR = 3.76), the minor width w◦ is also listed, as well as the stack
yaw angle β. The stack height h was also varied for these experiments, either set flush with the lower surface
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L w◦ [mm] h T◦ [K] U∞ [m/s] β [◦] r◦
L◦ 6.3 0 600 30 0 1.18
L◦ 6.3 0 600 30 90 1.18
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 0 1.18
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 90 1.18
L◦ 6.3 0 600 10 0 3.54
L◦ 6.3 0 600 10 45 3.54
L◦ 6.3 0 600 10 90 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 0 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 45 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 90 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 30 0 1.40
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 30 90 1.40
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 0 4.20
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 45 4.20
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 90 4.20
Table 2.2: Experiments performed on the single low-aspect ratio rectangular stacks (major length L = L◦ =
24.0 mm), as prescribed by the Phase II Base Period contract.
L w◦ [mm] h T◦ [K] U∞ [m/s] ∆N◦ β [◦] r◦
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 2w◦ 0 1.18
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 2w◦ 45 1.18
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 2w◦ 90 1.18
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 2w◦ 0 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 2w◦ 45 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 2w◦ 90 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 2w◦ 0 4.20
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 2w◦ 45 4.20
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 2w◦ 90 4.20
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 4w◦ 0 1.18
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 4w◦ 45 1.18
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 4w◦ 90 1.18
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 4w◦ 0 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 4w◦ 45 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 4w◦ 90 3.54
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 4w◦ 0 4.20
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 4w◦ 45 4.20
L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 4w◦ 90 4.20
Table 2.3: Rake experiments performed on arrays of three low-aspect ratio rectangular stacks, as prescribed
by the Phase II Base Period contract.
(h = 0) or raised to a height of three stack major lengths 3L◦.
For the arrays of three low-aspect ratio stacks, the edge-to-edge stack separation ∆N◦ was also varied.
Two different separations were investigated: 2w◦ and 4w◦.
Measurements were also performed on a single (N◦ = 1) medium-aspect ratio (L = 2L◦, AR = 7.51)
stack and array of two (N◦ = 2) separated by ∆N◦ = 2w◦. For the single stack, β = 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ were
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N◦ L w◦ [mm] h T◦ [K] U∞ [m/s] ∆N◦ β [◦] r◦
1 2L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 — 0 4.20
1 2L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 — 45 4.20
1 2L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 — 90 4.20
2 2L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 2w◦ 0 4.20
2 2L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 2w◦ 90 4.20
Table 2.4: Experiments performed on the intermediate-aspect ratio rectangular stacks, as prescribed by the
Phase II Option Period contract.
L w◦ [mm] h T◦ [K] U∞ [m/s] β [◦] r◦
4L◦2 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 0 4.20
4L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 425 10 0 4.20
4L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 0 1.18
4L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 45 1.18
4L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 30 90 1.18
4L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 0 3.54
4L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 45 3.54
4L◦ 6.3 3L◦ 600 10 90 3.54
Table 2.5: The high-aspect ratio rectangular stack experiments prescribed by the Phase II Base Period
contract.
measured; for the array of two stacks, β = 0◦ and 90◦ were measured.
Finally, experiments were also performed on a single high-aspect ratio (AR = 15.0) stack. Orientations
β = 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ were measured. Additionally, one experiment was also performed on a stack with eight
chevrons cut into the edge of the stack mouth.
2.4.2 Uncertainty of Rake Measurements
The root-sum-square analysis on streamwise velocity resolution indicated that these measurements were
accurate to within ±0.1 m/s for all flow conditions in the plume measurements downstream of the stack. Up
to this point, the Pitot-static formula has been used under the assumption that mean dynamic pressure and
temperature quantities are sufficient for producing reliable measurements of the mean velocity, which is a
fair assumption provided there is little or weak fluctuations in the velocity field. To analyze the reliability
of the Pitot formula for data taken in the presence of a turbulent flow field, a Reynolds decomposition was
performed on the formula whereby each variable that may have fluctuations due to turbulence is rewritten
as the sum of a temporally-stationary mean quantity plus a randomly fluctuating quantity of zero mean.
This is done as follows:
T = 〈T 〉+ T ′, (2.4)
2Chevrons cut into outlet of stack.
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U = 〈U〉+ u′, (2.5)
and
Pd = 〈Pd〉+ p′, (2.6)




2R(〈T 〉+ T ′)(〈Pd〉+ p′)/Ps. (2.7)
Squaring each side of the formula and time-averaging each quantity leads to
〈U〉2 = 2R(〈TPd〉+ 〈T ′p′〉)/Ps − 〈u′u′〉. (2.8)















Now, assuming O( 〈u
′u′〉
〈U〉2 ) 1, which is probably a safe assumption downstream of the stack in the far-field
of the plume, it becomes evident that our velocity calculation, despite the presence of turbulence, should
yield reliable results.
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Figure 2.23: The 2D PIV experimental setup capturing the jet from the raised circular stack.
2.5 Particle-Image Velocimetry System
PIV is an optical diagnostic method whereby a fluid flow is seeded with particles of such sufficiently small
size that they are passively carried by the flow, making it possible for them to be used to track the motion
of fluid elements through use of high-speed photography. The particles are illuminated by a thin sheet of
pulsed laser light and photographed in two successive frames, as in the diagram in Figure 2.23. Each frame
captures one pulse of laser light; the two pulses are separated by a known time delay ∆t. Displacements
of particles are measured by sectioning the digital images into a grid of interrogation “spots” and utilizing
a cross-correlation scheme to track the mean motion of the particles in each interrogation spot of the first
frame to where they have traveled in the second frame. A first-order accurate measurement of the local fluid
velocity is made by dividing the mean particle displacement in each spot by the time delay between the two
pulses of laser light. By measuring the magnification of the photographed images and knowing the size of
the digital camera’s charge-coupled-device (CCD) array, an accurate conversion of particle displacement in
terms of pixels to some physical length can be made for each interrogation spot in the digital image. Thus,
multi-point measurements of the particle displacement field can be made with a precision of approximately
5% of the particle-image diameter (Prasad et al., 1992). The present measurements yield particle-image
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Figure 2.24: The rail-mounted laser light sheet optics setup on top of the wind tunnel.
diameters of approximately 2 pixels, giving a precision of approximately 0.1 pixels.
PIV measurements were accomplished using a dual-cavity, pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Quantel) with approx-
imately 180 mJ per pulse with a pulse width of 5 ns. This laser light was formed into a sub-millimeter
thick light sheet using a combination of cylindrical lenses and directed into a streamwise–wall-normal field
of view straddling the stack along its spanwise centerline with a high-energy mirror. The laser and light
sheet optics were mounted on top of the wind tunnel on a twin-rail system, as shown in Figure 2.24. This
system was precisely aligned so that the PIV field of view could be translated up to 1.2 m in the streamwise
direction with a total of less than 0.25 mm spanwise deviation in light sheet alignment; light sheet optics
such as lenses and high-energy mirrors were mounted on a sliding carriage in such a fashion that they could
easily be adjusted to correct for any misalignment of the laser light sheet. To accommodate this laser light
sheet system, the aluminum ceiling of the wind tunnel used for the rake measurements was replaced with
an acrylic window. The flow was seeded with sub-micron tracer particles generated with a Concept Smoke
Systems ViCount CompactAero 1300 smoke generator that were entrained into both the blower driving the
stack flow as well as the wind tunnel driving the cross-flow. The smoke particles used for seeding here are
quoted as having a diameter of 0.3µm. For particles of this size, the Stokes number St was on the order of
10−4 or less for the various temperature and velocities dealt with, indicating that the particles were excellent
tracers of the flow (Adrian and Westerweel, 2010). Images of these tracer particles were acquired with a
4 k × 2.75 k pixel, 12-bit frame-straddle CCD camera (TSI 11MP) fitted with a Sigma 180 mm fixed-focal
length macro lens, as shown in Figure 2.25. Data acquisition was performed at 0.65 Hz with the timing of
the laser pulses and image acquisition synchronized with a PIV timing unit. The pairs of PIV images were
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Figure 2.25: The PIV camera set to take particle images. Note that the test section is optically sealed to
keep scattered laser light safely inside the tunnel. A black shroud that is used for optical safety during data
collection can be seen rolled up on top of the tunnel in front of the camera. All other optical components
used for the laser light sheet are likewise optically sealed during data collection.
interrogated using a recursive two-frame cross-correlation algorithm that began with interrogations spots of
size 64× 64 pixels with a 50% overlap and iterated down to spots of size 16× 16 pixels which yielded a grid
spacing of 408µm. For the image to object magnification of about 0.03 mm/pixel and frame-to-frame time
delay of 10µs, the velocities measured in these experiments are accurate to within 0.3 m/s. The resulting
vector fields were validated using statistical comparisons and invalid vectors were replaced with alternate
choices of cross-correlation peak or interpolation when a majority of neighboring vectors are present.
For each flow scenario, 3000 PIV realizations were collected of the near-field region of the plume in a field
of view of 6L◦ × 3.5L◦ in the streamwise–wall-normal plane located at the spanwise centerline of the tunnel
such that the center of each jet in question is imaged. The measurements yield multi-point approximations
of the 2D velocity components u and v throughout the field of view. Statistical flow quantities such as
mean velocities U and V and mean fluid speed
√
U2 + V 2 and turbulent statistics were assessed. The
particular turbulent statistics computed from the data include the Reynolds normal and shear stresses 〈u′u′〉,
〈v′v′〉, and 〈u′v′〉, and a 2D surrogate measurement of the turbulent kinetic energy TKE, here defined as
TKE2D ≡ 12 (〈u′u′〉+ 〈v′v′〉). This measurement is considered a two-dimensional surrogate of the true TKE
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because the 2D PIV measurements cannot resolve the third component of the fluctuating velocity field w′
and therefore the remaining Reynolds normal stress 〈w′w′〉 (though, by symmetry, 〈w′w′〉 should equal zero
in this plane).
2.5.1 PIV Seeding of Heated Jets
One particular difficulty that was encountered involved the proper seeding of the heated jet air. A preliminary
test of the PIV system was performed for the circular jet under isothermal conditions, for which case the
blower simply drew ambient seeded air from the room such that the same seed density was found in the
jet air as in the cross-flow air. This test yielded excellent results from our PIV system as it was set up
and we proceeded to heat the jet air for the round of heated jet experiments. When heat was applied, the
increase in specific volume of the air resulted in a reduction of volumetric seed density throughout the plume
relative to the seed density of the cross-flow, resulting in strong gradients of seeding density and particle
illumination, as can be seen in the sample PIV image of Figure 2.26. These resulting gradients made the
PIV measurements unreliable because they introduced a bias in the cross-correlation image interrogation
scheme, resulting in unreliable measures of particle displacements from the first frame to the second.
A solution to this problem was developed whereby the blower drew air from both the ambient room
supply and from a secondary seed reservoir, as shown in Figures 2.27–2.28. This reservoir consisted of a
large plastic tub whose top was mostly sealed using plastic food wrap. A portion of its top was covered with
steel screen over which the plastic was placed in such a manner that the wrap could be peeled partially off of
the screen, allowing the reservoir to draw outside air and permitting constant mass flow. Smoke (seed) from
the smoke generator could be directed through use of a diverter valve either into the open lab environment
to seed the cross-flow or into the seed reservoir to seed the jet. Because this smoke settled very slowly in still
air (about 5 mm per hour according to the manufacturer), it was not necessary to continuously add seed to
the room. An array of computer fans installed in the smoke reservoir and running continuously ensured that
the seed remained well-mixed, rather than layering and slowly settling, as the smoke generator manufacturer
claimed it behaves. The blower then drew from the reservoir via a tube fitted with a gate valve such that
the flow of seed could be metered appropriately to result in a seed density matching closely to that of the
cross-flow. Holes were drilled into the tube just prior to the intake of the blower to ensure both that the
system would not introduce a significant pressure loss for the blower to overcome and that most of the flow
through the blower would be air taken from the ambient lab environment. Figure 2.29 shows a sample PIV
image taken using this setup from which it is evident that successful seed density matching could be obtained
even when the heat is applied.
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Figure 2.26: A sample PIV image of the heated jet where seed was drawn from the ambient lab air environ-
ment.
The PIV data collection software displayed the images of the seeded flow in near-real time so that the
seed density of the jet and room air could be continuously monitored and adjusted as necessary to ensure
minimal seeding gradients in the field of view. Unintentional addition of too much seed could be remedied
quickly by adjusting the gate valve to reduce the blower’s draw of over-seeded air. This system proved to
be very stable over long periods of time such that PIV measurements could be taken continuously as long
as a fairly small amount of smoke was added to the reservoir every 5 minutes or so to sustain steady supply
of seed; more seed had to be added to the ambient lab air environment only every 20 minutes or so.
2.5.2 Stereoscopic PIV
Cross-plane stereoscopic PIV (sPIV) measurements were performed for which the streamwise flow was
through the thin dimension of the light sheet, which illuminated a spanwise–wall-normal field of view set at
some streamwise position downstream of the stack, as in the diagram in Figure 2.30. A picture of the sPIV
setup is given in Figure 2.31.
It was desired to capture sPIV data in the four fields of view that are coincident with the measurement
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domains where the rake measurements had been performed. Due to viewing limitations set by the size
of the test section of the wind tunnel, only two common fields (x= 250, 434 mm) could be captured for
comparisons with the rake measurements. Additionally, one more measurement plane was used for sPIV
set at x= 134 mm, which was the closest position downstream of the stack where the entire jet cross-section
could be captured by both cameras, though no direct comparison to the temperature field measurements
could be made at this location. It should be noted as well that the flow could not be imaged from both sides
of the wind tunnel due to the required continued use of the side sting, which is described in section 2.3 and
visible in Figure 2.20.
For calibration of these measurements, pairs of 6.35 mm pinholes were drilled into the aluminum floor
of the test section to allow precise and repeatable positioning of a custom 300 mm × 300 mm 4-plane PIV
calibration target (manufactured by TSI, inc.) at three streamwise stations downstream of the stack. The
top of this target includes a thin slot of 0.5 mm width covering a recessed mirror, which was used to set the
streamwise position of the laser light sheet and ensure its verticality by means of confirming that the reflected
light from the mirror is coplanar with the incident light. Because the light sheet itself had a thickness of
1.5 mm and was centered on the mirror slot, repeatability of its streamwise placement is estimated to be
within ±0.5 mm. Due to the use of a 532 nm laser light for particle illumination and viewing through an
acrylic window, the target was illuminated with a high power green LED during the calibration procedure as
opposed to a white light source. The motivation for this precaution was that the cameras produced grayscale
images, which made it difficult to visually inspect whether chromatic aberration could have been causing
any biasing in the perceived shape and size of the white calibration markers on the target had a white light
source been used.
The sPIV images were taken using two 12-bit frame-straddle CCD TSI 4 MP cameras (2048 × 2048 pixel)
mounted in special housings that allow the CCD to be rotated relative to the camera lens to allow satisfaction
of the Scheimpflug condition necessary to achieve focus throughout the sPIV fields of view; the lenses view the
light sheet at an angle of 45◦ to optimize the relative error between the streamwise and spanwise velocities
(Adrian and Westerweel, 2010). The cameras were mounted on the same side of the wind tunnel, each
viewing the light sheet from opposite sides. Data was processed first as individual 2D PIV realizations from
each camera using 16 × 16 pixel interrogation spots; the resulting left and right 2D vector fields were then
dewarped and recombined according to the perspective calibration to construct the 3D velocity fields.
Sub-pixel resolution of the particle displacements was determined to be 0.1 pixels, which corresponds to
a velocity resolution of about 0.3 m/s. The sub-pixel resolution is a function of particle-image diameter dp,
which was about dp = 2 pixels for all of these experiments. According to the analysis of Westerweel (1997),
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bias errors in the form of peak-locking should not adversely affect these velocity measurements. For most
PIV applications, the dynamic range is governed by the time delay between laser pulses, but for cross-plane
sPIV it is typically governed also by the light sheet thickness, which itself had to be set in these experiments
in part based on the energy of the laser. For the 532 nm light sheet, the light sheet must be optimized such
that enough light intensity is present to produce sufficient light scattering by the particles throughout the
field of view. Because the particle diameter here is slightly less than the light wavelength, the intensity of
the scattered light is fairly weak.
A means of checking the fidelity of the recombination of the velocity fields is to compare the agreement
between the vertical displacements measured between the two cameras’ 2D PIV realizations. That particular
velocity component is measured redundantly by the two cameras, provided both cameras are mounted level.
For these measurements, the mean of the whole-field disagreement was ≈ 0.1 pixel, which is approximately
the uncertainty of the measurement itself.
At each of the three streamwise measurement stations, 2500 PIV realizations were collected. From these
ensembles, flow statistics including the mean velocity U, turbulent kinetic energy TKE, and the ensemble-
averaged swirling strength Λci were computed to allow analysis of the development of the jets downstream
of the stack.
2.5.3 PIV Experiments
The full set of PIV experiments conducted for this study is listed in this section. All experiments were
performed on raised stacks with room temperature cross-flow T∞ = 300 K. Target experimental parameters
for each experiment are listed in each table. Each line in each table represents a single experiment. Each
2D PIV experiment listed was performed in a single field-of-view in the spanwise centerplane of the tunnel.
Each sPIV experiment listed was performed in three fields-of-view downstream of the stack.
The first series of experiments performed included jets emitting from a wide variety of stacks, including
the high-AR rectangular stack with chevrons, shown in Figure 2.32; all jets are raised to a height of 3L◦.
Experimental parameters of the experiments are listed in Table 2.6.
Upon completion of this first set of experiments, which served as an exploratory study of the 2D PIV
system, a study was carried out where the effect of Reynolds number was isolated for heated and unheated
JICFs emitting from a raised stack. A series of experiments was performed at fixed blowing ratio for a
range of Re◦ spanning the limits of the equipment. The lower limiting case was set by the wind tunnel, for
which the flow becomes unsteady at cross-flow velocities less than U∞ = 1.4 m/s. Limiting the upper flow
speeds was the blower, which could drive an unheated circular jet up to V◦ = 12.0 m/s. Concurrent with
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Stack AR N◦ β T◦ [K] V◦ [m/s] U∞ [m/s] r◦
Circular — 1 — 300 50 10 5.0
Circular — 1 — 425 50 10 4.2
Rectangular 3.76 1 0 425 50 10 4.2
Rectangular 3.76 3 45 425 50 10 4.2
Rectangular 3.76 3 90 425 50 10 4.2
Rectangular 15.0 1 0 425 50 10 4.2
Rectangular with Chevrons 15.0 1 0 425 50 10 4.2
Rectangular with Chevrons 15.0 1 45 425 50 10 4.2
Table 2.6: PIV Experimental Parameters.
U∞ Re∞ δ95 [mm] δ95D Re95
1.40 2120 11.9 0.50 1070
2.60 3930 9.47 0.40 1550
4.25 6430 7.00 0.29 1780
6.30 9540 5.84 0.25 2160
8.52 12900 4.79 0.20 2520
10.0 15100 4.32 0.18 2690
12.0 18200 3.94 0.17 2940
Table 2.7: Incoming boundary layer PIV measurements.
T◦ [K] U∞ V◦ Re∞ Re◦ r◦
300 2.60 11.9 3930 18000 4.57
300 4.25 19.5 6430 29400 4.58
300 6.30 28.8 9540 43600 4.57
300 8.52 39.0 12900 59000 4.58
300 10.0 45.8 15100 69300 4.58
425 10.0 50.0 15100 41000 4.20
300 12.0 54.9 18200 83100 4.57
Table 2.8: Experimental parameters for the Reynolds number comparison experiments.
these experiments, a study of the incoming boundary layer was performed. It was desired to confirm that
its thickness was sufficiently small that the jet flow itself would not be affected by the cross-flow boundary
layer, as in Figure 2.33.
Cross-plane sPIV experiments were performed on the circular jet, single low-AR rectangular jet, and an
array of three low-AR rectangular jets. For the circular jet, three cases from the Re study were focused
upon. It was desired to call attention to the effect that the temperature difference has upon the far-field
flow so the heated jet was studied along with the two unheated cases where Re◦ and Re∞ match that of
the T◦ = 425 K jet. For the rectangular jet there was a desire to contribute to the literature a study of
the effect that wind direction (or, conversely, stack orientation) has upon the far-field HJICF behavior for
a rectangular jet, particularly one at β = 45◦. Additionally, the array of three low-AR stacks separated by
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Stack N◦ β [◦] T◦ [K] U∞ V◦ Re∞ Re◦ r◦
Rectangular 1 0 425 10.0 50.0 15200 41400 4.20
Rectangular 1 45 425 10.0 50.0 15200 41400 4.20
Rectangular 1 90 425 10.0 50.0 15200 41400 4.20
Rectangular 3 90 425 10.0 50.0 15100 41400 4.20
Circular 1 — 300 6.30 28.8 9540 43600 4.57
Circular 1 — 300 10.0 45.8 15100 69300 4.58
Circular 1 — 425 10.0 50.0 15100 41000 4.20
Table 2.9: Experimental parameters for the cross-plane sPIV experiments.
∆N◦ = 4w◦ edge-to-edge was studied, motivated by the interesting mean temperature results revealed by
the rake study. These experiments and their relevant parameters are tabulated in Table 2.9.
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Figure 2.27: The seed reservoir from which the blower draws densely seeded air to seed the heated jet. A
sheet of clear plastic closes the reservoir and allows optical access. The smoke generator can be seen on the
left side of the image. The two ball valves were later replaced by a single three-way diverter valve.
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Figure 2.28: A schematic of the seed reservoir. Smoke may be directed to either the ambient or the reservoir
via a diverter valve. An array of computer fans mixes the smoke within the reservoir.
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Figure 2.29: A sample PIV image of the heated jet where seed was drawn from the seed reservoir. The
image is displayed using a logarithmic look up table to emphasize gradients, showing excellent matching of
seeding density.
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Figure 2.30: The cross-plane stereoscopic PIV arrangement.
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Figure 2.31: The experimental setup for sPIV measurements.
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Figure 2.32: The high-AR rectangular stack with chevrons.
(a) (b)




Temperature Effects on Heated and
Unheated Circular Jets in Cross-Flow
In this chapter, the flow in the far field of the circular jet is compared for heated and unheated conditions.
It has been well-documented that the velocity-based trajectory and width of the far-field JICF scales with
r◦, and the trajectory has been stated to be effectively independent of Re (Hasselbrink and Mungal, 2001a,
for example). However, it is well-known that Re governs the behavior of turbulence at least in part for all
turbulent flows, particularly in terms of the broadening of the range of relevant length scales as Re increases.
While few studies have focused on the effect of Re upon JICFs, simulations have shown that for low Re
there is a delayed onset of instabilities and that there is a possibility that the CVP of a low-Re JICF may
contain all of the jet fluid, which is not the case for higher-Re JICFs (Yuan et al., 1999).
A focused study on the effect of Re for fixed blowing ratio, with an included comparison of the effect
of heating upon a JICF, would supplement the existing literature well. To this end, two studies have been
performed and will here be investigated. First, the near-field trajectory of a series of JICFs is analyzed at
common blowing ratio for a range of seven Re, including one case for which the jet is heated to a centerline
temperature T◦ = 425 K. The range of Re spans from the low-speed steadiness limit of the wind tunnel to
the peak flow rate limit of the blower.
For the second study, the far-field behavior of the turbulence for three select jets from the first study is
compared. The heated JICF is studied as are two unheated cases where certain Re based on the heated jet
case are matched. The first Re is that for the flow emitting from the stack Re◦ = V◦D/ν◦, where V◦ is the
centerline velocity, D is the inner diameter of the stack, and ν◦ is the corresponding kinematic viscosity of
the hot air. In order to match the blowing ratio of this case, the centerline jet velocity must be decreased
relative to that of the heated jet and the cross-flow velocity U∞ must be decreased by the commensurate
amount necessary to account for the density difference between the heated and unheated jets. The second
Re to match is that of the cross-flow Re∞ = U∞D/ν∞ for the heated jet case. In this case, the centerline
velocity of the unheated jet is increased appropriately in order to approximately match the blowing ratio r◦,
which simplifies in the absence of a density difference to the velocity ratio V◦/U∞.
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Re◦ Re∞ T◦ [K] V◦ [m/s] U∞ r◦
83100 18200 300 54.9 12.0 4.57
69300 15100 300 45.8 10.0 4.58
59000 12900 300 39.0 8.52 4.58
43600 9540 300 28.8 6.30 4.57
41000 15100 425 50.0 10.0 4.20
29400 6430 300 19.5 4.25 4.58
18000 3930 300 11.9 2.60 4.57
Table 3.1: Flow parameters for the Reynolds number tests. N = 3100 PIV realizations were collected for
each case.
3.1 Results and Discussion
3.1.1 The Effect of Reynolds Number in the Near-Field
The far-field penetration of a JICF trajectory is well-known to be highly-dependent upon the initial plume
penetration, which is itself a function of the velocity profile of the jet outflow and of the incoming boundary
layer for flush jets (Gutmark et al., 2008; New et al., 2006). As described in § 2.2, it is desired for the jet to
have a top-hat velocity profile in these experiments. Figure 3.1 presents the mean velocity profile of the jet
flow for a heated and an unheated JICF, as measured with the side sting total pressure probe at a height of
about 1 mm (0.04D) above the mouth of the raised stack. In these figures, centerline velocity V◦ is 50 m/s
(out of the page) and the cross-flow is from left-to-right at U∞ = 10 m/s. Because the jet emits from a raised
stack in these experiments (h = 3D), the jet interacts with a uniform free-stream flow since the incoming
boundary-layer thickness is much less than the stack height (see the results in § 2.5.3).
Flow from the heated and unheated jets have comparable top-hat velocity profiles with similar inner-
pipe boundary layer thicknesses. It should be mentioned that the leading edge of the boundary layer of
the heated jet is thicker than for the unheated case and thinner along the trailing edge, which may be the
physical consequence of an increased tendency of the cross-flow to penetrate into the jet flow and deflect the
jet as a result of the reduced momentum ratio of the jet for these measurements.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Jet velocity emitting from the circular stack for (a) the unheated jet (Re∞ = 15100, Re◦ = 69300)
and (b) the heated jet (Re∞ = 15100, Re◦ = 41000, T◦ = 425 K). Cross-flow U∞ is from left-to-right, jet











































































































































Figure 3.3: Jet trajectory in the near-field, marked by the streamline emerging from the jet axis.
The mean speed with overlaid streamlines is shown from the 2D-PIV measurements in the plane of
symmetry of the jet in Figure 3.2. These fields are presented in order of decreasing Re◦ from left-to-right,
top-to-bottom. The vertical coordinate is measured relative to the top of the stack as y∗ = y − 3D. The
cross-flow is seen to decelerate just upstream of the jet. Key flow features that are noted in these plots
include a stable star node or saddle point one diameter behind the stack (Chong et al., 1990; Gutmark et al.,
2008). Just upstream of the star node, the entrainment of the jet is sufficiently strong to create a pocket
of reverse flow (U < 0). Above the star node there lies a lobe of local maximum speed, which appears
to emanate from the jet along a trajectory that trends lower than the main flow of the jet, as the CVP
trajectory is known to trend lower. Within the lobe, the majority of the speed comes from the wall-normal
(vertical) component of velocity. This vertical motion is induced by the combined influence of the near-field
CVP and by entrainment toward the main body of the jet.
There is a general trend following increasing Re◦ for the unheated jets whereby the secondary lobe of
induced vertical flow intensifies and tends to extend farther downstream. The heated jet, Figure 3.2(e),
differs notably from the other cases in the secondary lobe above the star node. The peak velocity for that
region does not reach the 0.3V◦ contour level for the heated jet whereas the unheated jets all exceed this
level. Likewise, the secondary lobe does not stretch as far downstream as it does for the jets of lower or
higher Re◦. Because the flow in that region appears to be dominated by the induction of the CVP, this
result indicates that the CVP of the heated jet is weakened in comparison to the unheated jets.
The axial streamline is extracted and shown for all of the jets in Figure 3.3 as the representative trajectory,
scaled here by r◦. It is notable that the jet of lowest Re◦ (Re◦ = 9700) trends slightly lower than the other
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cases. The trajectory of the heated jet is nearly indistinguishable from that of the two unheated jets of
nearest Re◦. The jets of higher Re◦ penetrate more deeply than these, though a monotonic relation between
the jet penetration and Re◦ is not observed. With the exception of the lowest Re◦ jet, uncertainty of the
axial streamline supports the notion that the Reynolds number does not affect the jet trajectory—that is,
all jets follow trajectories that are similar to within the uncertainty of the streamline except the lowest Re◦
jet.
The 2D surrogate of turbulent kinetic energy TKE2D = (〈u′u′〉 + 〈v′v′〉)/2 is shown in Figure 3.4.
Regions of TKE2D straddle the potential core of the jets, growing until they interact at a height of about
y∗ = 2D. These turbulent regions are the leading- and trailing-edge shear layers where instabilities within
the interacting streams break down to form regions of strong turbulence. The whole-field peak of TKE2D
is located in the leading-edge shear layer, typically between 2.5D and 3.5D above the mouth of the jet.
After the shear layers merge the region of TKE2D follows the jet trajectory, and there is a decay in TKE2D
As Re◦ increases, the strength of TKE2D in the shear layers also increases. The width of the region of
TKE2D also increases with Re◦. The heated jet follows these trends in Re◦ and does not appear to show
any significant deviation from the behavior of the unheated jets.
The Reynolds normal stress in the streamwise direction 〈u′u′〉 provides a measure of the turbulence in the
u-component of velocity. It shows that there is a stress that acts on the mean velocity field. As the TKE2D
would suggest, 〈u′u′〉 peaks in the shear layers and decays as the jet is bent over, reaching its maximum at
a height of about 3D in the trailing edge of the jet. The peak value increases with Re◦ for the heated and
unheated jets alike.
There is also a large region just leeward of the trailing shear layer where 〈u′u′〉 h 0.01V 2◦ . This region
is roughly 1D–2D in size and does not seem to follow a particular trend in Re◦. For the heated jet it is
notably smaller than for the other jets of nearest Re◦, with a size of about 1D.
The Reynolds normal stress in the wall–normal direction 〈v′v′〉 provides a measure of the turbulence in
the v-component of velocity. Based on what was shown for TKE2D and 〈u′u′〉, it follows that the region of
strongest 〈v′v′〉 is found in the leading edge shear layer and its thickness and peak value both increase with
Re◦. The peak is located at about y∗ = 3D.
There is a region of 〈v′v′〉 that follows lower than the main portion of the jet, approximately incident
with the secondary lobe of V noted in Figure 3.2. For the jets of Re◦ ≤ 59000, a small region of weak 〈v′v′〉
is noted just aft of the jet. No consistent trend following the size of this leeward pocket of 〈v′v′〉 is noted,
though it is considerably smaller for the heated jet than the others.
The Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉 is shown in Figure 3.7. It indicates the turbulent transport of vertical
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fluid momentum by fluctuations of the streamwise velocity field, and vice versa. It tends to be negatively-
valued in the leading edge shear layer and positively-valued in the trailing edge shear layer, with a lobe of
positive 〈u′v′〉 present about 1 diameter above the jet mouth, attached to the trailing edge shear layer. The
location of this shear stress lobe is coincident with the lower portion of the secondary lobe noted in the mean
velocity field. Its presence indicates a region of turbulence just behind the jet, where the CVP begins its
development.
Generally, as Re◦ increases, regions of 〈u′v′〉 in the shear layers grow in magnitude and thickness. The
trend is particularly pronounced for the leading edge shear layer, which grows to a peak width of about
one diameter before decaying sharply to zero. The trailing edge shear layer grows slightly with Re◦ and is
marginally weaker for the slower jets. No particular trend following Re◦ is evident for the CVP-induced
secondary lobe, though it does appear smaller for the slower jets than the faster ones. For the heated jet,
as shown in Figure 3.7(e), the attached lobe of shear stress occupies the smallest region of all the cases; no
unusual behavior is evident in the shear layers of the heated jet versus those of the unheated jets.
The ensemble-averaged swirling strength 〈λci〉 of the jets is shown in Figure 3.8. Here, λci is signed by
the local vorticity ωz / |ωz|. Now, λci is a frame-independent vortex identifier with dimensions of inverse
time whose value represents the reciprocal of the rotation period of a local fluid element (Adrian et al.,
2000; Chakraborty et al., 2007). Its use is key due to the fact that the vorticity is nonzero in regions of
pure shear, pure rotation, and superpositions of the two. By definition of a vortex as a region of flow where
streamlines close in some reference frame, it becomes clear that in the presence of shear superposed over
a vortex, the vorticity may be unable to indicate the true location of the center of rotation (Chong et al.,
1990). Conversely, λci is defined as the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue of the velocity gradient
tensor ∇u. For 2D PIV and sPIV data, the gradient can only be estimated for in-plane motions, yielding
the 2D in-plane velocity gradient ∇2Du. For the data presented for these experiments, the in-plane velocity








and thus λc = λcr ± iλci is given by solution of the characteristic equation
∇2Du− λI = 0, (3.2)
where I is the identity matrix. ∇2Du has two eigenvalues, which must both be purely real (λci = 0, indicating
pure shear) or occur as a complex pair, indicating a superposition of shear and rotation. The imaginary
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part λci quantifies the rotation; because λci occurs as a conjugate pair, the sense of the rotation is given
by the sign of the local vorticity ωz/|ωz|. The leading edge shear layer is comprised of positive 〈λci〉 in
the mean, indicating that the dominant tendency of individual shear layer vortices is counter-clockwise for
this field of view. The trailing edge shear layer is dominated by vortices that rotate in the opposite sense.
In the near-field, the shear layer vortices rotate in the same sense that they would for a jet emitting into
a stationary environment. For all cases, the shear layers extend to a height of about y ∗ /D = 4–5 and
have maximum magnitudes of about 1.5V◦/D. Clearly the jet interacts differently with the freestream on
its windward and leeward sides; despite these differences, at each height y ∗ /D, λci has approximately the














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.1.2 The Effect of Reynolds Number in the Far-Field
Three select jets from the near-field analysis were chosen for far-field analysis: the heated jet and the two
unheated cases that most-closely replicate the jet and cross-flow Reynolds numbers of the heated case. The
far-field measurements presented herein are comprised of cross-plane sPIV measurements taken at three
stations downstream of the stack: x/D = 5.64, 10.5 and 18.3. Note that intersection of the perspective
views of the light sheet by the two sPIV cameras yields a trapezoidal field of view. In these measurement
planes the CVP, wake vortex system, and possibly the necklace vortex comprise the persistent structures;
the CVP and in-plane flow is of primary interest. Ensembles of N = 2500 realizations were gathered for each
experiment to achieve reasonable convergence of turbulent quantities such as Reynolds stresses, turbulence
production, vorticity, swirling strength, and a reliable spectral decomposition.
The mean velocity field at station 1 is shown in Figure 3.9. The CVP can be visualized in the in-plane
velocity vectors. The CVP has the effect of advecting high U -momuntum fluid out of the central portion
of the jet toward its periphery and drawing low U -momentum fluid from the wake region into the jet. This
action creates kidney bean-shaped contours in U . Strong lateral entrainment is noted for all of the jets in
the wake region, where in-plane velocity vectors show a drawing of ambient fluid toward the wake region
where it is then drawn upward into the CVP upwash.
The peak in U for the unheated Re∞-matching jet is found at about y∗ = 7D, which is about 1D higher
than the other jets. This jet also has the largest region for which the velocity is greater than 1.19U∞,
followed by the heated jet and then the Re◦-matching jet.
The mean velocity fields at stations 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 3.10–3.11, where the range of U
reduces notably with x as the jet grows and spreads, reducing the in-plane gradients. The same general
characteristics are noted for the flow field at these stations as for station 1, particularly as pertains to the
in-plane motions that result from the CVP. The heated jet shows the smallest range of U of the three cases
at station 3. It is difficult to discern differences among the jets that are Re◦-dependent at these stations.
The true (3D) turbulent kinetic energy TKE = (〈u′u′〉+〈v′v′〉+〈w′w′〉)/2 is shown in Figures 3.12–3.14.
The highest TKE is measured in the wake for all cases. For stations 1 and 2 twin local maxima are noted
within the central portion of the jet, whereas at station 3 the field has smoothed out sufficiently to virtually
remove the bimodality of TKE in the jet. No clear trends are noted following Re◦.
Streamwise Reynolds normal stress 〈u′u′〉 at station 1 is shown in Figure 3.15. Two distinct regions of
〈u′u′〉 are visible: kidney bean-shaped contours in the jet and a pair of upright 〈u′u′〉 patches in the wake.
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show 〈u′u′〉 at stations 2 and 3, respectively. Due to spread of the jet, the sPIV field of
view only captures the upper portion of the two 〈u′u′〉 patches in the wake. With streamwise development,
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Figure 3.9: The mean velocity field at station 1. Color contours show the streamwise velocity U (positive U
is directed into the page) and the vectors show the mean in-plane velocities V and W . Every 6th vector is
shown for clarity. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching
jet.
there is a weakening of 〈u′u′〉 in the jet. No particular effect of Re◦ is noted for 〈u′u′〉.
In Figure 3.18 the vertical Reynolds normal stress 〈v′v′〉 is noted to have three local maxima within the
jet, one centered in the upper portion and two in the lower portion of the jet on either side of the z = 0
plane. The upper maximum and lower maxima have approximately the same value, except in the case of
the unheated Re◦-matching jet, for which the upper is notably weaker than the lower. The wake region
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Figure 3.10: The mean velocity field at station 2. Velocities are as in Figure 3.9. Every 6th vector is shown
for clarity. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching jet.
shows a unimodal distribution of 〈v′v′〉. At station 2, shown in Figure 3.19, there is no local maximum in
the upper portion of the jets. Kidney bean contours in 〈v′v′〉 develop at this station. At station 3, shown
in Figure 3.20, the 〈v′v′〉 no longer shows distinct kidney bean contours. The general trend of 〈v′v′〉 with
streamwise development is that it “flattens” and decays. No particular trend following Re◦ is noted beyond
station 1.
The spanwise component of Reynolds normal stress 〈w′w′〉, shown in Figures 3.21–3.23, is much stronger
in the wake than in the jet. In the wake, it is the dominant of the three components that contribute to
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Figure 3.11: The mean velocity field at station 3. Velocities are as in Figure 3.9. Every 6th vector is shown
for clarity. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching jet.
the TKE while it is the weakest contributor of TKE in the jet. The wake is the region where lateral
entrainment is noted to be the strongest, according to the mean flows of Figures 3.9–3.11. The entrained
fluid on either side of the wake interacts here to form strong turbulence in the w component of velocity.
Other than spreading and decaying, no qualitative changes occur as 〈w′w′〉 develops downstream. No trends
are noted that follow the jet temperature or Re◦.
The streamwise–wall-normal component of Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉 at stations 1 and 2 are shown
in Figure 3.24. The Reynolds shear stress shows the effect that the turbulence has on momentum transfer
between components. At each of these two stations, the same general trends are noted among the three
jets. The fields have an alternating stacked structure with positive 〈u′v′〉 at the top of the jet, a region of
negative 〈u′v′〉 in the bottom of the jet, and another region of positive 〈u′v′〉 in the wake. The negative region
is significantly stronger in magnitude than the positive regions. Within the jet (the upper two patches),
〈u′v′〉 has a concave-down crescent shape reminiscent of the kidney-bean contours observed in some of the
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Figure 3.12: The TKE field at station 1. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
other flow statistics. The positive-〈u′v′〉 region in the top of the jet is noticeably weaker for the unheated
Re◦-matching case. Similar magnitudes are noted among the three jets for the other patches of 〈u′v′〉. At
station 3, shown in Figure 3.26, the upper region of positive 〈u′v′〉 has decayed significantly. For the unheated
Re◦-matching jet, this region is rendered negligible. For the heated jet, the region of positive 〈u′v′〉 in the
wake is reduced significantly in size in comparison with the unheated jets.
The in-plane component of Reynolds shear stress 〈v′w′〉 at station 1 is shown in Figure 3.27. Transport
of turbulent momentum from one in-plane component to the other in the mean is shown by 〈v′w′〉, which
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Figure 3.13: The TKE field at station 2. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
can have a significant effect on the mean velocity field. It is roughly antisymmetric in z, with a large
negative patch in the jet for −z and a matching positive patch in the jet for positive z. In the wake there
is alternating pattern of positive and negative 〈v′w′〉 on either side of z = 0. The strongest 〈v′w′〉 is found
in the periphery and bottom portions of the jet. The jet-region patches of 〈v′w′〉 for the unheated Re∞-
matching case are larger than for the other two cases in their height, all cases have approximately the same
width. The unheated Re◦-matching jet has the weakest 〈v′w′〉 of the jets. At station 2, shown in Figure 3.28,
the strongest 〈v′w′〉 is found in the lower portion of the jet. Here again, the unheated Re◦-matching jet has
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Figure 3.14: The TKE field at station 3. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet. Some systematic error causes a nonphysical peak in the TKE measurement at
about z = −3D in the lower part of the field of view.
the weakest 〈v′w′〉 of the three cases. At station 3, shown in Figure 3.29, the unheated Re∞-matching jet is
found to have slightly stronger 〈v′w′〉 than the other two jets, which begin to have similar strengths.
An instantaneous PIV realization of the heated jet in the cross-flow plane at x = 5.64D is shown in
Figure 3.30, showing the in-plane velocity vectors w, v, and the swirling strength λci. The field reveals a
scattering of strong small-scale vortices throughout the cross-section of the flow, with positive-sense rotations
dominating the −z half of the domain and negative-sense dominating the other side. This result suggests
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Figure 3.15: The 〈u′u′〉 field at station 1. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
that the physical mechanism by which the large CVP vortices rotate is one where the in-plane motions of
fluid elements consist of straight paths interrupted by “turning points” comprised as discrete, small, strong
vortices in a “connect-the-dots” formation. In-plane vectors show the general rotational sense of the large
CVP members as well, though λci corresponding to those structures is quite weak relative to the small
structures. These small scale structures may be explained as azimuthal shear layers that develop along the
periphery of the CVP and gather within the main “body” of the CVP.
It is desired to investigate the structure and organization of the CVP. For this investigation, the average
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Figure 3.16: The 〈u′u′〉 field at station 2. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
of the swirl is investigated in two ways: the ensemble average of the instantaneous fields 〈λci〉 and the swirl
of the ensemble-averaged in-plane velocity fields Λci, shown in Figure 3.31. According to either computation
of average swirl, the peak rotation in the fields is an order of magnitude weaker than the strong vortices
detected in the instantaneous field. The general shape of the 〈λci〉 contours resembles an apostrophe ( ‘ ) in
the −z portion of the field and its mirror on the other side, with a lengthy tail extending upwards. The Λci
contours are more compact and stronger than that of the 〈λci〉 field, with weaker tails.
In the mean, 〈λci〉 shows tendencies of instantaneous vortices within the overall population in the sense of
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Figure 3.17: The 〈u′u′〉 field at station 3. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
an “opinion poll.” That is, most realizations within the ensemble indicate little or no rotation but the final
result reflects the presence of infrequent strong rotating motions of a particular sense. The intermittency of
λci and motion of the CVP contribute to this result at each point. As a result, it may take a particularly large
ensemble of to achieve statistical convergence of the mean of such a field. Conversely, Λci is not susceptible
to individual strong vortices but is useful for locating and isolating the large-scale coherent structures of the
CVP, despite their relatively low strength compared to the peaks of λci. This problem begs an investigation
of the flow behavior via some method of filtration to remove or otherwise isolate the effect of structures of
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Figure 3.19: The 〈v′v′〉 field at station 2. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.20: The 〈v′v′〉 field at station 3. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.21: The 〈w′w′〉 field at station 1. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.22: The 〈w′w′〉 field at station 2. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.23: The 〈w′w′〉 field at station 3. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.24: The 〈u′v′〉 field at station 1. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.25: The 〈u′v′〉 field at station 2. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.26: The 〈u′v′〉 field at station 3. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.27: The 〈v′w′〉 field at station 1. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.28: The 〈v′w′〉 field at station 2. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.29: The 〈v′w′〉 field at station 3. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The
unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.30: Instantaneous in-plane swirling strength λci at x/D = 5.64 in the heated circular jet, as well
as the in-plane velocity vectors. Every other vector is shown for clarity. Positive (red) λci indicates a
counter-clockwise sense of rotation.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.31: Computations of the mean swirling strength for the heated jet. (a) The ensemble average of
the instantaneous swirling strength fields 〈λci〉. (b) The swirling strength of the mean velocity field Λci.
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3.1.3 POD Analysis
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is a method whereby an ensemble {u(x , t)} is decomposed into
an optimal set of orthogonal basis functions {φ} for the description of the processes within the ensemble.
That is, partial sums of the orthogonal POD basis functions embody the maximum TKE as compared with
partial sums of any other set of orthogonal basis functions. This set of basis functions is found by solution
of the eigenvalue problem ∫
〈u(x , t)u∗(x ′, t)〉φn(x ′)dx ′ = λn(t)φn(x ), (3.3)
where λn(t) is the eigenvalue corresponding to the basis eigenfunction φn for time t of the ensemble u(x , t).
For an exhaustive description of the mathematical formulation of the POD, one may refer to Berkooz et al.
(1993). This technique may easily be adapted for discrete x and t, as in experimental data. The terms
“basis function,” “eigenfunction,” and “mode” are used interchangeably throughout this chapter.
For computation of the POD for this data, the singular value decomposition (SVD) is used. The SVD
analysis is a generalized linear algebra technique for the decomposition of a matrix M, whether ill-conditioned
or non-square, into a set of discrete eigenvalues and orthogonal set of eigenvectors according to the formu-
lation M = USVT. Here, U is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of the square matrix MMT, V
is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of MTM, and S is a diagonal matrix of the square roots the
eigenvalues of MTM.
The SVD is a useful tool that can be employed for the decomposition of a large ensemble of experimental
data into its set of discrete POD eigenfunctions φi(x ) and eigenvalues λi(t). In the case of an ensemble
of length N of PIV data, for a field of size m × n × d where d is the number of components of velocity
resolved by the PIV system, this technique yields the POD when applied as follows: The ensemble matrix M
of all N realizations u(x, ti) is built in such a way where matrix row i consists of the data from realization
i rearranged as:
[u1(x1, ti) u1(x2, ti) . . . u1(xm×n, ti) . . . . . . ud(x1, ti) ud(x2, ti) . . . ud(xm×n, ti)]. (3.4)
Note that the order in which the data is rearranged into the rows need not follow any sort of pattern reflective
of the spatial organization of the raw data, it must simply be consistent from row-to-row and should be easily
reconstructed for later recovery and use. The SVD analysis is then easily applied to yield matrices U, S,
and V. Of these resulting matrices, matrix S is typically sorted with the eigenvalues arranged in order of
decreasing magnitude. The eigenvalues are positive definite and represent the associated energy of each
POD eigenfunction φi(x )—or TKE content in the case of an ensemble of turbulent fields. Matrix V is of
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the same size as matrix M and contains in each row the POD eigenfunction corresponding to eigenvalue λi
of matrix S. Matrix U is a square matrix of size N ×N that contains in the relevant weighting coefficients
necessary to recreate the individual PIV realizations u(x , ti).
The reconstruction M = USVT can be equivalently written as M = AVT, where A = US is a coefficient
matrix. Thus the reconstruction of each PIV realization is equivalent to a series sum




This formulation is reminiscent of the Fourier series reconstruction of a digitized analog signal, but with
some key differences. In Fourier signal analysis, basis functions are periodic whereas for the POD they will
only be periodic if the raw data is statistically homogeneous. In such a case, the POD basis functions will
converge to the Fourier basis functions, which comprise the optimal set of functions for the decomposition
of smooth periodic data. Also analogous to digital signal analysis, if the decomposed data contains nonzero
mean, then the lowest basis function will be identical (within a constant scale factor) to the ensemble average
of the data.
Typically, Fourier series are ordered according to increasing frequency (or wavenumber) such that, for
example, low-pass filtration of the signal may be accomplished by setting all coefficients An to zero that
correspond to basis functions containing higher frequency content than the filter cut-off frequency. However,
the individual POD basis functions do not generally contain content of fixed wavenumber for inhomogeneous
data; filtering cannot be reliably applied without some sensible ordering of the modes. Now, the POD modes
may be ordered according to their associated energy or they may be ordered according to their “sequency,”
which is the number of zero crossings that each subsequent mode contains within its domain. The associate
energy is characterized by the magnitude of the eigenvalue λn for POD eigenfunction φn.
In problems where analytical series solutions describe a physical process, sequency ordering is a natural
consequence of increasing mode order because, as in the case of the Fourier series, the modal ordering
follows increasing frequency, to which sequency is directly related (Adrian and Westerweel, 2010). However,
energy- and sequency-ordering of POD modes are not mathematically guaranteed to result in the same
modal arrangement, which is dependent upon the physics of the process described by the data ensemble.
Though no particular length scale characteristic of each φn(x ) can be identified for the POD of statistically
inhomogeneous data, there is a known trend for turbulent flow data whereby successive energy-ordered basis
functions contain features of increasingly-small length scales. Due to the physics of the turbulent kinetic
energy cascade, whereby energy passes from large-scale high-TKE structures to small-scale structures and
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Figure 3.32: The POD spectra of the near-field velocity for the three jets. The spectra is shown for the 50
most energetic modes. (a) The modal energy λn / 2E, (b) The cumulative modal energy
∑
n λn / 2E.
is there dissipated by viscous stresses, it follows that the energy-ordering of POD modes will generally result
in a decreasing order of size scales. Therefore, for the decomposition of a turbulent flow, the POD modes
that contain the most energy also tend to embody the largest length scales. Thus the lower POD modes
generally correspond to the eigenfunctions with the largest length scales and, consequently, the most TKE.
Effectively, turbulent PIV flow data to which the POD has been applied can be spatially low-pass filtered
by equivalent truncation of the series reconstruction of the data, as in Fourier signal analysis, though no
particular cut-off length scale may be identified for the filtration.
3.1.3.1 Near-Field POD Spectra
Ensembles of N u 3100 PIV realizations were used for the POD. Figure 3.32(a) shows the energy content
λn of modes 2–50, normalized by twice the total TKE 2E = Σλn. Figure 3.32(b) shows the cumulative
energy
∑
λn up to mode n for modes 2–50, normalized by
∑N
n=2 λn = 2E such that the cumulative energy
content is equivalently unity for the highest mode n = N (Natrajan and Christensen, 2009). Because the
summation begins with mode n = 2, the lowest mode, which corresponds to the mean flow field, is left out of
this analysis. Therefore, modes 2−−N only embody motions that are considered turbulent in the sense of
the Reynolds decomposition of the flow field—they represent fluctuations about the mean velocity. Modes
2–3 for the unheated Re∞-matching jet contain much more energy content than the other jets. The heated
jet and unheated Re◦-matching jet have virtually identical cumulative energy spectra for n ≥ 4. Because
the modal energy decreases exponentially with increasing n, the major structural features of the velocity
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Figure 3.33: The first eigenfunction φ1 for the three jets in the plane of symmetry. Every seventh vector is
shown for clarity. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching
jet.
fields are contained within a fairly small number of modes. Analysis of the structural differences between
the low order, most energetic POD modes will further illuminate the differences between the three jets.
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3.1.3.2 Symmetry Plane Eigenfunctions
The POD eigenfunctions effectively give the shape of dominant flow features; they are analogous to the
sine and cosine functions of a Fourier series in that they provide a spatial skeleton from which a series sum
reconstruction can be developed, as in equation (3.5). Thus the dimensional information of a reconstruction
is not contained in the eigenfunctions but rather is contained in the coefficients of the series sum. These
modes should be treated simply as basis functions that give the qualitative shape of the flow features, their
magnitude is essentially meaningless as they are scaled appropriately by the series sum coefficients. Modes
are presented in this section through use of vector fields that represent the in-plane velocity field structures.
Because these fields are in the near field where the jet behaves similarly to a free jet, the vertical component
is chosen to be highlighted through use of color contour maps.
The mode 1 eigenfunction is shown in Figure 3.33. This mode embodies the structure of the mean flow,
see Figure 3.2, differing in each case by a dimensional constant.
The second mode φ2 is shown in Figure 3.34. The color map used for all modes n ≥ 2 is red-white-blue
such that the white contour level is representative of zero values and the red and blue contours reflect regions
of opposite sign. The Re◦-matching jets have very similar structure for this mode, which shows alternating
velocity excess or deficit in the leading and trailing-edge shear layers. The unheated Re∞-matching jet has
a very different qualitative nature, showing a group of alternating vortices in the region 2D < y∗ < 5.5D.
It comes as a surprise that this mode differs so drastically from the other jets. The higher-order modes are
then searched for an eigenfunction that embodies a similar flow structure.
Modes 3 and 4, shown in Figures 3.35–3.36 are quite similar for all three jets. They show alternating
series of vortices like that of Figure 3.34(c), even setting in at about y = 2D, indicating that the shear layers
contain the most TKE above that point, which is about the height of the uppermost point of the potential
core. The jets of matching Re◦ have virtually identical basis functions while the unheated Re∞-matching
jet differs primarily in that the shear layer vortices show deeper ingress into the cross-flow region.
In Figure 3.37 it is seen that φ5 is once again similar for the Re◦-matching jets and different for the un-
heated Re∞-matching jet. The structure is rather complex for the Re◦-matching jets, as shown in frames (a)
and (b); some shear layer vortices are visible, as are two large regions of vertical velocity straddling un-
derneath and above the jet in the region where the jet begins to bend over. In contrast, the unheated
Re∞-matching jet shows another series of shear layer vortices in this mode as it does for modes 2–4.
For mode 6, shown in Figure 3.38, the unheated Re∞-matching jet finally has an eigenfunction that
resembles the φ2 eigenfunctions of the Re◦-matching jets. For those jets, φ6 show similarities between φ2
and φ5, including both shear layer vortices and alternating velocity excess and deficit in the leading and
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Figure 3.34: The second eigenfunction φ2 for the three jets in the plane of symmetry. Every seventh vector is
shown for clarity. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching
jet.
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trailing shear layers. Many of these same structures are also reported in Meyer et al. (2007).
3.1.3.3 Symmetry Plane Reconstructions
For reasons to be explained in § 3.1.3.4, the number of modes that capture 35% of the TKE are used to
reconstruct the instantaneous PIV realizations and turbulent flow statistics. It is desired for sake of fair
comparison to use the same TKE threshold for reconstruction of the near-field and far-field fields. For
the heated and unheated Re◦-matching jets, modes 2–23 capture 35% of the TKE and for the unheated
Re∞-matching jet modes 2–19 capture 35% of the TKE.
Sample instantaneous velocity fields and their corresponding POD-reconstructed snapshots are shown
in Figures 3.39–3.41 for the three jets. It is proper to say that the reconstructed fields are the projection
of the instantaneous velocity fields onto the selected basis functions that represent 35% of the total TKE.
As in the presentation of the eigenmodes, every seventh vector is shown for clarity and the vertical velocity
is marked in color contours. For all three jets, the effect of the reconstruction is for the flow to capture
the general behavior of the instantaneous PIV realization but with the small-scale features removed. The
velocity fields are effectively low-pass filtered.
The ability of the POD to capture the vortical behavior in the shear layers is investigated in Figures 3.42–
3.43. The instantaneous λci fields are shown in these figures for the same instantaneous realizations as in
Figures 3.39–3.41. The raw realizations show many small and strong vortices throughout the shear layers of
the jet whereas the POD-reconstructed fields show a pattern of large, weak patches of swirl. The leading-
edge shear layer tends to hold positive (counter-clockwise) λci and the trailing-edge shear layer tends to
hold negative λci. In the POD reconstructions, these vortices tend to organize in an alternating pattern as
though the vortex lines surround the jet in a helical manner as opposed to a puffing of vortex rings.
The TKE2D of the POD-reconstructed 2D PIV ensembles is shown in Figure 3.44. Above the potential
core region the jets are all alike but there is a key difference for the unheated Re∞-matching jet. Following
the difference in φ2 from that jet to the others is that the TKE in the developing shear layers is negligible.
Large-scale structures in the leading-edge shear layer of this jet contain so much TKE that the structures
of φ2 for the other jets are relegated to φ6 for this case. Re◦ for this jet is about 60% larger than for the
other jets so it may not be surprising that it shows a stronger transition of instabilities to turbulence.
The POD reconstruction causes a removal of 〈u′u′〉 in the leading-edge shear layer, which indicates that
only very small structures contribute to 〈u′u′〉 in that region of the jet, as shown in Figure 3.45. The φ2
fields of all jets showed very little streamwise content in the near-field development of the shear layers, nor
did the other low-order modes analyzed. Thus it would seem that turbulence in the very-near shear layers
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is dominated by vertical fluctuations in velocity. Sure enough, as shown in Figure 3.46 the developing shear
layers that surround the potential core show significant 〈v′v′〉 even under filtration. The exception to this
trend is the unheated Re◦-matching jet, for which the most energetic modes did not carry any significant
structural information for the flow surrounding the potential core. Most telling is the Reynolds shear stress
〈u′v′〉, for which the unheated Re∞-matching jet has a much larger region of leading-edge content than either
of the other jets. The Re◦-matching jets, however, both have larger trailing-edge 〈u′v′〉 content than the
Re∞-matching jet. No fingerprint of 〈u′v′〉 is attached to the lee side of the jet, as was noted in Figure 3.7,
which indicates that small-scale turbulent structures were the cause of such a feature. Under filtration,
hardly any qualitative difference is noted for the 〈λci〉 fields, shown in Figure 3.48, versus the unfiltered cases
shown in Figure 3.8. The magnitude of the swirl contours is the only notable difference between the filtered
and unfiltered 〈λci〉 fields.
3.1.3.4 Far-Field POD Spectra
The first 50 POD modal energies for the sPIV data are shown in Figures 3.49–3.50 to allow close inspection
of the spectral differences between the flows at the three stations (x/D = 5.64, 10.5, 18.3) and the three jets.
The top row of plots (a)–(c) shows the energy content λn of each mode, normalized by twice the total TKE
2E = Σλn and the bottom row of plots (d)–(f) shows the cumulative energy
∑
λn up to mode n, normalized
by
∑2500
n=2 λn = 2E such that the cumulative energy is equivalently unity for the highest mode (Natrajan and
Christensen, 2009). Because the lowest modes contain the greatest fraction of TKE and largest-scale flow
features, the energy of successive modes decays rapidly, particularly for the measurement station nearest the
stack. At this station, in comparison to the others, the lowest fraction of TKE has cascaded into the small
scales, which suggests a sharpened energy drop would be expected between the lowest modes and the higher
modes. There is a sharp decrease in modal energy after mode 3 for station 1 that is not noted in the other
stations, for which the modal energies decrease following a smoother trend.
In Figure 3.49, the spectra of the three jets are listed together in each plot, ordered from left-to-right in
order of increasing x. At station 1 the cumulative energy is least for the unheated Re∞-matching jet as the
lowest fluctuating two modes (modes 2 and 3) for that case contain comparatively less energy than the other
two cases. This consequence indicates that the faster jet carries more energy in the higher-order modes, which
encompass smaller length scales of turbulence. The unheated Re◦-matching carries slightly more energy in
the lowest two fluctuating modes than the unheated jet. These two cases follow each other closely throughout
the higher-order modes. At station 2 and 3 there is generally better agreement between all three cases for∑
λn, though it is noted to be slightly lower for the unheated Re∞-matching jet. The heated and unheated
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jets at matching Re◦ both show a sharp drop in energy from λ4 to λ5 at these stations, indicating that
modes 2–4 of those jets encompass structural features of greater significance toward the overall turbulence
behavior than the higher modes n ≥ 5; the unheated Re∞-matching jet shows no comparable sharp drop
in energy.
Another spectral feature of note is that for station 1 there is a plateau in the modal energy for both
of the unheated jets from modes 7–8, after which begins a decay in the TKE of higher modes. This
sudden decrease suggests that this point represents a qualitative shift in the eigenfunctions from large-scale
“important” motions to small-scale motions of less significance—in terms of their regular contribution to
the turbulent kinetic energy of the flow. For modes 2–8 there is a cumulative energy of 35% of the total
energy of the “fluctuating” modes 2–2500; in other words, 0.3% of the total modes contain 35% of the TKE.
That so few modes produce such a large fraction of the turbulence content of the flow gives the sense that
in the far field the jets are dominated by large-scale structures and contain fairly weak overlying small-scale
turbulence. A cumulative energy level of 35% shall be used as the benchmark for low-order reconstruction
at each of the remaining stations; the number of modes used for reconstruction of each ensemble is given in
Table 3.2.
Figure 3.50 shows the same spectra as Figure 3.49 but arranged according to each jet for comparison
of the streamwise development of the modal energy. For all of the jets, station 1 shows a sharp drop from
λ3 to λ4, indicating that the first two fluctuating modes encompass the dominant structural features of the
turbulence. Stations 2 and 3 have very similar
∑
λn spectra, indicating that somewhere between stations 1
and 2 the energy has cascaded to a spectral distribution that persists further downstream. This result seems
indicative that the energy cascade causes a flow that is dominated by large coherent structures to develop
into a flow that maintains a consistent spectral distribution, perhaps even developing self-similarity in the
far-field. For this reason, the eigenfunctions at station 1 are searched for evidence of structural differences
between the various jets.
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Experiment Re◦ Re∞ U∞ [m/s] x/D Modes for 35% TKE
5.64 8
Heated Jet 41000 15100 10.0 10.5 9
18.3 9
5.64 7
Re◦ Match Jet 43600 9540 6.30 10.5 10
18.3 10
5.64 9
Re∞ Match Jet 69300 15100 10.0 10.5 10
18.3 11
Table 3.2: The number of modes required to reconstruct up to 35% of the TKE content for each sPIV
ensemble.
3.1.3.5 Station 1 POD Eigenfunctions
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Figure 3.35: The third eigenfunction φ3 for the three jets in the plane of symmetry. Every seventh vector is
shown for clarity. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching
jet.
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Figure 3.36: The fourth eigenfunction φ4 for the three jets in the plane of symmetry. Every seventh vector is
shown for clarity. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching
jet.
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Figure 3.37: The fifth eigenfunction φ5 for the three jets in the plane of symmetry. Every seventh vector is
shown for clarity. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching
jet.
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Figure 3.38: The sixth eigenfunction φ6 for the three jets in the plane of symmetry. Every seventh vector is

























































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.42: Instantaneous λci fields corresponding to the unfiltered velocity fields shown in Figures 3.39–
3.41. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.43: Instantaneous λci fields corresponding to the filtered velocity fields shown in Figures 3.39–3.41.
(a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.44: The TKE2D of the filtered velocity fields. (a) The heated jet, (b) The unheated Re◦-matching
jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.45: The streamwise Reynolds normal stress 〈u′u′〉 of the filtered velocity fields. (a) The heated jet,
(b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.46: The vertical Reynolds normal stress 〈v′v′〉 of the filtered velocity fields. (a) The heated jet,
(b) The unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.47: The Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉 of the filtered velocity fields. (a) The heated jet, (b) The
unheated Re◦-matching jet, (c) The unheated Re∞-matching jet.
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Figure 3.48: The ensemble-averaged swirling strength 〈λci〉 of the filtered velocity fields. (a) The heated jet,














































































































































































































































































Figure 3.51: The first POD mode φ1 at station 1. This mode is a constant multiple of the ensemble-
averaged velocity field (U, V,W ). Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise
direction. (a) The heated jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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The lowest POD mode, mode 1, is shown in Figure 3.51 for the station 1 measurements. This mode
embodies the ensemble averaged flow field, containing the spectral content of the mean flow, differing from
the ensemble average of the unfiltered velocity fields by a constant factor. Therefore, the mean flow is quali-
tatively identical to this mode, which contains no spectral TKE content. The in-plane velocity components
are shown as a vector field while the cross-plane velocity component is shown as a color contour map. The
action of the CVP is made visible by the in-plane velocity vectors, which show a strong induction of vertical
velocity through the center of each jet. High streamwise-momentum fluid is advected from out of the core
region of the jet while low streamwise-momentum fluid from the wake and cross-flow are drawn into the
undersides of the jets. This kinematic process results in kidney bean-shaped contours in U .
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Figure 3.52: The second POD mode φ2 at station 1, which contains the most TKE of all of the POD modes.
Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise direction. The white contour level
indicates the zero level while red and blue are regions of opposite-sign. Because the mode is a basis function,
vector lengths and contour levels are not scaled here to represent a physical velocity. (a) The heated jet,
(b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Because POD mode n = 1 has the shape of the mean flow field, POD modes of order n ≥ 2 show the
shapes of the flow structures that carry the TKE. In Figures 3.52–3.53 the second and third POD modes
are shown, which are the two orthogonal basis functions that contain the most spectral TKE content. Once
again, in-plane vectors give the structure of the in-plane turbulence fields; the streamwise component is shown
in a symmetric blue-white-red color contour map where the white contour level represents the zero-level.
Because these modes simply give shapes of turbulent structures and can be used to reconstruct instantaneous
fields as in the series sum of eqn. (3.5), the magnitude of the representative vectors and contours should not
be used for quantitative analysis. The modes are useful for qualitative analysis of the dominant turbulent
flow structures. Generally speaking, the qualitative behavior is the same for the heated and unheated jets
and shows no clear dependence upon Re◦ or Re∞. In-plane vectors in eigenfunction 2 indicate a single
streamwise vortex centered in the core of the jet, revealing a swirling mode of the jet. In the wake region
beneath the jet, this eigenfunction shows the signature of upright wake vortices. The u′-component shows
alternating positive and negative upright structures and the in-plane vectors display strong non-alternating
w′ that follows the directionality of the swirling vortex in the jet core.
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Figure 3.53: The third POD mode φ3 at station 1, which contains the second-most TKE of all of the POD
modes. Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise direction. The white contour
level indicates the zero level while red and blue are regions of opposite-sign. Because the mode is a basis
function, vector lengths and contour levels are not scaled to represent a physical velocity. (a) The heated
jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Figure 3.54: The fourth POD mode φ4 at station 1, which contains the third-most TKE of all of the POD
modes. Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise direction. The white contour
level indicates the zero level while red and blue are regions of opposite-sign. Because the mode is a basis
function, vector lengths and contour levels are not scaled to represent a physical velocity. (a) The heated
jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
Eigenfunction 3 likewise shows a swirling motion in the jet; the in-plane flow in the wake region opposes
the sense of the jet swirl. The cross-plane velocity u′ is divided into quadrants of opposing sign. These
two modes, which contain none of the spectral content of the mean flow, display common general structure
for all three jets, indicating that the dominance of these turbulent structures is independent of Re◦. The
ordering of basis functions 2 and 3 here are reversed from the flush unheated jet at x = D studied in Meyer
et al. (2007).
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For modes 4 and 5, a marked difference is noted between jets of different Re◦. The heated and unheated
jets of similar Re◦ are very similar for these modes whereas the unheated jet of same Re∞ as the heated jet
shows strongly different u′-content in the wake region for mode 4. While weak motions in u′ are noted in
the wake of the Re◦-matched jets, there is strong content in the wake for the unheated jet of higher Re◦,
suggesting that wake vortices for that case may be stronger than for the slower jets. These eigenmodes
resemble those found in the study of Meyer et al. (2007), which was performed at x = D of an unheated jet.
The structures seen in modes 2–4 here are noted in their results, though they appear in a different modal
order, indicating transfer of energy leads to different dominant structures further downstream.
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Figure 3.55: The fifth POD mode φ5 at station 1, which contains the fourth-most TKE of all of the POD
modes. Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise direction. The white contour
level indicates the zero level while red and blue are regions of opposite-sign. Because the mode is a basis
function, vector lengths and contour levels are not scaled to represent a physical velocity. (a) The heated
jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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In contrast, for mode 5 there is similar wake behavior for all three cases but notable dissimilarities are
apparent in the central portion of the jet flow. For these modes little streamwise flow content is noted within
the jet regions of the Re◦-matched cases but there are large and strong regions of opposing-sign u′ for the
Re∞-matched unheated jet. There are key differences for the in-plane velocity of the faster jet than the other
two as well as there is a strong upward motion versus very weak in-plane motion for the Re◦-matched jets.
All three cases show a similar in-plane motion in the wake region of mode 5 with a vortex that encompasses
a large portion of the area beneath the jet.
3.1.3.6 Station 3 POD Eigenfunctions
For sake of brevity, and because the POD spectra are similar for both stations 2 and 3 per each jet (see
Figure 3.50), only the POD modes at station 3 are analyzed for structural differences and similarities among
the three jets. Figure 3.49(c) and (f) provide comparisons of the modal energies of each jet, showing generally
that the heated and Re◦-match jets have similar spectral behavior. The Re∞-match jet carries less fractional
energy in the lower-order modes than the other jets, indicating that small-scale turbulence is more energetic
than for the other cases.
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Figure 3.56: The first POD mode φ1 at station 3. This mode is a constant multiple of the ensemble-
averaged velocity field (U, V,W ). Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise
direction. (a) The heated jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Figure 3.57: The second POD mode at φ2 station 3, which contains the most TKE of all of the POD
modes. Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise direction. The white contour
level indicates the zero level while red and blue are regions of opposite-sign. Because the mode is a basis
function, vector lengths and contour levels are not scaled to represent a physical velocity. (a) The heated
jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
The lowest POD mode, mode 1, is shown in Figure 3.56 for the station 3 measurements. Growth of
the mean jet structures is noted versus the first mode of station 1, with reduction in the in-plane velocity
gradient of U . In-plane velocity vectors show the manner in which the CVP draws cross-flow fluid into the
core of the jet. the in-plane speed is fastest in the underside of the jet and also in the upwash region between
the main vortices. The heated and Re◦-match jets smooth out much more than the Re∞-match jet, which
may be an indication of why the spectra indicates energetic small-scale turbulence for that case as turbulent
stresses act on mean velocity gradients to produce turbulence.
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The strongest of the turbulent modes, mode 2, is shown in Figure 3.57 and indicates the same general
structures are dominant for all three jets. This mode shows a characteristic high in-plane velocity in the wake
region beneath what appears to be an isolated in-plane vortex in the core of the jet. This same structure
was noted in the same corresponding mode for station 1. Upright structures of alternating u′ show that
the wake vortex system remains a dominant carrier of TKE even this far downstream. Generally speaking,
the qualitative behavior is the same for the heated and unheated jets and shows no clear dependence upon
Re◦ or Re∞, though the increasing Re indicates a general trend of larger and more-distinct TKE-carrying
structures penetrating deeper into the flow.
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Figure 3.58: The third POD mode φ3 at station 3, which contains the second-most TKE of all of the POD
modes. Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise direction. The white contour
level indicates the zero level while red and blue are regions of opposite-sign. Because the mode is a basis
function, vector lengths and contour levels are not scaled to represent a physical velocity. (a) The heated
jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Eigenfunction 3 (Figure 3.58) shows upwash through the central portion of the jet and alternating u′
regions in the wake and jet core. The heated jet features wake structures where u′ is odd in z whereas there
is evenness for the Re◦-match jet and neither even nor odd symmetry for the Re∞-match jet. It may be
interpreted that this region of the Re∞-match jet contains a superposition of the structural signatures of
the other two jets in this region. The general structure of mode 3 here is quite different from station 1,
showing a movement of energy content from an upright shear in u′ and a swirling in-plane mode to in-plane
upwash and velocity surplus in u′ isolated in the core of the jet. In fact, the structure of mode 3 at station 3
resembles that of mode 4 at station 1.
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Figure 3.59: The fourth POD mode φ4 at station 3, which contains the third-most TKE of all of the POD
modes. Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise direction. The white contour
level indicates the zero level while red and blue are regions of opposite-sign. Because the mode is a basis
function, vector lengths and contour levels are not scaled to represent a physical velocity. (a) The heated
jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Figure 3.60: The fifth POD mode φ5 at station 3, which contains the fourth-most TKE of all of the POD
modes. Contours here show the shape of the eigenfunction in the streamwise direction. The white contour
level indicates the zero level while red and blue are regions of opposite-sign. Because the mode is a basis
function, vector lengths and contour levels are not scaled to represent a physical velocity. (a) The heated
jet, (b) Re◦-matching unheated jet, (c) Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Following the trend of the first three modes, modes 4 and 5 at station 3 each show the same qualitative
structure for all jets. Mode 4 at station 3 reveals the same structures as mode 5 of the heated and Re◦-match
jets in station 1. Mode 5 at station 3 carries a palm tree-like structure in u′ that was not noted for the
eigenfunctions presented at station 1. The “trunk” of this structure is straddled by patches of alternating
u′; in-plane velocity seems to show four vortices in a quadrant arrangement of alternating rotational sense
from each quadrant to the next.
3.1.3.7 POD Reconstructions at Station 1
Figure 3.61 and Figure 3.62 show a representative sPIV realization for each jet and its corresponding projec-
tion onto the POD modes that capture the first 35% of the TKE for each case, with in-plane total velocity
vectors shown and contours of u and λci overlaid, respectively. It is clear from comparison of the velocity
that large-scale flow features of each field are replicated smoothly by the POD reconstruction, with fine-scale
eddies filtered out.
The λci are particularly telling: as in Figure 3.30, the strength of individual small eddies is quite high—
in fact, in Figure 3.62 they exceed the upper cutoff of the color mapping by an order of magnitude. In
contrast, the λci overlay in the filtered fields reflects the influence of the large-scale CVP structures in the
instantaneous snapshot of the field. The intermittent nature of λci in the unfiltered field is so severe and the
packing of the small, strong vortices so dense that the comparatively low-magnitude λci of the CVP cannot
be discerned. Only far from the jet does the unfiltered λci have magnitude on the order of the mean CVP
strength; in these regions, though, individual vortices are very small and their existence is independent of
the jet.Generally, the −z portion of the jets is dominated by positive (counter-clockwise) λci and vice-versa
for the +z half of the jets, with a few weaker vortices of opposite sign scattered throughout. Low-order
reconstruction of the fields results in a removal of the small, strong eddies that allow λci to reveal the CVP.
Because of the low-order filtration, the otherwise disjointed in-plane motions resulting from intermittent
vortices is smoothed to show large regions of weak λci instead. The smoothed realizations resemble the
mean appearance of the CVP much more closely than the unfiltered fields in both size and magnitude of λci.
Of the snapshot reconstructions shown for these jet, the unheated Re◦-matching jet shows the most coherent
CVP and the organization of λci is least coherent for the unheated Re∞-matching jet. For the heated jet,
λci shows an organization of weak vortices extending from the core of the CVP along the periphery of the
jet, outlining a kidney-bean pattern.
It follows to analyze the statistical effect the POD reconstruction has upon the flow. Because the filtered
instantaneous λci is of the same order of magnitude as the unfiltered Λci, analysis of 〈λci〉 for the filtered
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ensemble should be made. Figure 3.63 provides this comparison analogously to Figure 3.31. The resulting
mean fields resemble each other much more closely upon filtration than they had when the strong unfiltered
eddies were included in 〈λci〉. The two mean fields are not identical and the signature apostrophe shape
persists for both fields, which indicates that the POD reconstruction is not so restrictive that it forces
statuesque conformity of the individual fields to a slated flow template. Perhaps a more-telling comparison
is the filtered 〈λci〉 field with the unfiltered Λci, shown in Figure 3.64. Here it is made evident that filtration
leads the ensemble average of λci to very-accurately reproduce the clean CVP signature of the mean in-plane
velocity vectors. The strength of the CVP is similar for all three jets, which suggests that heating of the jet
may in fact not affect the far-field development of the jet. The Re∞-matching unheated jet is noted here
to have risen by about 0.5D higher than the other jets. The vortex pair does not vary in size between the
three cases, either. Small regions of vortex activity are noted below the CVP vortices at a height of about
y/D = 3.5; because the stack itself is set to a height of 3D, these patches of swirl may be the necklace
vortex system known to develop at the base of the jet (Andreopoulos and Rodi, 1984).






(λci − 〈λci〉)2. (3.6)
Contributions to σλci may arise from random fluctuations in the field, such as the passing of a small but
strong eddy in an instantaneous realization, or from the undulations and pulsations of large-scale coherent
structures such as the CVP. A comparison of the filtered and unfiltered fields shows the difference between
the fluctuations of large and small vortices. The full influence of the jet is made clear by σλci of the raw
fields, where intermittent occurence of eddies is likely to be the source of fluctuations in λci at the jet
periphery, which extends to about z = ±3D at this measurement station. It would seem that the limited
spatial structures that can be reconstructed using a template of 7–9 POD modes would limit the ability of
the reconstructed CVP structures to “wander” in the flow domain. For this reason, σλci of the filtered fields
may be appropriately considered a measure of the temporal pulsation of the CVP strength at this station.
Given that the peak magnitude of swirl in the mean is about 0.35D/U∞ and σλci of the filtered fields reaches
about 0.50D/U∞, it can be concluded that the pulsing of the CVP is quite strong. An important observation
of σλci for the filtered fields is that there are local minima in the cores of the main vortices, which suggests
these points are the centers around which the main vortices rotate and that their location is fairly consistent
throughout the full ensemble. Among the three jets, σλci indicates no particular difference.
Returning attention to the velocity field, Figures 3.66–3.67 show that the turbulent stress is not as com-
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pact a field as the swirling strength. First, the turbulence is investigated through analysis of the in-plane
Reynolds shear stress 〈v′w′〉, which holds relevance for both the strength and sense of the turbulence, specifi-
cally the intercomponent transfer of momentum due to the turbulent field. This stress field is antisymmetric
in z, which recalls the opposing nature of the CVP. Turbulence is noted throughout the jet region where
nonzero σλci was detected and penetrates much higher than where the CVP vortices were centered. The
CVP is known to trend lower than the highest-speed jet fluid and the inductive effect it has on the flow
creates a very active mixing mechanism in the jet fluid above the level of the vortex pair. Low-order filtra-
tion here reveals similar levels of turbulence as in the unfiltered cases, indicating that large-scale structures,
here the system of upright wake vortices, are responsible for the majority of the turbulence in the wake at
this station. The heated jet has greater 〈v′w′〉 than each of the isothermal jets. This trend is particularly
evident in the jet core region, where the peak stress reaches 0.038U2∞, compared to about 0.018U
2
∞ for the
Re◦-matching unheated jet and 0.022U2∞ for the Re∞-matching unheated jet. The overall region of influence
of the stress is about the same as for the Re∞-matching unheated jet whereas the Re◦-matching unheated
jet has the smallest region. In the wake vortex system the heated jet also carries the strongest turbulent
stress of the three cases at roughly twice that of the two unheated cases.
The 〈u′v′〉 shear stress has a notably different structure than 〈v′w′〉 as it is symmetric in z and has a
stacked structure of positive and negative regions. Contours are kidney-bean shaped for the heated jet and
both unheated jets. The filtered case captures the general shape of the corresponding unfiltered field and
bears close resemblance to the structure of POD modes 4–5 of the three jets (see Figures 3.54–3.55). In
general, the magnitude of the peak stresses of the filtered field are less than that of the unfiltered field by a
factor of roughly one-half, despite the reconstructed fields containing 35% of the TKE.
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Figure 3.61: Instantaneous total velocity fields and corresponding POD reconstructions, contours are u,
vectors show in-plane components w and v. (a)–(b) Heated jet, (c)–(d) Unheated Re◦-matching unheated
jet, (e)–(f) Unheated Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Figure 3.62: Instantaneous in-plane velocity vector fields with overlaid contours of λci and corresponding




Figure 3.63: Computations of the mean swirling strength for the heated jet, filtered to 35% TKE. These
plots are the filtered analogs of Figure 3.31. (a) The ensemble average of the instantaneous swirling strength
fields 〈λci〉. (b) The swirling strength of the mean velocity field Λci.
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Figure 3.64: Filtered 〈λci〉 and unfiltered Λci for the three cases. (a)–(b) The heated jet, (c)–(d) Unheated
Re◦-matching unheated jet, (e)–(f) Unheated Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Figure 3.65: Unfiltered and filtered standard deviation σλci of λci for the three jets. (a)–(b) The heated jet,
(c)–(d) Unheated Re◦-matching unheated jet, (e)–(f) Unheated Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Figure 3.66: Unfiltered and filtered in-plane Reynolds shear stress 〈v′w′〉 for the three jets. (a)–(b) The
heated jet, (c)–(d) Unheated Re◦-matching unheated jet, (e)–(f) Unheated Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Figure 3.67: Unfiltered and filtered 〈u′v′〉 for the three jets. (a)–(b) The heated jet, (c)–(d) Unheated
Re◦-matching unheated jet, (e)–(f) Unheated Re∞-matching unheated jet.
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Figure 3.68: Extracted lines of V at the height yΛ of peak |Λci|.
3.1.3.8 CVP Visualization and Development
It has been mentioned that λci is a preferable method for vortex identification because it provides a frame-
independent marker of rotational motion (Chakraborty et al., 2007). Likewise, visual inspection of a vector
or streamline field may result in a misleading identification of the true location of a vortex. In addition to
λci, another useful means of visualizing a vortex is to identify a local advection velocity Va in the vicinity
of a vortex core and use it to perform a Galilean transformation upon the velocity field, leaving a vector or
streamline field that offers visual agreement with the true location of the vortex (Adrian et al., 2000). This
transformation also provides a good means for visualizing the motions induced by the vortex. Because Λci
and 〈λci〉 shows the CVP to occupy a somewhat large region, it is desired to investigate whether Galilean
visualization of the vortices may provide some refinement in the identification of the vortex location.
Firstly, use of the Λci field is employed for identification of the rough location of the CVP. For each
station, the average height yΛ of the Λci extrema is chosen and at that height a line is extracted of the
velocity V across the span of the jet, as shown in Figure 3.68 for the three jets. It is noted that V (z, yΛ)
resembles a sinc function, with a strong central maximum straddled by weak local minima. The local minima
are averaged to provide a single value to serve as the representative minimum, though they match each other
to within measurement uncertainty. The average peak-to-valley velocity is then taken as the representative
advection velocity Va, which is the in-plane velocity due to the rising of the CVP in the flow. Results from
this analysis are shown in Table 3.3. With the exception of the x/D = 5.64 station, the unheated Re∞-
matching jet registers the strongest Va of all of the jets, which follows the 2D PIV results of Figure 3.2. The




Heated jet 10.5 7.59 0.103
18.3 11.5 0.0680
5.64 6.47 0.190
Re◦ matching jet 10.5 7.66 0.116
18.3 11.4 0.0668
5.64 6.96 0.189
Re∞ matching jet 10.5 8.19 0.150
18.3 10.8 0.0778
Table 3.3: The advection velocity subtracted from each measurement.
jet is the strongest of all at station 1. From this result it appears that the upwash of the heated jet decays
more for the heated jet than either of the unheated jets.
The Λci fields at all three stations are shown in Figures 3.69–3.71, with streamlines added in the Galilean
reference frame. Numerical error in the streamline generating scheme may cause the streamlines to never
converge to one path, spiraling to a point, as in a vortex superimposed upon a comparatively weak sink.
It would be ideal for the streamlines to close according to the definition of a vortex as a region of closed
streamlines in some frame of reference. The results show similar behavior at each station for all three jets.
At stations 1 and 2 the streamlines close or form a tight spiral. At station 3 the +z vortex closes slowly while
the −z vortex does not close at all. The streamlines here simply turn tightly and ultimately sink into the
+z vortex as the CVP is rather weak for all of the jets at station 3. The streamlines often seem to pin one
of the two vortex cores slightly higher than Λci would suggest, particularly at stations 2 and 3, indicating
that Va as estimated here may not be a good measure of the in-plane rising velocity of the vortices.
It may well be the case that the velocity resolution is too poor to yield a good estimation of Va for those
stations, particularly given the low CVP strength at station 3. The velocity resolution δV is about 0.05U∞
for the Re◦-matching unheated jet and 0.03U∞ for the other cases, which indicates that the results of this
Galilean transformation are quite sensitive to measurement error, particularly at station 3, where Va is less
than 3δV . The velocity resolution is determined according to the random error of mean particle displacement,
which, according to the analysis of Prasad et al. (1992), is about 5% of the particle image diameter. For
these experiments, the typical particle image diameter is about 2 pixels, yielding a displacement resolution
of about 0.1 pixels, which leads to the δV values stated above. Of course, inequality in the strength of the
CVP vortices may also be the cause of these issues, particularly if the true center of each vortex according to
the closing of streamlines in some Galilean reference frame lies at differing yΛ for each. This may be caused
by some problem with the experimental alignment of the jet stack, which, due to machining tolerances, is
estimated to be a maximum of 0.6◦ for this experiment; the effect of misalignment upon CVP strength is
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3.2 Observations, Explanations, and Conclusions
High-resolution measurements of circular JICFs have been made for a range of Re◦ at fixed r◦ using 2D
PIV in the plane of symmetry of the near-field and sPIV in the cross-plane at three spanwise–wall-normal
stations in the far-field of the jet. One of the jets was heated to T◦ = 425 K so that comparisons could be
made both of the effects of variation of Re◦ and temperature difference.
While the JICF trajectory is a weak function of Re◦, with reduced penetration noted for slower jets,
trajectories of jets at common Re◦ do not appear to be affected by heating and feature a virtually identical
axial streamline. A flow feature that does appear to follow increasing Re◦ is the upwash induced by the
CVP in the near-field. The strength and streamwise length of the upwash increases monotonically with Re◦
but heating of the jet reduces both. Leading-edge shear layer turbulence intensifies markedly with increasing
Re◦ in both size and magnitude while the trailing-edge shear layer remains relatively unaffected, aside from
an attached region of positive 〈u′v′〉 that is a trademark of the near-field development of the CVP. This
burst of Reynolds shear stress is reduced in size for the heated jet case. It may be the case here that the
increase in viscosity due to heating inhibits the CVP formation.
Because the near-field development of the CVP appears to be affected by heating, far-field CVP behavior
is investigated through analysis of the in-plane swirling strength at each of the cross-plane sPIV measurement
stations. Instantaneous fields show small and strong vortices dispersed throughout the jet region. Besides
these vortices, little to no λci is detected in the jet, this in spite of in-plane velocity vectors showing what
appear to be the large CVP structures. The overall CVP motion appears to be accomplished by successive
inductive turning of fluid by these small vortices, which organize such that each half of the JICF is dominated
by rotations of a particular sense. The fluid motion appears therefore to consist of a series of straight paths
and discrete turning points at each vortex reminiscent of a connect-the-dots puzzle, which comprises the full
CVP. It is unclear whether this process is the true physical mechanism of the far-field CVP or a deceptive
result of measurement noise.
As a result, ensemble averaging of λci may give misleading information about the true CVP strength
but Λci gives a more reliable measure of its location and the overall intensity of its motion. Filtration of the
sPIV data is accomplished via the POD to remove the small problematic instantaneous vortices from the
flow. Less than 0.5% of the total POD modes capture 35% of the total TKE of the flow, indicating that
large-scale flow structures carry most of the unsteady energy in the flow. These low-order POD modes show
that the CVP and wake vortices comprise these energy-carrying structures.
Removal of the small-scale features results in instantaneous fields where λci is of the same order-of
magnitude as the Λci. Filtered 〈λci〉 captures the essence of the unfiltered Λci rather well. Comparison of
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the filtered and unfiltered σλ fields suggests that the large-scale CVP structures vary weakly in strength,
possibly as a result of random pulsation of vortex strength and not due to vortex wandering, though this
result may be due to the limited ability of few POD modes to represent vortex wandering.
A remarkable similarity between the filtered and unfiltered 〈v′w′〉 fields shows that momentum transfer
between in-plane components due to turbulence is caused almost entirely by large-scale flow features. This
field is antisymmetric in z, which indicates that 〈v′w′〉 may be related to the CVP. Reconstruction of the
〈u′v′〉 field captures about 50% of the turbulent shear stress as the unfiltered field, despite the partial
sum representing 35% of the TKE. This field closely resembles POD modes 4 and 5 at this station. In
contrast, reconstruction of the 〈v′w′〉 fields very closely captured not only the shape but also magnitude of
the unfiltered case; comparison of these two components of filtered Reynolds stress indicates that the in-
plane velocity components contain more TKE than the cross-plane fluctuating velocity u′. These turbulent
structures are the in-plane shear layers that arise from the drawing of cross-flow fluid into the central region
of the JICF by induced motion of the CVP and the upright wake vortex system that develops beneath the
CVP-dominated region. Inspection of successive energy-ordered modal eigenfunctions at stations 1 and 3
allow inspection of dominant turbulent structures in each jet. Despite differences in the spectral energy
contribution of particular features for the different jets at station 1, the jets have similar low-order POD
eigenmodes at station 3. The fractional energy content of the eigenfunctions follows very similar trends for
stations 2 and 3 different from station 1 as the TKE is transferred from large to small scales over the course
of the development of the flow.
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Chapter 4
Effects of Wind Direction on Heated
Rectangular Jets in Cross-Flow
For this study, attention is focused on the behavior of heated jets issuing from a raised rectangular stack of
non-unit aspect ratio. Comparisons are drawn with the behavior of heated jets issuing from a raised circular
stack into a cross-wind. Naturally, the geometric asymmetry of rectangular stacks begs the question of how
the resulting jet behavior is affected for various wind directions, not only for the orientations where the stack
major axis aligns parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the cross flow, but also for intermediate-angle
wind directionality for which jet behavior may be expected to lose symmetry in the spanwise–wall-normal
plane. A description of the dominant streamwise vortex behavior, entrainment, and mixing is made based
on the results of mean temperature field and cross-plane stereoscopic PIV measurements.
4.1 Experiments
Experiments were conducted for raised HJICF scenarios where the stack was set at a height h = 3L above
the lower bounding surface of the U∞ = 10 m/s cross-flow, a jet centerline temperature of T◦ = 425 K a
nominal jet exit velocity of V◦ = 50 m/s, and a cross-flow temperature T∞ ≈ 300 K; L◦ is a representative
length scale of the stack mouth, equal to the diameter of the circular jet and the major length of the
rectangular jet. These flow conditions were set up for circular stack of diameter L = L◦ = 23.8 mm and a
rectangular stack of major length L◦ = 23.9 mm and minor length w◦ = 6.3 mm (AR = 3.76); this stack
scenario will be referred throughout this chapter as “C” for circular. The rectangular stack was tested at
varying yaw angles β = 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, where β = 0◦ indicates that the major length of the stack was
oriented perpendicular to the primary streamwise direction of the cross-flow, e.g.; these jets will be referred
to throughout this chapter as the “R0,” “R45,” and “R90” cases, respectively. Diagrams of these stack
configurations are shown in Figure 4.1. Measurements of the flow from each of these jets were made using
the side sting, rake, and cross-plane stereoscopic PIV systems described in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.1: Raised stack configurations. (a) The circular stack, diameter D serves as the reference length.
(b) The single low aspect ratio rectangular stack, oriented at β = 0◦. (c) The single low aspect ratio
rectangular stack, oriented at β = 45◦. (d) The single low aspect ratio rectangular stack, oriented at
β = 90◦. The major axis length L◦ serves as the reference length for all of the rectangular stack experiments.
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Stack T¯ V¯ T◦ V◦ T∞ U∞ r¯
Geometry [K] [m/s] [K] [m/s] [K] [m/s] —
C 396.7 46.7 421.5 52.7 298.9 9.86 4.14
R0 415.8 39.4 439.4 51.2 298.4 10.0 3.38
R45 418.9 41.6 423.2 49.6 299.8 9.83 3.58
R90 410.8 38.7 433.9 50.9 299.2 10.1 3.30
Table 4.1: Experimental conditions for the rake measurements.
4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Temperature Fields
Centerline temperatures and velocities were nominally T◦ = 425 K and V◦ = 50 m/s, respectively, emitting
into a U∞ = 10 m/s cross-flow environment for all of the experiments. Mean temperature and velocity fields
at the mouths of the circular and rectangular stacks are shown in Figures 4.2–4.3. Contour levels are set to
reflect the uncertainty of the measurements with the Θ ≡ (T − T∞)/(T◦ − T∞) = 0.90 level highlighted in
the temperature field to show the thickness of the thermal boundary layer. It was desired that the stack flow
would be highly uniform with a secondary goal of having thin boundary layers in both the temperature and
velocity fields. The experimental setup for the circular jet met these goals without any modification, but it
proved necessary to trip the boundary layers of the flow entering the rectangular stack to prevent formation
of corner-effect vortices. Employing a 0.254 mm-thick tripping plate that extended approximately 0.5 mm
into the flow entering the stack at the outlet of the contracting nozzle resulted in a flow had the desired
uniform quality at the expense of thicker boundary layers than for the circular jet flow, as can be observed
from the V/V◦ = 0.95 contours noted in Figure 4.3 (see the discussion in § 2.2.4.1). The bulk and centerline
temperature and velocity parameters of each experiment are listed in Table 4.1, including the bulk blowing






which is the square root of the ratio of the bulk jet and cross-flow momentum fluxes. The blowing ratio is a
quantity that has often been used to scale the jet trajectory. The variation of the blowing ratio among the
four experiments is due primarily to the differing boundary layer thicknesses of the circular and rectangular
jet stack flows.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.2: The temperature field at the mouth of the stacks. Cross-flow here is from left-to-right and jet flow is out of the page. For reference, the
Θ = 0.9 contour is marked by a dashed line.
(a) Circular Stack (C); Rectangular stack at (b) β = 0◦ (R0), (c) β = 45◦ (R45), (d) β = 90◦ (R90).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.3: The velocity field at the mouth of the stacks. Cross-flow here is from left-to-right and jet flow is out of the page.
(a) Circular Stack (C); Rectangular stack at (b) β = 0◦ (R0), (c) β = 45◦ (R45), (d) β = 90◦ (R90).
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Mean temperature fields at the four rake measurement stations are shown in Figures 4.4–4.7. The four
heated jet scenarios are shown in each figure. Shaded contour levels are set to reflect the uncertainty of
the thermocouple measurements; select contours are marked with black lines to show the lowest contour
Θ = 0.01 above ambient, the local peak temperature region, and the temperature that is approximately
one-half of the difference between the local maximum and the ambient. Where deemed useful, additional
contours may be marked to highlight qualitative features in the temperature field. The thermal centroids,




Figure 4.4: Temperature fields at streamwise position x/L = 2.75. Thermal centroids are marked with
white dots. (a) Circular jet (C) (b) Rectangular jet, stack at β = 0◦ (R0), (c) Rectangular jet, stack at




Figure 4.5: Temperature fields at streamwise position x/L = 10.5. Thermal centroids are marked with
white dots. (a) Circular jet (C), (b) Rectangular jet, stack at β = 0◦ (R0), (c) Rectangular jet, stack at




Figure 4.6: Temperature fields at streamwise position x/L = 18.25. Thermal centroids are marked with
white dots. (a) Circular jet (C), (b) Rectangular jet, stack at β = 0◦ (R0), (c) Rectangular jet, stack at




Figure 4.7: Temperature fields at streamwise position x/L = 26.0. Thermal centroids are marked with
white dots. (a) Circular jet (C), (b) Rectangular jet, stack at β = 0◦ (R0), (c) Rectangular jet, stack at
β = 45◦ (R45), (d) Rectangular jet, stack at β = 90◦ (R90).
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4.2.2 Thermal Trajectory and Temperature Decay
Many past studies of isothermal jets in cross-flow have used the velocity field of the jet as a trajectory marker
by using the local maximum of the streamwise velocity to develop a jet path locus (Kamotani and Greber,
1972; Chassaing et al., 1974; Gutmark et al., 2008, for example). For this study, advantage can be taken
of the temperature field as a scalar tag of the jet even if it cannot be considered a truly passive scalar to
directly track the jet fluid. Defining the jet trajectory using the local maximum of the temperature field
may be troublesome due to two sources of bias that arise through such a measure, both of which are direct
consequences of the advective action of the CVP in the near- and far-fields of the jet. The CVP has the dual
effect of advecting the hot fluid from the core region of the jet out of the core and of drawing cool ambient
fluid from the cross-flow into the core, creating a dynamic mixing and cooling process whereby strong mixing
occurs in the space between the counter-rotating vortices and in their periphery. The resulting effect in the
near-field of the jet is that the hottest temperature is typically found in the upper portion of the jet while
in the far-field the peak temperature is likely to be found within the cores of the counter-rotating vortices;
ideally, the same peak temperature should be measured in each vortex. In practice, the local maximum
temperature Tmax(x) will be measured in either the left or right vortex due to random sampling differences,
which could lead to a false sense of jet drift or wandering. Rather than tracking the jet using the local
maximum, the thermal centroid [zc(x), yc(x)] provides a measure of the jet trajectory without introducing
a biased wandering or, conversely, may provide a reliable measure of jet wander. The thermal centroid is




(z, y) · T · dA∫
T>T1/2(x)
T · dA , (4.2)
where T1/2 is the average of the ambient temperature and Tmax(x). Similarly, the jet growth can be approx-





which is a measure analogous to the oft-used half-width quantification for the growth of plane and axisym-
metric jets and wakes. The jet path according to the thermal centroid is shown in Figure 4.9. Here the
vertical displacement is measured from the height of the stack y∗c = yc − 3L and the trajectory is scaled
by the bulk blowing ratio r¯. The far-field rise follows a power law of the form
y∗c
r¯L




Stack Geometry A B R2
C 1.17 0.30 0.996
R0 0.875 0.17 0.991
R45 0.770 0.26 0.997
R90 1.05 0.26 0.998
Figure 4.8: Power law coefficients describing the vertical jet trajectory.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: The path of the thermal centroid. (a) Jet trajectory. Vertical displacement is measured from
the top of the stack y∗c = yc − 3L, (b) Jet drift.
which has often been used to document jet trajectory in studies of isothermal jets. Best-fit power law
coefficients for these experiments are presented in Table 4.8.
The circular heated jet C rises with the 1/3 power of x/rL, which compares favorably with many isother-
mal jet studies (Kamotani and Greber, 1974; Broadwell and Breidenthal, 1984); the rectangular jets all rise
more gradually, from 0.17 for the R0 case to 0.26 for both of the other jets. Inspection of the jet trajectories
as presented in Figure 4.9(a) shows that the greatest initial jet penetration is achieved by the C and R90 jets,
which are described by the largest values of B of these four jets at 1.17 and 1.05, respectively. Qualitatively,
the R0 and R45 jets undergo sharper deflection than the other jets, preventing them both from penetrating
deeply into the freestream and from rising strongly in the far field. If not for the consistency noted between
the R90 jet and that of the circular jet, these results would suggest that the penetration of the jet had
something to do with the size of the jet mouth and the mass flow of the jet; some other quality of the
jet must afford its potential to penetrate. In Figure 4.9(b) the tendency of the jet to drift or wander is
shown in the spanwise coordinate of the thermal centroid zc. While the R0 jet does not move far from the
center, wandering slightly, the R45 jet drifts strongly. Due to its asymmetric orientation, a drifting force
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Figure 4.10: Temperature decay at the thermal centroid.
reminiscent of flat plate lift is generated, pulling the jet in the −z direction and displacing it by greater than
two rake-measurement grid spacings away from center. Some lesser amount of drift is also observed for the
R90 and circular jets. A preliminary conclusion is that, in general, the rectangular stack orientation has a
strong effect on jet trajectory and cooling; observation of the corresponding temperature fields of the four
jets suggests that the strength of the CVP gives the jet deeper ingress.
The temperature at the thermal centroid decays according to a power law relation for all but the R45
jets, as shown in Figure 4.10. Asymmetry of the R45 jet results in a significant misalignment between the
thermal centroid and the heated fluid in the plume such that the thermal centroid itself may be located in
a region where the temperature is rather close to ambient. For this reason, the temperature at the thermal
centroid might not provide a reliable means of tracking the cooling of the R45 jet. Nevertheless, the data for
the other jets follow power law trends Θ = (x/L)F with decay exponents F of -0.50, -0.62, and -0.56 for the
circular, R0, and R90 jets, respectively, such that the cooling trend is strongest for the spanwise-oriented
rectangular stack and least for the circular jet.
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4.2.3 Jet Growth and Entrainment
Figure 4.11: The control volume for study of entrainment in the far-field of the jet.
For quantification of the growth of the jets, the half-width z1/2(x) at the location of the thermal centroid
can be extracted from the rake measurements; likewise, an approximate half height scale y1/2(x), derived
from the formula for the area of an ellipse, can then be calculated as
y1/2(x) =
A1/2(x)
pi · z1/2(x) (4.5)
which allows the volume of influence of the heated jet fluid in the far-field to be approximated in the mean
by a subtending surface S1/2 (shown in Figure 4.11), analogous to the half-width approach commonly used
in studies of free jets. The growth of these jet dimensions are shown on a log-log plot in Figure 4.12. This
conditional scheme can be used to compute mean values within the region A1/2 of flow quantities such as
the density ρ¯1/2, streamwise velocity U¯1/2, and mass flow m˙1/2, which can be used to study entrainment.
It is desired here to study entrainment using a method typically used in axisymmetric jets and wakes. Such
studies typically use the half radius r1/2 of the flow field as a characteristic length scale, which does not work
here due to the antisymmetry and eccentricity of the various jets. Entrainment is often characterized by a
growth angle αl = tan
−1( dldx ), where l is the characteristic length scale of the mean flow at x. By continuity
of an incompressible flow, dldx should equal the ratio of the entrainment velocity Vr to the characteristic
streamwise velocity Us of the flow. Definition of Us is fairly simple for plane and axisymmetric jets and
wakes due to their inherent symmetries; however, the far-field JICF is asymmetric about any horizontal
plane due to the presence and action of the CVP. The approach could be taken whereby entrainment is
quantified using both the half-width z1/2 and the half-height y1/2 of the jets—analogous to the half-radius
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: (a) Growth of the half-height y1/2 and half-width z1/2 of the jets. (b) Growth of the half-area
A1/2 of the jets.
approach of axisymmetric shear flows—which would then require comparison and physical interpretation of
the two measures. To make a comparison with axisymmetric flows, the entrainment here is also studied
using an equivalent hydraulic radius of the half-area of the jet defined as Rh = 2A1/2/s1/2, where s1/2 is
the circumference of the T1/2 contour level at each measurement station. The hydraulic radius is a quantity
that is often used in the study of noncircular duct flows to make a one-to-one comparison to circular pipe
flow. For such applications, Rh represents an equivalent circular geometry where the relative influence of the
bounding wall upon the interior flow area matches that of a pipe flow. Here, Rh is used to cast jet growth
in a form that is comparable to that of axisymmetric shear flows; the growth of Rh is compared to some
asymmetric measures of the jet growth.
In order to calculate s1/2 accurately, it is good practice to first spatially filter the temperature field as
the arclength integration required is sensitive to noise in the data. Two passes of a spatial filter with 0.95
coefficient were applied to the temperature field prior to computing the arclength of the T1/2 contour, an
example of which is shown in Figure 4.13. Despite the antiaxisymmetry of the T1/2 temperature contour,






where ∆x is measured from the measurement station at x to the station immediately upstream of x in a
reverse-biased sense. Similarly, growth angles αy and αz can be estimated for the half-lengths y1/2 and z1/2,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: The (a) unfiltered and (b) filtered T1/2 contour of the R90 jet at the x = 10.4L measurement












Stack [g/s] [kg/m3] [◦] [◦] [◦]
C 10.5 18.2 40.4 1.054 1.136 17.1 2.60 14.6 4.0 20.2
C 18.3 18.2 54.9 1.014 1.147 20.1 3.05 3.30 2.31 4.69
C 26.0 18.2 71.0 1.017 1.150 22.7 3.51 3.42 3.21 3.24
R0 10.4 4.99 41.2 1.013 1.140 8.97 1.28 7.28 4.28 8.82
R0 18.1 4.99 49.9 1.009 1.153 9.91 1.27 -0.074 -0.016 0.885
R0 25.8 4.99 61.7 1.005 1.160 10.5 1.39 0.89 0.961 0.668
R45 10.4 5.22 44.7 0.975 1.150 10.1 1.49 8.54 2.14 10.5
R45 18.1 5.22 60.1 0.979 1.160 11.3 1.74 1.86 1.61 1.73
R45 25.8 5.22 66.9 0.984 1.166 11.8 1.82 0.60 0.161 1.04
R90 10.4 4.96 54.6 0.983 1.130 13.5 1.24 6.53 2.02 5.05
R90 18.1 4.96 74.4 0.972 1.138 13.1 1.76 3.86 1.83 2.44
R90 25.8 4.96 94.4 0.969 1.143 14.6 2.01 1.86 1.89 1.64
Figure 4.14: Far-field mass flow and entrainment within A1/2. The ambient density ρ∞ is 1.174 kg/m3 for
all cases. Growth angles are measured relative to the previous measurement station.
respectively, to provide comparisons with the axisymmetric casting of the heated area. The results of these
analyses appear in Table 4.14.
There is a general trend whereby the growth angles αR, αy, and αz are much larger from stations 1–2,
listed in Table 4.14 for x/L◦ = 10.4 (10.5 for C), and then becomes much smaller further downstream. These
results suggest that beyond station 2 the flow physics differs greatly from the near-field, where entrainment
is dominated by direct penetration of the cross-flow into the stream of jet fluid. Rather, the jet growth in
the far-field is attributable to turbulent entrainment of cross-flow fluid. Notably, the axisymmetric growth
angle αR and the spanwise growth angle αz are closer in magnitude for station 2 while the vertical growth
αy is small at that location. This result shows that from station 1 to station 2 the jets generally spread in
the spanwise direction more than they grow vertically.
Further downstream, for the circular jet αR becomes similar in size to αy and αz, indicating that fluid
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from outside of the jet is drawn in at a similar rate around the entirety of its perimeter. The R0 jet behaves
unexpectedly in that it shrinks marginally from station 2 to station 3. By visual inspection of the temperature
fields in Figures 4.5–4.6, it would seem that the jet growth is due to frontal mixing of the cross-flow fluid
into the jet as opposed to entrainment of cross-flow fluid into the sides of the jet. The T1/2 contour does
not change noticeably in size or shape between these stations, whereas it does begin to grow at a similar,
though small, rate for the three measures αR, αy, and αz further downstream. This result indicates that
the jet ceases to rise as rapidly downstream and cooling begins to occur via entrainment mixing from the
perimeter. None of these measurement stations show kidney-bean contours in Θ, indicating that the CVP,
if present at all, is very weak.
The R45 jet, with its asymmetric shape and drifting tendency, likewise shows different growth angle
behavior from each measurement station to the next. While αR, αy, and αz are very similar from stations 2–3,
indicating uniform entrainment growth from all sides, the growth becomes less-axisymmetric from stations 3–
4. This result may be due to the ellipse-fitting approximation not reflecting the physical growth of the jet
well; an ellipse whose major and minor axes are rotated at some in-plane angle to compensate for vortex-
induced drift in addition to lift may be a better choice for measurement of the jet growth. The Θ contours,
shown in Figures 4.4–4.7, suggest that one of the CVP vorices may be larger and located at a different height
than the other, though these measurements cannot verify their precise locations.
Finally, the R90 jet, whose Θ contours indicate the most distinct CVP of these jets, has anti-axisymmetric
growth for the first three stations but does reach a greater degree of axisymmetry for its growth between
the final two stations. For these jets, the general trend is that the further the jet flows from the stack, the
growth angles αy and αz approach small values and generally become similar to that of the axisymmetric
growth approximation measured using αR.
Scaling of JICFs is an interesting problem because they have been shown to follow different scaling laws
in their near- and far-fields, following jet-like and wake-like scalings in each, respectively (Hasselbrink and
Mungal, 2001a). These scalings may not come as a surprise if one considers the character of the flow in each
region. While the near-field scaling result is intuitive, intuition may lend to reason that the far-field could
scale as either an axisymmetric jet or a wake. Scaling as a wake, however, seems to make somewhat more
sense than a jet because the exterior flow in the far-field is not stationary for a JICF, it co-flows with the jet
fluid. Now the characteristic length scale l of an axisymmetric wake scales with the cube root of distance,
or l ∼ x1/3. Interestingly, different power laws are noted for y1/2 and z1/2, as in Figure 4.12. The power
law l = Alx
B
l best-fit coefficients Al and Bl are tabulated in Table 4.2. In their discussion of turbulent
free shear flows, Tennekes and Lumley (1972) give power-law scalings for a number of canonical 2D and 3D
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Stack Ay By R
2
y Az Bz R
2
z
C 3.93 0.218 0.978 1.37 0.320 0.998
R0 2.33 0.243 0.922 0.844 0.152 0.995
R45 2.03 0.149 0.984 0.706 0.290 0.998
R90 2.41 0.219 0.957 0.879 0.317 0.998
Table 4.2: Power-law coefficients for the characteristic jet half-lengths y1/2 and z1/2, as plotted in Figure 4.12.
scenarios. The power law exponent of these JICF characteristic lengths ranges from about 0.15 to 0.32; this
exponent range follows the result for self-propelled plane wakes (x1/4), self-propelled axisymmetric wakes
(x1/5), and axisymmetric wakes (x1/3). Self-propelled wakes here are those caused by a body propelled by a
self-contained jet such that the momentum of the jet perfectly balances the drag of the body. These JICFs
are neither self-propelling bodies nor are they plane; the only canonical result available for viable comparison
is the axisymmetric wake. The C, R45, and R90 jets are the cases here that show reasonable agreement with
the axisymmetric wake, scaling comparably in z1/2 and not in y1/2. Reasonable comparison to canonical flows
is not possible for the other characteristic lengths. Other flows, namely axisymmetric jets and plumes, scale
directly with x. Power laws cannot be extracted for the characteristic velocity U¯1/2 − U∞ due to unreliable
reverse-flow measurements near the jet stack at station 1; a minimum of four relaible measurements are
required to generate best-fit power laws, here only three reliable measurements are available.
4.2.4 Velocity Fields
Turbulence measurements in all three velocity components were made using cross-plane sPIV, as described
in § 2.5.2. Measurements were made at three stations x =134 mm, 250 mm, and 434 mm downstream of
the stack, referenced from the jet centerline. For reference, the rake measurements were made at stations
x = 66 mm, 250 mm, 434 mm, and 618 mm. The first and last rake measurement stations could not be
measured with the sPIV setup due to wind tunnel test section limitations for the 45◦ camera viewing angle,
which is the ideal viewing angle for optimal resolution of the out-of-plane velocity component (Adrian and
Westerweel, 2010). The x = 134 mm station represents the nearest location downstream of the stack where
the full width of the jet flow field could be captured for all cases—due to the side wall of the wind tunnel,
measurements at that station do not feature fields of view as wide as for the other stations. Ensembles of
2500 sPIV realizations were collected at each measurement station for every jet, from which flow statistics
were computed and analyzed.
4.2.4.1 Circular Stack
The results for the jet downstream of the circular stack are shown in Figure 4.15. The “kidney bean” shape
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characteristic of a CVP can clearly be seen in the contours of the streamwise velocity U , indicating the
advection of high streamwise-momentum jet fluid out of the core of the jet and into its periphery while
drawing low streamwise-momentum fluid from the exterior of the jet into its leeward underside. In-plane
velocity vectors reveal this motion: large twin counter-rotating vortices are apparent in the mean and show
an upward rushing of fluid through the center of the jet and subsequent turning of the fluid away from the
center by the influence of the vortex pair.
The ensemble-averaged swirling strength Λci is a frame-independent and shear-independent vortex iden-
tifier (Adrian et al., 2000). Instantaneously, λci is the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue of the
2D in-plane velocity gradient tensor ∇2DU and therefore will either be zero-valued (as in the absence of a
vortex) or occur as a complex conjugate pair ±λci when vortical motion is present. To indicate the direction
of the vortical motion, the absolute value of the imaginary part is multiplied by the local sign of the in-plane
vorticity ωx/|ωx|.
In the case of the circular jet, there is an unexpected character of the mean swirling strength field
whereby the strong cores of the contours that mark the centers of the two CVP constituents each have
upward-extending tails. Qualitatively, the field resembles twin mirrored apostrophes (‘), indicating in the
mean what seem to be shear layers extending above the individual vortices of the CVP, as shown in the
detail view in Figure 4.16, which also features the in-plane velocity vectors for reference. Outside of the jet
there is downward in-plane fluid motion in the mean where entrainment draws cross-flow fluid into the CVP,
creating strong shear against the upward rush of fluid between the CVP. This strong shear generates vortex
streets that are drawn into the cores of the vortex pair. The offset between the apparent vortex core in the
velocity vectors and the location of peak Λ demonstrates the effect that a local advective velocity frame has
upon the qualitative appearance of the vortex location. The true vortex center is within the location of the
extrema of the swirling strength contours.
Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is shown in Figure 4.15(g)–(i), where strong turbulence is noted through-
out the jet and also beneath it in the turbulent wake region of the flow field. The turbulence rises with the
jet’s path, spreading and decaying as the field evolves downstream; interestingly, the strongest turbulence
is observed in the wake beneath the jet and weaker local maxima are found in the core regions of the CVP,
approximately incident with the extrema of Λci. In general, the behavior of the circular jet is symmetric (or





Figure 4.15: Flow statistics for the jet emitting from the circular stack at x/L = 5.59, 10.4, 18.1
The cross-plane velocity u is positive in the direction flowing into the page. (a)–(c) Mean velocity U , every
seventh in-plane velocity vector is shown for clarity; (d)–(f) turbulent kinetic energy TKE; (g)–(i) ensemble-
averaged streamwise swirling strength Λci.
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Figure 4.16: Close-up view of a CVP vortex at the first measurement station downstream of the circular jet,
also in Figure 4.15(a). Here every third vector is shown for clarity.
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4.2.4.2 Rectangular Stack
The jet that emits from the rectangular stack has a behavior that is highly dependent on the yaw angle β of
the stack, or, equivalently, on the direction of the approaching cross-wind. Mean velocity fields are presented
in Figure 4.17 for the three orientations of the rectangular stack. Initial comparison of these results yields
the observation that the mean flow field is symmetric for the R0 and R90 cases but that the symmetry is
lost for the R45 case, for which the plume drifts slightly to the side as the jet travels downstream, as had
been observed in the temperature field measurements (see Figures 4.4–4.7). The gradient of the streamwise
velocity ∇U is much stronger for R0 than the other orientations, the weakest of which is the R90 case, as
judged by the number and spacing of contour levels in the plotted data. Further inspection reveals that the
jet has a larger velocity deficit in the wake region, both in size and magnitude, for the R0 case than for
either of the other orientations.
The in-plane velocity vectors also seem to reveal a CVP in all three cases, though they appear to be
strongest for the R90 case, weakest for the R0 case, and the left and right constituents of the pair in
the R45 scenario are not centered at the same height as each other and have differing magnitudes. This
skewed vortex orientation appears to be what causes the R45 jet to drift, as a component of the vortex
pair’s self-induced velocity acts in the −z direction; the in-plane velocity vectors demonstrate self-induction
in the region between the vortices, where their motions combine to form a rush of fluid directed in the
−z/+y direction.
The Λci contour plots in Figure 4.18 confirm the observations of CVP location while begging comparisons
with the behavior of the CVP for the circular jet case. While for the circular jet there appears to be
a secondary population of weaker vortices extending from the CVP cores, there does not appear to be a
similar secondary population in the rectangular jets, except for perhaps the R45 scenario. Decay of the
swirling strength is most marked for the R0 jet, for which no significant vortical motions persist as far as the
x = 18.1L station. Measurable swirling strength remains for the R45 stack orientation at all measurement
planes, answering a query posed in § 4.2.3 and for the R90 case the swirling strength remains even stronger
than for the circular jet case.
The turbulent kinetic energy for the rectangular jets is shown in Figure 4.19. Concerning the decay of the
jet temperature, the TKE may be the most enlightening of the flow statistics presented here. The strongest
turbulence of the rectangular jets is observed in the wide wake region nearest the R0 stack. For the R45 jet
the TKE has a crooked structure resulting from the −z/+y rush of fluid under the action of its CVP. The
R90 TKE fields reveal both a thin wake region and the jet core, with local maxima in the core regions of the
CVP. For all of the cases the turbulence decays to comparable levels at the furthest measurement station,
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Figure 4.17: Ensemble-averaged velocity U at x/L = 5.59, 10.4, 18.1 for the jet emitting from the rectan-
gular stack. The cross-plane velocity component u is positive in the direction flowing into the page. Every





Figure 4.18: Ensemble-averaged streamwise swirling strength Λci at x/L◦ = 5.59, 10.4, 18.1 for the jet





Figure 4.19: Ensemble-averaged turbulent kinetic energy TKE at x/L◦ = 5.59, 10.4, 18.1 for the jet emitting
from the rectangular stack. (a)–(c) R0, (d)–(f) R45, (g)–(i) R90.
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4.3 Observations, Explanations, and Conclusions
It has been shown that the orientation of a heated rectangular jet relative to an interacting cross-flow leads
to a number of very different downstream behaviors. Tracking of the thermal centroid and heated half-area
seems to be a useful technique for describing the dispersion of the jet fluid and entrainment of ambient
fluid, although tracking of the temperature at the thermal centroid fails to produce an empirical relation
for predicting the behavior of asymmetric jet temperature decay. Compared to the circular jet, the most
similar rectangular jet behavior comes for a stack oriented with its major axis parallel (R90) to the incoming
stream in terms of jet trajectory, growth, initial penetration, and the persistence of a coherent CVP. For the
orientation where the major axis is normal to the cross-flow, at best a very weak CVP develops, perhaps
resulting in minimized jet penetration due to reduced vortical flow induction; strong turbulence results in
sharp decay of the both the fluid temperature and the CVP strength. For intermediate orientations of
rectangular jets, such as the R45 jet of this study, asymmetric behavior persists and the jet shares certain
qualitative features with both the R0 and R90 jets, namely, that there is a persistent CVP—though its
inclined orientation leads to self-induced drift in addition to rise. The R45 jet rises and grows at similar
far-field rates as the circular and R90 jets but has less initial penetration into the flow, more like that of the
R0 jet.
Jet growth is strong nearest to the jet and is found to be subdued for distances greater than x/L◦ =
10.4 downstream. The C and R90 jets both grow in a manner whereby their growth angles approach an
axisymmetric state for distances greater than x/L◦ = 18.1 downstream. The growth of their widths scales
at a rate similar to axisymmetric wakes, following closely to an x1/3 power law. The length scale of their
vertical width grows with an exponent of about 0.22, which does not follow the growth rate of any particular
canonical free shear flows in a physically-enlightening manner. The R0 jet shows essentially no growth from
x/L◦ = 10.4 to x/L◦ = 18.1, after which it begins to grow slightly with marginally greater growth noted
in its wall-normal dimension than spanwise. This behavior suggests that mixing of this jet is dominated by
frontal penetration of the cross-flow and that entrainment has a weak influence on its growth. The growth
of the R0 jet scales as x0.15 in its spanwise width and x0.24 in its vertical width; the R45 jet scales as x0.29
in its span and x0.15 vertically. These jets do not scale similarly to any canonical reference case.
The behavior of a jet in cross-flow seems to depend on the strength and orientation of its CVP. It appears
that the strength of the CVP may be related to the interaction of the spanwise boundaries of the vertically-
flowing jet fluid at the stack mouth with the streamwise-oriented cross-flow, as there is arguably a greater
ωy-producing interaction between these streams for the R90 case than for any other case, including the
circular stack jet. Recent studies have suggested that the CVP originates from the spanwise jet borders at
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the location of first injection into the cross-wind, depending on jet geometry and the strength of the reverse
flow (Gutmark et al., 2008). In this region, strong ωy vorticity is generated in the edges of the jet fluid and
subsequently bent into the streamwise direction as it is advected by the wind stream, forming the CVP.
For the R90 case there are two interfaces, each of length L◦, where the interaction occurs in the absence of
impingement of the cross-flow upon the jet—that is, where the interaction between the oblique streams is a
purely shear stress event. For the R0 jet, these interfaces have a length lesser than the R90 by a factor of the
aspect ratio and the resulting flow has significantly less CVP strength. For the circular and R45 jets there
is no comparable straight surface where this interaction is purely shear and involves no fluid impingement.
Because the CVP was fairly strong for the circular jet and of intermediate strength for the R45 jet (more
than for R0 but less than for R90), perhaps their CVPs can be explained as being generated from fluid
from some amount of their spanwise extent regions. For the circular jet, it is proposed that strong ωy may
be generated in the regions within, say, ±45◦ of the spanwise edges of the stack mouth, which is a region
similar in size to the shear region on the edge of the R90 jet. For the R45 jet, the CVP may originate in
the ends of the rectangular mouth where in the leeward edge there is no jet flow to “support” fluid that




Effects of Geometry on HJICF
Trajectory
It is desired to investigate the effects of stack geometry upon HJICF trajectory, including parameters such
as the blowing ratio r◦, aspect ratio AR and orientation β of rectangular stacks, and the effect of rectangular
stack multiplicity N◦ with a stack array spacing ∆N◦. All stacks investigated herein were raised to h = 3L◦
so that the incoming boundary layer of the cross-flow did not interact with the jet flow. Thirty rake
experiments of HJICFs emitting from raised stacks were chosen for analysis of the path of their thermal
centroids with the goal of finding a scheme by which their paths can be collapsed to a common curve or
curves.
The thermal centroid is chosen for trajectory analysis because it is a weighted measure of scalar flow
from the jet (see § 4.2.2) and can therefore be used as a kinematic tracer of the jet fluid. In order to justify
the use of temperature as a kinematic flow tracer for these flows, it is required that it be a passive scalar.
However, the temperature is inherently coupled to the action of buoyant forces upon the jet and can never
be truly considered passive. Buoyancy remains insignificant in comparison to inertial forces for all of the
jets studied herein, despite consequential reduction in mass density ρjet of the jet fluid due to heating. The







For buoyancy to have an important effect on the flow, Frg should be on the order of unity or less. The
experimental matrix called for such a parameter space whereby Frg is consistently on the order of 10
2.
Other than a single stand-alone case where Frg ≈ 50, the remaining experiments were performed within the
range 140 < Frg < 200. For all of these jets, Reynolds numbers Re0 and Re∞ are consistently on the order
of 104. The flow dynamics are therefore expected to be dominated by fluid inertia and not by buoyancy or
by viscosity.
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Jets are investigated emitting from the following stacks:
1. Circular (C)
2. Single 3.76-AR rectangular (LR1)
3. Triple 3.76-AR rectangular, spaced ∆N◦ = 2w◦ edge-to-edge (LR32w◦)
4. Triple 3.76-AR rectangular, spaced ∆N◦ = 4w◦ edge-to-edge (LR34w◦)
5. Single 15.0-AR rectangular (HR).
The rectangular stacks are investigated at orientation angles β = 0, 90◦. They all have minor length
w◦ = 6.4 mm. Other various parameters such as U∞, V◦, and T◦ are varied throughout these experiments,
which are tabulated in Table 5.1, along with reference names for each experiment. Reference names are
subscripted with the blowing ratio, rectangular stack reference names are suffixed with the orientation angle
β in degrees. Arrays of three rectangular jets are supscripted with the edge-to-edge spacing ∆N◦. The
reference names will serve as a shorthand for the remainder of this study.
5.1 Results and Discussion
5.1.1 Trajectory
As a starting point, the trajectories of the jets emitting from each stack and orientation are plotted together.
Because JICF trajectories based on the velocity field have been shown to scale with r, these trajectories are
plotted as y ∗ /r◦L◦ vs. x/r◦L◦. Plots are shown in Figures 5.1–5.9. The temperature and velocity fields
of all of these jets, as measured by the probe rake, can be found in Appendix B, precise page numbers are
given in Table 5.1.
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Stack Reference β U∞ V◦ T◦ T∞ r◦ Rake Data
Name [◦] [m/s] [m/s] [K] [K] — Page Number
C0.95 — 10.4 11.1 379.1 300.7 0.95 234
C1.40 — 28.2 55.7 599.0 301.0 1.40 231
Circular C1.54 — 28.3 51.8 425.4 301.0 1.54 222
C4.17 — 9.3 55.1 606.8 301.0 4.17 219
C4.58 — 9.7 52.7 421.5 299.2 4.58 228
LR11.180 0 30.1 50.0 596.1 301.3 1.18 237
LR11.1890 90 30.0 50.1 597.7 300.9 1.18 240
LR11.500 0 27.8 49.8 427.9 301.2 1.50 252
3.76-AR LR11.5190 90 28.3 50.4 420.4 301.7 1.51 255
Rectangular LR13.530 0 10.1 50.3 597.2 300.7 3.53 243
LR13.5390 90 10.1 50.5 600.2 299.8 3.53 249
LR14.1890 90 10.1 50.8 433.8 299.1 4.18 264
LR14.210 0 10.0 51.1 439.4 298.5 4.21 258
HR1.1990 90 29.9 49.8 602.1 304.9 1.19 285
15.0-AR HR1.220 0 30.0 51.6 601.6 303.0 1.22 279
Rectangular HR3.4890 90 10.0 49.6 603.2 302.4 3.48 294
HR3.520 0 10.0 49.6 598.6 301.4 3.52 288
HR4.220 0 10.0 50.7 430.7 298.8 4.22 297
Array of LR32w◦1.210 0 30.1 51.0 599.6 303.6 1.21 303
Three 3.76-AR LR32w◦1.2190 90 29.9 50.7 594.0 304.2 1.21 309
Rectangular Stacks, LR32w◦3.6090 90 10.0 50.4 594.1 302.4 3.60 318
Separated by LR32w◦3.620 0 10.2 52.1 601.9 302.0 3.62 312
∆N◦ = 2w◦ LR32w◦4.240 0 10.1 50.4 424.3 299.9 4.24 321
LR32w◦4.2790 90 10.0 50.6 423.6 301.7 4.27 327
Array of LR34w◦1.160 0 30.0 49.1 601.1 302.5 1.16 330
Three 3.76-AR LR34w◦1.1990 90 29.6 49.2 593.9 302.9 1.19 336
Rectangular Stacks, LR34w◦3.480 0 10.1 49.4 595.4 300.6 3.48 339
Separated by LR34w◦3.5190 90 10.0 49.2 594.0 302.0 3.51 345
∆N◦ = 4w◦ LR34w◦4.1190 90 10.0 49.0 425.6 299.6 4.11 354
LR34w◦4.210 0 10.0 50.4 423.8 295.6 4.21 348
Table 5.1: Experimental parameters of the thirty HJICFs.
Figure 5.1: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the circular jets.
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Figure 5.2: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the single 3.76-AR rectangular jets oriented at yaw angle
β = 0.
Figure 5.3: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the single 3.76-AR rectangular jets oriented at yaw angle
β = 90◦.
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Figure 5.4: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the 15.0-AR rectangular jets oriented at β = 0.
Figure 5.5: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the 15.0-AR rectangular jets oriented at β = 90◦.
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Figure 5.6: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the triple 3.76-AR rectangular jets separated by ∆N◦ = 2w◦
and oriented at β = 0.
Figure 5.7: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the triple 3.76-AR rectangular jets separated by ∆N◦ = 2w◦
and oriented at β = 90◦.
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Figure 5.8: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the triple 3.76-AR rectangular jets separated by ∆N◦ = 4w◦
and oriented at β = 0.
Figure 5.9: Trajectory of the thermal centroid of the triple 3.76-AR rectangular jets separated by ∆N◦ = 4w◦
and oriented at β = 90◦.
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Table 5.2: The jets that do not rise monotonically: jets in the left column rise from the stack to the first
station and sink beyond that point. Jets in the right column rise for the first two or three stations before
sinking.
Three general behaviors are noted in the jet trajectories: monotonic increase of jet penetration with x,
steady rise followed by slight sinking of the jet, and strong sinking of the jet after the initial penetration
into the cross-flow. The jets that do not rise monotonically are listed in Table 5.2; all unlisted jets rise
monotonically, they are shown plotted together with power law fits of the form (y/r◦L◦) = Bt(x/r◦L◦)At
in Figure 5.10. Some initial observations are that the three circular jets of r◦ ≤ 1.54 all sink gradually in
the far-field, a result that follows the circular HJICF results of Nishiyama et al. (1990). The only sinking
jets of higher blowing ratio than 1.54 here are the two HR0 jets, for which the behavior is much less three-
dimensional than the other jets; both rise initially and then sink. Other notable trends here are that the LR1
jets and the HR jet at β = 0 and low r◦ all sink sharply after their initial penetration into the cross-flow
while none of the arrays of multiple jets at that same orientation angle show any sinking behavior. Somewhat
surprisingly, the LR3 stack arrays of both stack separations at β = 90◦ and r◦ ≈ 1.20 sink sharply while
the LR11.1890 jet shows less-severe sinking behavior.
The rising jets seem to follow one of two regimes of the rise rate At: 0.11 < At < 0.19 and 0.25 <
At < 0.33. For this study, jets will be initially categorized by the regime of At into which they fall, with
the lower regime being referred to as the “Weak” and the higher regime as the “Classical” rise rate. This
terminology is adopted because the rise rate At = 1/3 has frequently been cited to describe isothermal
circular JICFs, and is noted here as the upper limit for this group of jets. Details of the power law fits are
shown in Table 5.3.
The present C4.17 and C4.58 both follow classical rising behavior consistent with isothermal studies. The
single rectangular jets follow classical rising in the β = 90◦ orientation and weak rising for β = 0◦. For
arrays of three jets, regardless of ∆N◦, the rise rate trend reverses for the two orientations. Qualitatively, a
survey of the temperature T/T◦ and velocity U/V◦ fields taken by the probe rake (see Appendix B) reveals
some interesting trends. Classically-rising jets all develop kidney-bean contours, some more prominently than
others, that persist far downstream. These contours are the trademark of a coherent CVP. The implication
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Figure 5.10: The jets that rise are approximated by a power law. Two slope regimes are evident when
plotting the power law relations on logarithmic axes.
Stack At Bt R
2 Rise Regime
C4.17 0.28 1.01 0.995 Classical
C4.58 0.30 1.10 0.996 Classical
LR11.5190 0.26 1.59 0.998 Classical
LR13.530 0.12 0.72 0.98 Weak
LR13.5390 0.26 1.99 0.9995 Classical
LR14.1890 0.26 2.69 0.998 Classical
LR14.210 0.16 0.74 0.98 Weak
HR1.1990 0.29 1.14 0.99998 Classical
HR3.4890 0.32 3.66 0.995 Classical
LR32w◦1.210 0.28 1.79 0.9996 Classical
LR32w◦3.6090 0.12 2.21 0.9998 Weak
LR32w◦3.620 0.28 2.49 0.9996 Classical
LR32w◦4.240 0.30 2.98 0.999993 Classical
LR32w◦4.2790 0.15 2.64 0.9994 Weak
LR34w◦1.160 0.17 0.86 0.998 Weak
LR34w◦3.480 0.33 2.24 0.998 Classical
LR34w◦3.5190 0.19 1.88 0.96 Weak
LR34w◦4.1190 0.17 2.36 0.98 Weak
LR34w◦4.210 0.31 2.78 0.995 Classical
Table 5.3: Power law curve fit details.
here is that vortical self-induction of the JICF via the CVP plays a vital role in jet rise according to classical
observations.
Weakly-rising jets struggle to develop such contour shapes. The arrays of three jets at β = 90◦ tend to
develop irregular non-kidney patterns in the mean temperature and velocity fields that suggest a complex
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Figure 5.11: The injection coefficient Bt shows dependence upon r◦.
interaction of multiple vortices or CVPs. Because the LR1 jets at β = 90◦ rise classically and develop
characteristics with a CVP, it would seem that each of the three jets in an array would develop a CVP as
well. While the twin vortices for a single jet induce each other upward, the fluid flow aside of the jet is
induced downward by the vortical rotation. Therefore, when two jets are near each other, their individual
CVPs may suppress the rise of one another to less than that of a single jet.
The other coefficient in the power law relation, Bt, relates the trajectory in the far-field to the initial
penetration of the near-field jet. Throughout Figures 5.1–5.10 it is noted that while various jets may exhibit
weak or classical rise, there is substantial variation in the initial penetration of the jets. While many
parameters may influence the initial penetration, particularly for arrays of multiple interacting jets, some
dependence upon blowing ratio is observed. For example, all of the LR34w◦0 jets rise classically yet in
Figure 5.8 it can be seen that their individual penetrations increase with r◦. In Figure 5.11 it is seen that
for all of the rising jets, Bt increases monotonically with r◦. Linear fits have been applied to Bt for each
stack, though more experiments should be carried out in order to further refine the r◦-dependence of Bt.
Then it might also become more feasible to compare the relative effects of the stack geometry; for now, the
effects of geometry upon initial penetration remains an open question. Further experimental investigation
could be carried out to bring clarity to the matter.
Returning attention to the rise rate, At, some experiments have been performed that may shed further
light upon some questions about the far-field jet trajectory. Cross-plane sPIV results of three LR jet cases at
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Figure 5.12: 〈λci〉 at x/L◦ = 5.64 show the presence of in-plane vortices. (a) LR14.210, weak rise.
(b) LR14.1890, classical rise. (c) LR3
4w◦
4.1190, weak rise.
r◦ ≈ 4.15, shown in Figure 5.12, highlight the effects of orientation and arraying upon the CVP development.
Here the ensemble-averaged swirling strength 〈λci〉 shows the mean in-plane vortex organization for ensembles
of N = 2500 sPIV realizations at x/L◦ = 5.64. The LR34w◦4.1190 jet 〈λci〉 field does show alternating vortices
in the mean field of similar strength but greater spacing than for the LR14.1890 jet. Two counter-rotating
vortices of similar strength to those of the LR14.1890 CVP are noted in the mean but they straddle four weak
vortices that form higher in the jet. Individually, each of the three arrayed jets form CVPs but interaction
of the neighboring jets causes the interior vortices to be weakened. The outer jets of the array then develop
one strong outer vortex due to its isolated interaction with the cross-flow on its left and right spanwise
boundaries, respectively. The counter-rotating partner of the outer vortex is weakened by the CVP of the
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central jet and is also induced upward by the outer vortex. From left-to-right (−z to +z) the vortices align
as:
1. Strong vortex of positive λci
2. Four weak vortices of alternating sense located higher in the flow: +λci, −λci, +λci, −λci
3. Strong vortex of negative λci, lying lower than the central four, at the same height of the leftmost
vortex
At a glance it may appear that this jet should follow classical rise due to the presence of an apparent CVP,
but the spacing of the strong vortices is such that they do not induce one another upward as strongly since
the strength of the vortex-induced motion varies inversely with vortex separation. The temperature field
indicates that the mixing of cooler cross-flow fluid into the jet does not occur in the same manner as for the
jets that rise classically. Self-induction on the whole is in fact inhibited by interaction of adjacent JICFs.
The necessary spacings to prevent this interference remains an open question.
Inviscid flow theory provides some insight into the physics of these rising jets. Modeling of two counter-






Extraction of Γ and b from the sPIV data can be performed to investigate the decay of the CVP strength
and to measure their mutually-induced velocity. Area integration of vorticity provides a useful means of
determining Γ, particularly from experimental data. Cross-plane sPIV fields are ensemble averaged to
determine their mean in-plane vorticity Ω and the swirling strength Λci of the mean in-plane velocity fields.
Λci can be used to provide a threshold for integration to ensure that the circulation is evaluated strictly
from vortex motion; likewise, it can be used to determine the centroid of a vortex marked by Λci. Here, Γ





where integration over the region Λci > 0 gives the circulation of the −z vortex; integration over the region
Λci < 0 would give the circulation of the +z vortex. Integration fields are also trimmed such that non-
physical instances of Ω near the edges of the fields of view do not bias the integration. The vortex centroid









Experiment x/L◦ b/2 y ∗Ω /L◦ Γ/U∞L◦ Va/U∞
5.64 1.61 3.95 2.8 0.14
C4.58 10.4 1.87 4.81 1.8 0.077
18.1 2.25 8.41 1.1 0.039
5.64 0.797 3.13 0.21 0.021
LR14.210 10.4 — — — —
18.1 — — — —
5.64 0.926 3.30 1.1 0.091
LR14.1890 10.4 1.05 4.16 0.95 0.066
18.1 1.17 5.03 0.82 0.051
5.64 1.72 3.15 1.4 0.065
LR34w◦4.1190 10.4 1.36 3.29 1.1 0.064
18.1 1.27 3.77 0.72 0.045
Table 5.4: Calculation of CVP circulation and induced velocity Va from cross-plane sPIV ensemble averages.
Because of very weak Λci, no Γ was discernable for stations 2 and 3 of the LR14.210 jet.
By symmetry, b = 2|zΩ|; thus the circulation is measured for only the vortex of positive Λci, which is
located in the space where z < 0. Because these calculations are performed for the mean fields, they are
less susceptible to effects of measurement noise. The results of these measurements are given in Table 5.4.
The weak-rising jets have values of Va/U∞ and Γ/U∞L◦ that are consistently less than the classical-rising
jets.
Sinking jets show no interesting contour shapes in their temperature and velocity fields—rather, they
tend to develop simple unimodal contours or “blobs” of heated fluid in the mean. This distribution of
temperature suggests that the motion of these jets is not dominated by the organization of streamwise
vortices but simply by collision of the cross-flow stream with the jet. This behavior develops under two
general sets of conditions:
1. The blowing rate is sufficiently low that cross-flow fluid rapidly engulfs the jet fluid, causing it to
assimilate promptly in the streamwise direction.
2. The jet is oriented at β = 0 and has sufficiently high AR that it behaves as a two-dimensional “slot”
flow; 3D effects at the spanwise ends of the slot are not sufficient to affect the overall behavior of the
jet. Effectively, no CVP develops for these jets. Any coherent vortices that may form at the ends of
the jet are too far separated to generate mutual induction.
5.1.2 Jet Growth
The growth of the jets in the far-field is quantified by the cross sectional area A1/2(x) of the region bounded
by the T1/2(x) contour. Development of A1/2/A◦ in the far-field is shown for each stack and orientation in
Figures 5.13–5.21, where A◦ is the total cross-sectional area of the jet mouth.
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Figure 5.13: The cross-sectional growth of the circular jets.
Figure 5.14: The cross-sectional growth of the LR1 jets at β = 0.
A power law of the form A1/2/A◦ = BA(x/r◦L◦)AA generally fits the data of the jets. The growth
rate AA is similar for most of the jets. JICFs grow rapidly in cross-sectional area shortly after emission
into the cross-flow and grow more steadily thereafter; this initial growth can be quantified by the “bursting
coefficient” BA. The bursting coefficient of the jet is an increasing function of r◦, as shown in the growth
plots for each stack. These curve fit coefficients are given in Table 5.5. The median value of AA is 0.466,
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Figure 5.15: The cross-sectional growth of the LR1 jets β = 90◦.
Figure 5.16: The cross-sectional growth of the HR0 jets.
indicating that the area grows roughly with the square root of x.
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Figure 5.17: The cross-sectional growth of the HR90 jets.
Figure 5.18: The cross-sectional growth of the LR32w◦0 jets.
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Figure 5.19: The cross-sectional growth of the LR32w◦90 jets.
Figure 5.20: The cross-sectional growth of the LR34w◦0 jets.
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Figure 5.21: The cross-sectional growth of the LR34w◦90 jets.
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Experiment AA BA R
2
C0.95 0.337 2.29 0.73
C1.40 0.389 3.16 0.96
C1.54 0.410 3.42 0.98
C4.17 0.571 6.74 0.9996
C4.58 0.538 8.38 0.993
LR11.180 0.198 4.39 0.845
LR11.500 0.239 6.96 0.998
LR13.530 0.335 5.11 0.614
LR14.210 0.536 7.62 0.994
LR11.1890 0.422 1.53 0.91
LR11.5190 0.455 2.57 0.9996
LR13.5390 0.520 2.70 0.998
LR14.1890 0.473 3.22 0.997
HR1.220 0.465 2.14 0.98
HR3.520 0.448 4.72 0.86
HR4.220 0.265 2.21 0.96
HR1.1990 0.873 2.12 0.997
HR3.4890 0.737 6.88 0.95
LR32w◦1.210 0.445 6.51 0.99994
LR32w◦3.620 0.667 6.51 0.998
LR32w◦4.240 0.608 8.86 0.549
LR32w◦1.2190 0.467 2.03 0.91
LR32w◦3.6090 0.158 4.65 0.98
LR32w◦4.2790 0.707 3.92 0.96
LR34w◦1.160 0.438 2.88 0.98
LR34w◦3.480 0.604 5.37 0.996
LR34w◦4.210 0.542 5.81 0.992
LR34w◦1.1990 0.518 3.60 0.98
LR34w◦3.5190 0.552 6.52 0.993
LR34w◦4.1190 0.384 5.74 0.993
Table 5.5: Growth coefficients of the thirty HJICFs. AA is the far-field growth rate of the jets, BA describes
the initial burst of the jet in the near-field.
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Figure 5.22: Temperature decay of the jets follows one of two regimes.
5.1.3 Jet Cooling
Decay of the peak temperature in each jet is shown in Figure 5.22, as quantified by the relative temperature
difference ratio, given by
Θ =
Tmax(x)− T∞
T◦ − T∞ , (5.5)
where Tmax(x) is the maximum local temperature at measurement station x. When plotted against x/r
3
◦L◦,
two distinct behavioral regimes of Θ appear.
In Figures 5.24–5.32 the temperature decay is plotted for each stack, where it becomes clear that r◦
governs which regime each HJICF will fall into. This set of experiments generally consists of HJICFs within
the ranges 1.2 < r◦ < 1.5 and 3.5 < r◦ < 4.2 so it is not suggested that different cooling mechanisms
describe each regime of Θ. The temperature decays are fit to Θ = BΘ(x/r◦L◦)AΘ and the coefficients AΘ
and BΘ are listed in Table 5.6. The median value of the decay rate AΘ is -0.646. The mean is -0.707 with
a standard deviation of 0.15, which suggests that in general a decay rate of -2/3 describes the cooling of
HJICFs.
Turbulent mixing of the two streams in the near-field suggests that the Reynolds number Re◦ should
affect BΘ but no such behavior has been noted within the results of these experiments. Figure 5.23 shows





Figure 5.23: Functional dependence of BΘ on r◦.
Figure 5.24: Temperature decay of the circular jets.
5.2 Summary
Within a key range of r◦ for which JICFs have been shown to transition from sinking behavior to rising
behavior, a series HJICFs emitting from a variety of different stacks have been studied with the goal of
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Figure 5.25: Temperature decay of the LR1-0 jets.
Figure 5.26: Temperature decay of the LR1-90 jets.
describing their trajectory, growth, and cooling. While r◦ has long been know to aid the collapse of circular
JICF trajectories to a common power law curve, it has been shown here that the non-circular trajectories
studied herein rise at a rate that has an upper bound of approximately the circular jet rise rate. The rate
at which far-field rise continues follows the development and coherence of the CVP. It is shown that for
non-circular jets where the rise is similar to the classical rate of circular jets, the CVP develops in a manner
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Figure 5.27: Temperature decay of the HR0 jets.
Figure 5.28: Temperature decay of the HR90 jets.
where mutual vortex induction is strong. For jets where the rise rate is suppressed, the CVP does not self-
induce very well. Suppressed self-induction may be caused by either weak CVP circulation or by excessive
separation of the vortex pair. For jets where the separation is particularly large, as in a wide slot jet oriented
at β = 0, little to no rise may occur in the far-field and the jet may even sink.
Growth of the cross-sectional area of a jet follows A1/2 ∼ x1/2 in the far-field, increase of r◦ leads to
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Figure 5.29: Temperature decay of the LR32w◦0 jets.
Figure 5.30: Temperature decay of the LR32w◦90 jets.
increased bursting of the jet in the near-field. The decay of the jet temperature follows x−2/3 in the far-field.
Following the entrainment-related near-field bursting of the jet, near-field reduction in the jet temperature is
also a function of r◦, with the near-field temperature decay coefficient following r−2◦ . Further analysis needs
to be performed upon the effect of temperature decay for multiple stacks for the effect of stack spacing and
comparison with single stacks. Likewise, it remains to be analyzed what the relation is between temperature
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Figure 5.31: Temperature decay of the LR34w◦0 jets.
Figure 5.32: Temperature decay of the LR34w◦90 jets.
decay and the rising of the HJICF as both behaviors are related to the coherence and persistence of the
CVP.
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Experiment AΘ BΘ R
2
C0.95 -0.817 0.427 0.9997
C1.40 -0.546 0.0415 0.9998
C1.54 -0.795 0.365 0.9991
C4.17 -0.549 0.0365 0.992
C4.58 -0.908 1.28 0.998
LR11.180 -0.960 0.352 0.992
LR11.500 -0.699 0.0315 0.9993
LR13.530 -0.817 0.182 0.993
LR14.210 -0.683 0.0262 0.998
LR11.1890 -0.848 0.331 0.998
LR11.5190 -0.596 0.0351 0.9994
LR13.5390 -0.642 0.390 0.998
LR14.1890 -0.518 0.0333 0.9990
HR1.220 -1.08 0.465 0.98
HR3.520 -0.746 0.0370 0.995
HR4.220 -0.633 0.0371 0.9992
HR1.1990 -0.867 0.642 0.995
HR3.4890 -0.467 0.0751 0.995
LR32w◦1.210 -0.623 0.396 0.9994
LR32w◦3.620 -0.605 0.0549 0.9994
LR32w◦4.240 -0.563 0.0498 0.9995
LR32w◦1.2190 -0.991 0.624 0.98
LR32w◦3.6090 -0.651 0.0448 0.9993
LR32w◦4.2790 -0.612 0.0399 0.998
0 LR34w◦1.160 -0.804 0.518 0.9997
LR34w◦3.480 -0.627 0.0540 0.99993
LR34w◦4.210 -0.611 0.0406 0.99996
LR34w◦1.1990 -0.854 0.448 0.97
LR34w◦3.5190 -0.516 0.0674 0.9993
LR34w◦4.1190 -0.575 0.0515 0.9996




Summary, Conclusions, and Future
Work
Much attention has been given to the problem of jets emitting from a circular orifice set flush with the
boundary of a cross-flow at the same temperature. While this flow scenario does hold relevance for some
engineering applications, many industrial and natural jets in cross-flow emit from raised stacks, often from
mouths of irregular shape and at high temperatures. Some engineering applications call for arrays of jets to
emit into a cross-flowing environment, such as film cooling in turbine engines. Thus there is a need to study
the interaction of multiple JICFs and how their proximity affects their behavior. The behavior of JICFs
from noncircular geometries such as rectangular and elliptical has been studied but the focus has been on
orientations where the major axis aligns either parallel or perpendicular to the main direction of the cross-
flow. In natural JICFs such ideal orientation is unlikely so there may be some value in understanding the
consequences of orienting a JICF at intermediate yaw angles. The effects of various temperatures, blowing
ratios, Reynolds numbers, stack geometries, and orientations has been investigated throughout this study
with the goal of developing a complete understanding of the JICF behavior as it pertains to trajectory, spread,
and cooling. A modular heated jet apparatus has been developed for experiments in a cross-flow environment
that encompass a broad parameter space. These measurements supplement the existing literature with data
that shows the effects of a number of parameters that have not been tested.
Few studies have paid much attention to the effect of Reynolds number upon JICF trajectory. The
prevailing treatment casts jet penetration as independent of Reynolds number. To address concerns relating
to the lack of research on this parameter, a series of experiments was performed at fixed r for a sweep of
six Re◦, showing JICF trajectory to be independent of Re◦ for values of 29400 and higher. In contrast,
the turbulence generated in the leading- and trailing-edge shear layers is directly related to Re◦. As Re◦
increases, both the thickness and strength of the leading-edge shear layer grows, indicating a powerful onset
and development of instabilities where the two fluid streams collide. However, the trailing-edge shear layer
has a strength and thickness that is independent of Re◦. Shielding of this edge by the jet causes it to develop
in a manner like that of a free jet, also independent of Re◦. This free-jet behavior persists until the point
where deflection of the leading edge of the jet reaches the trailing edge, bounding a potential core that
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extends two diameters above the stack mouth.
Despite the weak dependence upon Re◦, in general r satisfactorily leads to collapse of JICF trajectory.
This result is well known for isothermal jets and is here shown to collapse the behavior of HJICFs into
the same curve as unheated JICFs. There is no direct comparison between the behavior of heated and
unheated JICFs in the literature; this study aims to provide that comparison. Heating of the jet affects the
near-field development of the CVP, resulting in somewhat less vortex-induced upwash in the near-field than
unheated jets of similar Re◦, there is also a reduced fingerprint of Reynolds shear stress in the near-field
CVP development region for the HJICF in comparison to the isothermal JICF.
In the far-field, the differences become much more subtle between the heated and unheated jets. Spectral
analysis via the POD shows that Re◦ has some influence upon which structures carry TKE, though discrep-
ancies between the active structures eventually are rendered nil sufficiently far from the stack. Not only does
the POD spectra eventually collapse for subsequent streamwise cross-sections of the jets, the energy-ordering
of eigenfunctions also indicates the same hierarchy of energetic flow structures between the heated jet and
unheated jets of matching Re◦ and Re∞. Eventually, the POD spectra ceases to show any x-dependence for
the individual jets, which can be interpreted as some sense of self-similarity in the far-field, here noted to
set in somewhere between 5.64 < x/D < 10.5. The ensembles are filtered and reconstructed to reproduce
35% of the TKE of the raw ensemble. Filtration via the POD in this manner cleans the fields of small-scale
streamwise vortices, smoothing the in-plane motions to reveal the large and relatively-weak CVP vortices.
Less than 0.05% of the POD basis functions are needed to capture such a large fraction of the TKE, indicat-
ing that turbulence in the far-field is dominated by large scale structures, namely the system of upright wake
vortices and the CVP. Reynolds shear stresses show that the turbulence is comprised of the passage of these
large-scale structures as the filtered and unfiltered turbulent stress fields are quite similar and both fields
resemble the low-order high-TKE content basus functions. In-plane motion of the CVP is limited by the few
POD modes used for reconstruction, which indicates that fluctuation of the swirling strength in the CVP
is due primarily to temporal pulsations of the large-scale structures as they pass through the measurement
plane.
Galilean transformation is performed upon the vector fields to try to locate the reference frame in which
the CVP rises. The advection velocity is estimated based on the induced upwash between the vortices and
the weak downwash that straddles them. It is similar in magnitude for both of the unheated jets and for
the heated one, use of it in the Galilean transformation leads to in-plane streamlines that close or spiral
slowly toward vortex cores that are located in the central portion of the swirling strength signature of the
CVP. Sufficiently far downstream, this transformation no longer closes the streamlines about both vortices
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nor does it indicate vortex cores that lie at the centers of the swirl distributions.
Decay of the advection velocity follows the weakening of the CVP, which is consistent with the power law
trajectory of the JICFs, which suggests that vortical induction is the primary driver of the jet penetration.
Further analysis will be performed to possibly resolve the relation between the jet trajectory and the decay
of the advection velocity. It has been shown that the vertical trajectory of the vortex lines trends lower
than that of the trajectory of the maximum velocity; it remains to be compared how the temperature field
relates to these two trajectories. It is expected that the thermal centroid trajectory follows that of the
vortex lines due to the reduced mixing in the CVP cores but for the time being remains an open question.
Experimental or numerical investigation of additional HJICFs would provide additional data to refine the
correlation between the vortex trajectory and the thermal trajectory.
The effect of wind direction upon the development of an HJICF emitting from a rectangular stack was
investigated by using the temperature field to track the growth and trajectory of the jets. For this study,
the thermal centroid provided the most sensible means for tracking the jet fluid as the temperature field
serves as a scalar marker of fluid dispersion from the stack mouth. Due to advection, use of the local velocity
maximum may bias the jet trajectory in the various portions of the jet because the maximum of velocity may
located in different parts of the jet cross-section for the near- and far-fields. This poses a particular problem
as the transition from near-field to far-field behavior in the local velocity maximum may be gradual and
biased to one side of the jet or the other as a result of random sampling differences. The thermal centroid
is not biased in such ways and may reveal a good measure of the jet drift if it is present.
Classically, advective processes due to the motions of a CVP draw external fluid up through the underside
of the jet and carry core jet fluid to its outer periphery where it mixes with the ambient. This process results
in symmetric kidney bean contours for the canonical circular jet; such contours are most clear in this study
for the C and R90 jets. The R45 jet has asymmetric temperature contours and shows dual lobes at different
heights nearest the stack, dual lobes are not notable further downstream. Concerning jet trajectory, the
R90 jet rises similarly to the C jet, which both have similarly-shaped kidney bean temperature contours.
The R45 jet drifts significantly and rises more slowly while the R0 jet, which shows no such kidney bean
appearance.
Tracking the jet temperature and cooling via the thermal centroid fails for the R45 jet but a power law
relation successfully describes the cooling at that point for the other jets. Cooling is for practical purposes
due exclusively to mixing of the ambient with the jet fluid. In the context of a free shear flow such as this one,
the mixing must therefore be due to entrainment, which can be measured via growth of the jet. Jet growth is
markedly greater nearer the stack and approaches a steadier rate further downstream. Different flow physics
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cause the discrepancy between mixing in the two regions. Direct mixing occurs via frontal impingement
near the stack. Further downsream, the mixing mechanism transitions to free shear entrainment. In spite of
the steadier growth of the jet in the far-field, classical self-similarity cannot be assured. The entrainment is
quantified by the spreading angles of the jet. Spanwise jet spreading is more rapid than vertical spreading
for all of the jets except R0. Comparison of the growth rates for these jets indicates growth like that of an
axisymmetric wake in the spanwise jet dimension; no reasonable comparison can be made for the vertical
growth of the jets. Because the R0 jet grows vertically at a faster rate than it grows in its span, a different
physical mechanism likely dominates behavior of that jet, though its growth is consistently less than any
canonical free shear flows.
One trend that begs further investigation is the strength of the CVP vortices of the jets. There is a
sharp interface along the spanwise edges of the jets where streamwise velocity u has a step in z, producing a
strong vertical vorticity ωy, which may constitute the origin of the CVP, as supported by the study of Kelso
et al. (1996). It seems that the size of the spanwise interfaces of the jet flow with the cross-flow determines
the strength of the CVP vortices, explaining the strong swirl for the C and R90 jets, weaker swirl for the
R45 jet and weakest swirl for the R0 jet as the sharp interface of high ωy would be follow those cases in
decreasing order, respectively. Because this apparent trend is noted, an investigation of nondimensional
parameters Πi governing the strength of the CVP and how they might relate to jet orientation is in order.
If such a relation can be found, it could be a significant step toward describing the mechanism for the initial
generation of the CVP, which is a question whose answer has eluded consensus among JICF researchers. The
results of this study may provide useful validation for JICF simulation of noncircular jets at intermediate
orientations 0 < β < 90◦, which are scenarios that have received little experimental or numerical research
attention despite their unique tendency to drift. Natural JICFs such as volcanoes may emit from vents that
are prone to drifting in the wind and also carry the potential for immense human casualty. Development
of a reliable simulator that could quickly predict the zone of influence of an erupting volcano could allow
improved assessment of the risk of harm to nearby population centers, resulting in targeted evacuations and
preventing unnecessary evacuations.
HJICFs emitting from a variety of different stacks were studied across a range of r◦ for which JICFs
have been shown to transition from sinking behavior to rising behavior. The goal of this study is to describe
their trajectory, growth, and cooling in a manner that would allow engineers to predict jet behavior for a
diverse set of JICFs. It has been shown that the non-circular trajectories studied herein rise at rates that
have an upper bound equal to that of the rise rate of the circular jet. Under certain conditions the jets will
sink. Results from sPIV for a few jets suggest that what determines the rise rate of the jets is induction of
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the CVP. The formula for vertical induction gives an advection velocity on the order of the induced velocity
estimated in Chapter 3; this velocity is a linear function of the CVP strength Γ and an inverse function of
the vortex spacing b. If Γ is related to the interface length of the spanwise edge of the jet, as suggested
previously, then it would suggest that an effective JICF aspect ratio would govern whether the CVP leads to
jet penetration for jets of noncircular geometry. Such a possibility remains an open question at this time and
will be investigated jointly with the search for a parameter that governs the strength of the CVP. However,
the existing data for JICFs emitting from multiple stacks is quite limited. Experiments of additional stack
geometries and arrays of jets with focus on the cross-sectional structure of the CVP may refine the ability
of engineers to develop systems with predictable or even tunable degrees of jet rise, especially as it pertains
to effective film cooling. An investigation of the spacing for which jet interference becomes negligible would
be useful, particularly if some optimal lesser spacing can be found for which the JICFs shield the lower
boundary effectively with minimal flow of coolant.
What has been shown is that collapse of the trajectories to a common power law curve is slightly more
complicated than for circular jets. For sufficiently high r, circular jets rise monotonically. Noncircular jets
that also rise in such a fashion have leading power law coefficients that are functions of r, assuming symmetric
orientation with respect to the cross-flow. Supporting data from the temperature fields and cross-plane sPIV
shows that the far-field rise rate follows the development and coherence of the CVP. Non-circular jets whose
rise is similar to the classical rate of circular jets feature a CVP where mutual vortex induction is strong
while for jets where the rise rate is suppressed, the CVP does not self-induce well.
Concerning jet growth, cross-sectional area A1/2 follows x
1/2 in the far-field, and increase of r◦ leads to
increased bursting of the jet in the near-field where mixing is dominated by frontal intrusion of the cross-flow
into the jet. Because jet growth and cooling are both related to entrainment, near-field reduction in the
jet temperature is likewise a function of r◦, with the near-field temperature decay coefficient following r−2◦ .
An x−2/3 relation describes the cooling in the far-field. The effect of temperature decay for multiple stacks
remains to be investigated to find the effect of stack spacing, which should be compared to the temperature
decay of single stacks. Because the cooling and rising of HJICFs are both related to the CVP coherence, it
remains to be analyzed how the two relate to one another. Further study will consist of continued analysis
of this data set, both of the temperature data and of the PIV data as the two combine jointly to describe
both the kinematic processes of mixing and the resulting decay of the temperature. The results of this
study would prove useful as validation for numerical simulations of JICFs and HJICFs. Development of a
simulation platform capable of replicating the results of these measurements—in particular the consequences
of jet interference, stack geometry, and orientation—could be an important step for the optimization of film
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cooling systems or for prediction of volcanic debris dispersion. This work shows the importance of Re◦ upon
the development of JICFs in the development of the shear layers of the jet in the near-field; how Re◦ affects
the cooling of HJICFs was not directly investigated here and it thus remains an open question whose study




The front panel of the LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) designed for the rake and side sting measurements
is shown in Figure A.1. The VI served as the master control for translation of the rake and side sting by
control of the translation stages, and for data acquisition and recording.
The VI had two modes: a mode where the user could freely drive the translation stages while displaying
the readings of the measurement probes and a mode where the stages stepped through a user-specified path
and recorded the readings of the probes at each location. The first mode was used by the operator to test
the flow for purpose such as positioning probes to set the measurement origin and to determine reasonable
limits of the measurement domain. These inputs are located in the orange block of the front panel. During
this mode, with the translation stage controls set to “Ready”, the data acquisition would cycle continuously
until the user entered some other translation stage command. The translation stage could be sent to it
“Home” position (as long as the probes were set so that such motion was physically feasible, particularly the
side sting probe). The origin could be set by use of the “Set Zero” command. Absolute movements could
be specified from the “Zero” position of the translation stage, relative movements could be specified as well.
Upon entering the numerical value for a particular movement, the VI would execute the movement as soon
as the current data acquisition cycle would finish.
The other mode of operation was set up in the blue “Scanning Parameters” block in the lower right of
the Front Panel. Here the user would input how many samples of the temperature and pressure to average
per probe, a time delay to wait prior to reading the probe outputs, and the limits of the serpentine path
through which the probes would be driven. At each point in the path, the mean values would be recorded to
a measurement file. The VI would output a text file of all quantities taken at each point in the measurement
domain, including the X, Y, and Z positions of the translation stages; the total pressure measurement from
the side sting was converted to dynamic pressure through the subtraction of the mean static pressure at the
inlet of the test section. Separate scans were performed for each of the two probes on the side sting and












































































Because such a large number of experiments has been performed, a system of nomenclature has been adopted
to allow for quick reference to the conditions of each measurement run. The system consists of a series of
alphanumeric code entries concatenated into a single lexeme. The first code entry refers to the jet centerline
temperature, as tabulated in table B.1; the second entry refers to the cross-flow velocity, as tabulated
in table B.2; the third entry refers to the height of the stack, as tabulated in table B.3; the fourth and
fifth entries refer respectively to the stack geometry, including number of stacks (table B.4), and the stack
orientation angle (table B.6).





Table B.1: Code name elements for designation of jet axial centerline temperature.
U∞ [m/s] Reference Word Code Unit
30 Quick Q
10 Slow S
Table B.2: Code name elements for designation of cross-flow velocity.
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h [mm] Reference Word Code Unit
0 Flush F
71.3 Elevated E
Table B.3: Code name elements for designation of stack height.
Stack Geometry N Code Unit
Circular 1 C
High-Aspect Ratio Rectangular 1 HR1












Table B.5: Code name elements for designation of
spacing distance for arrays of multiple rectangular
stacks.




Table B.6: Code name elements for designation of
orientation angle of rectangular stacks.
Code Name T0 [K] T∞ [K] V0 [m/s] U∞ [m/s]
HQEC 599.0 301.0 55.7 28.2
HSEC 606.8 301.0 55.1 9.3
WQEC1 425.4 301.0 51.8 28.3
WSEC 421.5 299.2 52.7 9.7
WQEC2 423.6 302.7 52.3 29.4
Table B.7: The circular stack experiments prescribed by the Phase II Base Period contract. Experiments
WQEC1 and WQEC2 refer to the two identical experiments performed to assess the repeatability of the
experimental measurements.
Code Name T0 [K] T∞ [K] V0 [m/s] U∞ [m/s]
HQELR0 596.1 301.3 50.0 30.1
HQELR90 597.7 300.9 50.1 30.0
HSELR0 597.2 300.7 50.3 10.1
HSELR45 597.5 296.3 49.6 9.9
HSELR90 600.2 299.8 50.5 10.1
WQELR0 427.9 301.2 49.8 27.8
WQELR90 420.4 301.7 50.4 28.3
WSELR0 439.4 298.5 51.1 10.0
WSELR45 423.2 299.8 49.6 9.83
WSELR90 433.8 299.1 50.8 26.0
Table B.8: The single low-aspect ratio rectangular stack experiments prescribed by the Phase II Base Period
contract.
These entries concatenate in the above-delineated sequence with no spacers separating the individual code
elements, which are chosen such that there should be no ambiguity between consecutive experiment variables.
For example, the experiment consisting of the array of three low-aspect ratio rectangular stacks (LR3), each
separated by a distance of four minor widths (@4w) and rotated to a yaw angle of 45◦ (45), emitting into a
30 m/s (Q) cross-flow from the elevated stack position (E) and heated to a centerline temperature of 600 K
(H) would therefore read as experiment HQELR3@4w45. Final steady-state results for the experimental
parameters are presented in tables B.7–B.11.
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Code Name T0 [K] T∞ [K] V0 [m/s] U∞ [m/s]
HQELR3@2w0 599.6 303.6 51.0 30.1
HQELR3@2w45 596.9 302.8 53.9 29.9
HQELR3@2w90 594.0 304.2 50.7 29.9
HSELR3@2w0 601.9 302.0 52.1 10.2
HSELR3@2w45 595.0 301.3 49.8 10.2
HSELR3@2w90 594.1 302.4 50.4 10.0
WSELR3@2w0 424.3 299.9 50.4 10.0
WSELR3@2w45 424.4 299.0 50.6 10.0
WSELR3@2w90 423.6 301.7 50.6 10.0
HQELR3@4w0 601.1 302.5 49.1 30.0
HQELR3@4w45 598.1 300.8 49.6 30.0
HQELR3@4w90 593.9 302.9 49.2 29.6
HSELR3@4w0 595.4 300.6 49.4 10.1
HSELR3@4w45 594.9 300.7 49.4 10.1
HSELR3@4w90 594.0 302.0 49.2 10.0
WSELR3@4w0 423.8 295.6 50.4 10.0
WSELR3@4w45 423.3 298.3 49.8 10.0
WSELR3@4w90 425.6 299.6 49.0 10.0
Table B.9: The array of three low-aspect ratio rectangular stack experiments prescribed by the Phase II
Base Period contract.
Code Name T0 [K] T∞ [K] V0 [m/s] U∞ [m/s]
HQEHR0 601.6 303.0 51.6 30.0
HQEHR45 600.3 302.1 51.1 30.0
HQEHR90 602.1 304.9 49.8 29.9
HSEHR0 598.6 301.4 49.6 10.0
HSEHR45 597.2 300.9 49.8 10.0
HSEHR90 601.3 302.4 49.6 10.1
Table B.10: The high-aspect ratio rectangular stack experiments prescribed by the Phase II Base Period
contract.
Code Name T0 [K] T∞ [K] V0 [m/s] U∞ [m/s]
WSHRchev0 427.7 298.6 49.8 9.9
WSHR0 430.7 298.8 50.7 10.0
WSELR0 439.4 298.5 51.1 10.0
WSELR3@4w45 423.3 298.3 49.8 10.0
WSEC 421.5 299.2 52.7 9.7
TQEC 379.9 302.6 11.2 29.8
TSEC 379.1 300.7 11.1 10.4
WQEMR2@2w0 429.7 303.8 50.2 29.7
WSEMR2@2w90 424.7 303.3 52.0 10.0
WQEMR0 427.0 299.2 50.1 29.2
WQEMR90 428.8 301.3 50.7 29.5
WSEMR45 424.7 296.6 50.1 9.9
HSEMR45 602.5 298.2 51.0 9.8
WSELR3@4w90 425.6 299.6 49.0 10.0




Figure B.1: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.2: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.3: Temperature field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.4: Temperature field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.5: Temperature field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.6: Temperature field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.7: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.8: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.9: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.10: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.1.2 Hot-Slow-Elevated-Circular (HSEC)
Figure B.11: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.12: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.13: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.14: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.15: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.16: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.17: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.18: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.19: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.20: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.1.3 Warm-Quick-Elevated-Circular Trial 1 (WQEC1)
Figure B.21: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.22: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.23: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.24: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.25: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.26: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.27: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.28: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.29: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.30: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.1.4 Warm-Quick-Elevated-Circular Trial 2 (WQEC2)
Figure B.31: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.32: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.33: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.34: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.35: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.36: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.37: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.38: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.39: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.40: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.1.5 Warm-Slow-Elevated-Circular (WSEC)
Figure B.41: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.42: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.43: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.44: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.45: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.46: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.47: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.48: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.49: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.50: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.1.6 Tepid-Quick-Elevated (TQEC)
Figure B.51: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.52: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.53: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.54: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.55: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.56: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.57: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.58: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.59: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.60: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.1.7 Tepid-Slow-Elevated (TSEC)
Figure B.61: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.62: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.63: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.64: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.65: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.66: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.67: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.68: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.69: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.70: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2 Single Low-Aspect Ratio Rectangular Stack
B.2.1 Hot-Quick-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 0◦ (HQELR0)
Figure B.71: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.72: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.73: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.74: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.75: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.76: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.77: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.78: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.79: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.80: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.2 Hot-Quick-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 90◦ (HQELR90)
Figure B.81: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.82: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.83: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.84: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.85: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.86: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.87: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.88: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.89: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.90: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.3 Hot-Slow-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 0◦ (HSELR0)
Figure B.91: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.92: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.93: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.94: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.95: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.96: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.97: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.98: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.99: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.100: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.4 Hot-Slow-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 45◦ (HSELR45)
Figure B.101: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.102: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.103: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.104: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.105: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.106: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.107: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.108: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.109: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.110: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.5 Hot-Slow-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 90◦ (HSELR90)
Figure B.111: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.112: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.113: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.114: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.115: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.116: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.117: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.118: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.119: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.120: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.6 Warm-Quick-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 0◦ (WQELR0)
Figure B.121: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.122: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.123: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.124: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.125: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.126: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.127: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.128: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.129: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.130: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.7 Warm-Quick-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 90◦ (WQELR90)
Figure B.131: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.132: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.133: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.134: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.135: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.136: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.137: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.138: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.139: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.140: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.8 Warm-Slow-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 0◦ (WSELR0)
Figure B.141: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.142: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.143: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.144: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.145: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.146: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.147: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.148: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.149: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.150: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.9 Warm-Slow-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 45◦ (WSELR45)
Figure B.151: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.152: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.153: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.154: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.155: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.156: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.157: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.158: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.159: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.160: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.2.10 Warm-Slow-Elevated Low-Aspect Ratio Stack at 90◦ (WSELR90)
Figure B.161: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.162: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.163: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.164: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.165: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.166: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.167: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.168: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.169: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.170: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.3 Single Intermediate-Aspect Ratio Rectangular Stack
B.3.1 Warm-Quick-Elevated at 0◦ (WQEMR0)
Figure B.171: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.172: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.173: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.174: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.175: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.176: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.177: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.178: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.179: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.180: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.3.2 Warm-Quick-Elevated at 90◦ (WQEMR90)
Figure B.181: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.182: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.183: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.184: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.185: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.186: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.187: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.188: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.189: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.190: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.3.3 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 45◦ (WSEMR45)
Figure B.191: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.192: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.193: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.194: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.195: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.196: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.197: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.198: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.199: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.200: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.3.4 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 45◦ (HSEMR45)
Figure B.201: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.202: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.203: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.204: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.205: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.206: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.207: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.208: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.209: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.210: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.4 Single High-Aspect Ratio Rectangular Stack
B.4.1 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 0◦ (HQEHR0)
Figure B.211: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.212: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.213: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.214: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.215: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.216: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.217: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.218: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.219: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.220: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.4.2 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 45◦ (HQEHR45)
Figure B.221: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.222: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.223: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.224: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.225: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.226: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.227: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.228: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.229: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.230: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.4.3 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 90◦ (HQEHR90)
Figure B.231: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.232: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.233: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.234: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.235: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.236: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.237: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.238: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.239: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.240: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.4.4 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 0◦ (HSEHR0)
Figure B.241: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.242: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.243: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.244: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.245: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.246: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.247: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.248: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.249: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.250: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.4.5 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 45◦ (HSEHR45)
Figure B.251: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.252: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.253: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.254: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.255: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.256: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.257: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.258: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.259: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.260: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.4.6 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 90◦ (HSEHR90)
Figure B.261: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.262: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.263: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.264: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.265: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.266: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.267: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.268: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.269: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.270: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.4.7 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 0◦ (WSEHR0)
Figure B.271: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.272: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.273: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.274: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.275: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.276: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.277: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.278: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.279: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.280: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.4.8 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 0◦ with Chevrons (WSEHRchev0)
Figure B.281: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.282: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.283: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.284: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.285: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.286: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.287: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.288: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.289: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.290: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5 Triple Low-Aspect Ratio Rectangular Stacks
B.5.1 2w Stack Separation
B.5.1.1 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 0◦ (HQELR3@2w0)
Figure B.291: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.292: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.293: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.294: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.295: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.296: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.297: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.298: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.299: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.300: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.1.2 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 45◦ (HQELR3@2w45)
Figure B.301: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.302: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.303: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.304: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.305: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.306: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.307: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.308: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.309: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.310: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.1.3 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 90◦ (HQELR3@2w90)
Figure B.311: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.312: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.313: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.314: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.315: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.316: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.317: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.318: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.319: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.320: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.1.4 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 0◦ (HSELR3@2w0)
Figure B.321: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.322: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.323: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.324: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.325: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.326: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.327: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.328: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.329: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.330: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.1.5 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 45◦ (HSELR3@2w45)
Figure B.331: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.332: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.333: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.334: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.335: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.336: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.337: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.338: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.339: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.340: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.1.6 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 90◦ (HSELR3@2w90)
Figure B.341: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.342: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.343: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.344: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.345: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.346: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.347: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.348: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.349: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.350: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.1.7 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 0◦ (WSELR3@2w0)
Figure B.351: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.352: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.353: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.354: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.355: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.356: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.357: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.358: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.359: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.360: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.1.8 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 45◦ (WSELR3@2w45)
Figure B.361: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.362: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.363: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.364: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.365: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.366: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.367: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.368: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.369: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.370: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.1.9 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 90◦ (WSELR3@2w90)
Figure B.371: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.372: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.373: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.374: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.375: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.376: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.377: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.378: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.379: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.380: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2 4w Stack Separation
B.5.2.1 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 0◦ (HQELR3@4w0)
Figure B.381: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.382: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.383: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.384: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.385: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.386: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.387: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.388: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.389: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.390: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2.2 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 45◦ (HQELR3@4w45)
Figure B.391: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.392: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.393: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.394: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.395: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.396: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.397: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.398: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.399: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.400: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2.3 Hot-Quick-Elevated at 90◦ (HQELR3@4w90)
Figure B.401: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.402: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.403: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.404: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.405: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.406: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.407: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.408: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.409: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.410: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2.4 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 0◦ (HSELR3@4w0)
Figure B.411: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.412: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.413: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.414: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.415: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.416: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.417: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.418: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.419: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.420: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2.5 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 45◦ (HSELR3@4w45)
Figure B.421: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.422: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.423: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.424: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.425: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.426: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.427: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.428: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.429: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.430: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2.6 Hot-Slow-Elevated at 90◦ (HSELR3@4w90)
Figure B.431: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.432: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.433: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.434: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.435: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.436: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.437: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.438: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.439: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.440: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2.7 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 0◦ (WSELR3@4w0)
Figure B.441: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.442: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.443: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.444: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.445: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.446: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.447: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.448: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.449: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.450: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2.8 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 45◦ (WSELR3@4w45)
Figure B.451: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.452: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.453: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.454: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.455: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.456: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.457: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.458: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.459: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.460: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.5.2.9 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 90◦ (WSELR3@4w90)
Figure B.461: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.462: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.463: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.464: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.465: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.466: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.467: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.468: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.469: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.470: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.6 Double Intermediate-Aspect Ratio Rectangular Stacks
B.6.1 Warm-Quick-Elevated at 0◦ (WQEMR2@2w0)
Figure B.471: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.472: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.473: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.474: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.475: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.476: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.477: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.478: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.479: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.480: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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B.6.2 Warm-Slow-Elevated at 90◦ (WSEMR2@2w90)
Figure B.481: Jet Exit Temperature Field. Figure B.482: Jet Exit Velocity Field.
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Figure B.483: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.484: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.485: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.486: Temperature field in the spanwise–
wall-normal plane at x=618 mm.
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Figure B.487: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=66 mm.
Figure B.488: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=250 mm.
Figure B.489: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=434 mm.
Figure B.490: Velocity field in the spanwise–wall-
normal plane at x=618 mm.
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